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REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAMME OP THE UNITED
NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES ON THE WORK OF ITS

THIRTY-SIXTH SESSION*
(Geneva, 7-18 October 1985)

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Executive Committee of the programme of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees held its thirty-sixth session at the Palais des Nations
at Geneva from 7 to 18 OCtober 1985. The session was opened by the outgoing
Chairman, Mr. F. Mebazaa of Tunisia, who reviewed in an introductory statement some
of the major concerns of his tenure. He referred, in particular, to the recent
emergency in Africa and endorsed the appeal of the High Commissioner for funds to
meet urgent needs in that continent. He also referred to seminars, round tables
and meetings of working groups in which the work of the Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) had been discussed in depth.

2. The outgoing Chairman underlined the increasingly close links between UNHCR
and the Executive Committee, with regular informal sessions, periodic letters from
UNHCR Directors, and the inclusion of a report by the High Commissioner on action
taken on the decisions of the Executive Committee, all of which had permitted
greater rationalization of the activities of UNHCR. In his view, this co-operation
offered the best prospect for ensuring continued improvements in the work of
UNHCR. Mr. Mebazaa concluded 6y expressing his thanks to all those who had
supported and facilitated his work as Chairman.

A. Election of officers

3. Under rule 10 of the rules of procedure, the COmmittee elected the following
officers by acclamation:

Chairman Mr. K. Chiba (Japan)

Vice-Chairman Mr. H. Charry-Samper (Colombia)

Rappo~teur Mr. E.~E. Mtango (United Republic of Tanzania)

B. Representation on the Committee

4. The following members of the Committee were represented at the session:

I
f,.
r
i"
I

t
I
I'
i

Algeria
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil

Canada
China
Colombia
Denmark
Finland
France

I1

* Previously issued under the symbol A/AC.96/673.
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Germany, Fed6al RepUblic of
Greece
Holy See
Iran (Islamic Rep~blic of)
Israel
Italy
Japan
Lebanon
Les~thO
Madagascar
Morocco
Namibia (represented by the United

Nations Council for· Namibia)
Netherlands
Nicaragua

Nigeria
Norway
Sudan
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland
United Republic of Tanzania
United States of America
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

5. The Goverriments of the following States were represented by observers:

Angola
Belize
Bolivia
Botswana
Burundi
Cameroon
Chile
Congo
Costa Rica
Cuba
Cyprus
Democratic Kampuchea
Democratic Yemen
Djibouti
Ecuador
Egypt
Ethiopia
Guatemala
Honduras
India
Indonesia
Iraq

Ireland
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya.
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Mexico
Mozambique
New Zealand
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Portugal
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Spain
Swaziland
Syrian Arab Republic
Uruguay
Viet Nam
Yemen
Zambia

The Sovereign Order of Malta was also represented by an observer.

6. The United Nations system was represented as follows: The United Nations
Secretariat, Office of the United Nations Commissioner for Namibia, United Nations
Office for Emergency Operations in Africa, Office of the United Nations Disaster
Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO), United Nations Industrial Development. Organization
(UNIDO), United Nations centre for Human Settlements (Habitat), United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), United Nations Volunteers (UNV), World Food Programme
(WFP), International Labour Organisation (ILO), Food and AgriCUltural Organization
of the United Nations (FAO) 6 United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), World Health Organization (WHO) and the World Bank.
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7. The following intergovernmental organizations were represented by observers:
Commission of the European, Communities, Council of Europe, Intergover~mental
Committee for Migration, League of Arab States and Organization of African Unity.

8. A total of 88 non-governmental organizations were represented by observers,
including the International Council of Voluntary Agencies (I~lA), the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the League of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies.

md 9. The African National Congress of South Africa (ANC), the Pan-Africanist
Congress of Azania (PAC) and the South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO)
were also represented at the meeting.

C. Adoption of the aaenda

10. The Exec~tive Committee decided to adopt the following agenda:

1. Opening of the session.

2. Election of officers.

3. Adoption of the agenda and other organizational matters.

4. General debate.

5. Action taken on decisions by the Executive Committee.

6. International protection.

7. Status of contributions and overall financial requirements for 1985 and
1986.

8. Refugee aid and development.

9. Field affairs.

10. Role of UNHCR in promoting durable solutions.

11. UNHCR assistance activities.

12. Administrative and financial matters.

Amendment to the rules of procedure.

Additional conference resources for the Executive Committee.

Adoption of the draft report of the thirty-sixth session.

Consideration of the provisional agenda of the thirty-seventh session of
the Executive Committee.

Any other business.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.I

_--1 ,,-------------0(II1II(-3.-------------7_rlltii (
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D. ··Opening statement by the Chairman of the Executive Committee

ll~ In taking the chair, the newly-elected Chairman, Mr. K. Chiba, expressed his
profolJnd9rat~tudeandhis.determination to do his utmost to respond to the trust
placed illljim~ H~ also paid tribute to the outgoine;, Chairman, .the High
coinmi~sioller anc:! the Secretariat, as well as to the 1985 Nansen Medal laureate,
CardinaL Paulo Evaristo Arns.

12. TheC&airman drew the Committee's attention to the unprecedented financial
crisisfacinq UNHCR and urged both donor and recipient countries to prepare for
necessary action. Noting the pOssibility that further contributions would be
announced during the session~ he invited UNHCR to take steps to improve its
management in order to overcome the difficult situation. He also praised the UNHCR
Staff Council's initiative to give one day's salary towards the 1985 General
Programmes.

13. Describing ~nternational protection as one of the pillars of the work of
UNRCR, the Chairman commended the efforts to formulate new rules of conduct in
respect of the irregular movements of refu~~2s and asylum-seekers. He~eplored the
continuing military and armed attacks upon t~fugees in camps and settlements or at
sea and expressed his support for the Rescu~ at Sea Resettlement Offers (RASPO)
scheme. He urged Governments to co-operate with UNHCR in providing protection to
refugees.

14. In respect of assistance, the Chairman felt that new methods were necessary to
ensure the cost-effectiveness of assistance a~tivities, with emphasis on
implementing the most urgent programmes and on strengthening evaluation systems.
In addition, the linkage between refugee aid and development and th~ promotion of
durable solutions, particularly voluntary repatriation, had to be taken into
account. The Chairman refelred to the Committee's responsibility for approving the
1985 (revised) and 1986 (initial) programmes. The need for emergency preparedness
and for paying special attention to vulnerable refugee groups was also stressed.

15. The Chairman concluded by commending the dedicated UNHCR staff in the field
who were carrying out their humanitarian tasks, often under difficult conditions.
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(Item 4 of the agenda)

16. Congratulations were extended by all speakers to members of the bureau upon
their election. Appreciation was also expressed foz the work of the outgoing
bureau and, in particular, for the past leadership of the Chairman.

11. In responding to the opening statement of the Hi9h CommiSsicmer, which is
attached as annex I to the present report, speakers paid tribute to the progress
achieved under his guidance in refugee protection and assistance during the
preceding eight turbulent years. Representatives expressed warm appreciation of
the contents of the statement and commended the humanitarian and personal qualities
the High Commissioner had brought to his difficult tasks during his period of
office. The dedication of both the High Commissioner and his staff to the refugee
cause was widely praised.

18. A number of speakers referred to the mandate of the High COmmissioner and, in
particular, to its humanitarian and apolitical character, which they considered the
cornerstone of the Office!s activities. One speaker remarked that thou~hUNHCRwas
a temporary organization, there was little doubt that the refugee probleillwould
last a long time. He urged recognition of the fact that temporary refugee burdens
could become long-term ones. The fortieth anniversary of the United Nations was
recalled by many speakers, who ~tressed the importance of collective action to
safeguard the principles UNHCR was established to promote. While one speaker
described UNHCR as irreplaceable, some representatives expressed concern that the
mandate of UNHCR was being over-ext~nded. Recently, the Office had been judged by
its capacity to extend assistance to persons who were not within its mandatel to
contend with the needs (.)f so many groups was more than could be expected of any
single organization.

19. At the same time, many sp'.:tkers commented on the need to tackle the root
causes of mass exodus since an underl?tanding of these causes could hi!lpreduce the
impact of refugee problems. It was urged that efforts be pursued in appropriate
forums to prevent, redu~~ or even reverse refugee flows, for it was important to
view each intervention of the international community in a two-fold aspect, one
political and the other humanitarian. One representative pointed out that apart
from political factors and violations of human ri9hts, harsh living conditions and
socio-economic factors also played a role in provoking refugee movements. These
could be redressed in the countries of origin, which had a grel1tterresponsibility
for ending the exodus than countzies of asylum~ Another speaker felt that UNHCR~

through its humanitarian action, could play a role in bringing about a dialogue
between the parties concerned and a process of conciliation. He suggested~for

instance~ the appointment of regional representatives or tri-partite commissions.

20. Deep concern was unanimously expressed about the financial crisis facing
UNHCR, which representatives saw as the single most important problem confronting
the Executive Committee. Man7 speaker~ urged the international community to
respond to the High Commissioner's appeals for funds to permit him to maintain the
required levels of refugee assistance.' They drew the attention of the Committee to
the severe consequences for refugees, particularly those in, developing countries,
if these appeals ,were not heeded. Funds allocated for emergency relief could fiot
compensate for shortfalls in General Programmes. A number of speakers emphasized

-5-
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that UNHCR assistance should not be confined to relief and should take medium-term
and long-term needs into account. Others spoke of the need to review levels of
material assistance and endorsed measures taken by the High Commissioner to revise
the approved budgets for 1985. Those speakers felt that UNHCR had to improve
management practices, which would result in increased efficiency and
cost-effectiveness and could reduce the need for additional funds. One delegation
was particularly concerned about structul:al bUdgetary problems revealed by the
crisis and asked the High Commissioner to adapt his planning system to new
realitiesl in appropriate cases, priorities could be set to guide the
implementation of programmes. A number of delegations stressed the need to plan
programmes in such a way so as to reflect the mandate of UNHCR, and some
delegations indicated that they were ready to participate in such a process in an
advisory role. One representative, however, pointed out that it was not enough for
Governments to urge UNHCR to manage its programmes better) the provision of
adequate assistance to refugees was part of the collective responsibility of
Governments. Another mentioned that the total budaet of UNHCR was less than the
global amcunt spent in one hour on arms. Many spe~kers stated that, in making
reductions in programmes, UNHCR had to maintain basic life-sustaining assistance,
particular~y in the areas of health, nutrition, water supply and basic' education.
Others found cuts in durable solutions programmes unacceptable. One delegation
questioned the technical premises behind the budgetary cuts made in his country's
programme) another stated that the correct solution to the problem was to raise
more funds, not to reduce the level of programmes.

21. Several speakers declared that thoulgh the Executive Committee enjoyed the
privilege of approving UNHCR programmes without any corresponding obligation to
finance theliil, Governments had a duty to support the High Commissioner's efforts to
resolve the financial crisis. A number of delegations pointed out~that

contributions for refugee assistance OVElr the years had been remarkably generous.
Many spoke of their Governments' contintled support for UNHCR and several announced
specific new contributions for UNHCR pr(~rammes, while others mentioned that such
contributions were being favourably considered by their GOvernments. Some speakers
urged UNHCR to explore new sources of funding, particularly in the private sector,
by appeals through non-governmental organizations and the mass media. Efforts to
broaden the donor base and enhance contributions from smaller donors were also
advocated: around 80 per cent of tbe budget of the High Commissioner was at
present financed by 9 or 10 donor countries and this had to change. The view was
expressed that Governments had to contend with considerable claims on their
strained humanitarian aid budgets and that the unprecedented demands of the African
emergency had been met with funds which might otherwise have been contributed to
the General Programmes of UNHCR. One representative drew attention to the gap
between what the international community expected UNHCR tb do and the resources
provided to it. Another speaker sugges1t:ed that a stdcter interpretation of the
mandate of UNHCR, limiting assistance pl,ogrammes and emphasizing the search for
durable solutions would help avoid future financial crises. Others stressed the
importance of earmarking funds for refugee assistance and for restructuring donor
budgets better to meet refugee needs. ~he need for making early pledges and
payments of contributtons was emphasized) several delegations declared their
intention of announcing larger contributions at'the annual UNHCR pledging
conference in New York and urged other donors to do likewise. Though some
unc~rtainty was expressed about prospects for funding the 1986 programmes, one
representstive felt the target should be approved and a special session of the
Executive Committee convened if necessary around April 1986 should funding problems
arise.
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22. Many speakers expressed their appreciation of the appeal of the UNHCR Staff
Council to all staff to donate one day's salary to the General Programmes of
UNHCR. They stated that thi's gesture reflected the dedication and commitment of
UNHCR staff to the work of the Office.

23. Referring to recent developments in refugee assistance, speakers focused
largely on the emergency situation in Africa and the severe additional burdens this
had placed on UNHCR and the international community as well as the setback it
represented in the search for durable solutions. The mass movements of large
numbers of refugees and displaced persons had been complicated by what one speaker
described as the worst drought to have hit the region in the last 50 years. While
many speakers paid tribute to the achievements of UNHCR and other united Nations
agencies and non-governmental organizations in saving lives in Africa, much
remained to be done. durable solutions had not yet been possible for some old
groups of refugees even as new groups continued to arrive. Some speakers warned of
the risk of new refugee flows from South Africa. in this connection, two
representatives called for increased pressure on South Africa to withdraw from
Namibia. The refl~gee situation in Central America had also worsened. On the other
hand, representatives saw a certain stabilization in the programmes for Afghan
refugees in South-West Asia and for Indo-Chinese refugees in South-East Asia,
though both situations continued to cause concern. The need for durable solutions
to each of these problems, in particular through voluntary repatriation and
resettlement in appropriate cases, was also mentioned by several speakers.

24. Several delegations whos~ countries hosted significant refugee populations
reported in some detail.on the specific influxes affecting their countries and the
social, economic, environmental, political and security problems these had
created. Reference was made to the "developmental crisis" in the midst of which
certain countries, particularly in Africa, wore coping with refugee emergencies. A
number of representatives recalled the principles of international solidarity and
burden-sharing which have animated the work of the High Commissioner and urged
States to assist countries of first asylum in meeting their considerable
obligations. The role of these asylum States was warmly commended and two speakers
suggested that the definition of the term "donor" should be broadened to include
the countries of asylum which had donated land, resources and services. One
speaker felt that, since nearly half the world's refugees were in Africa, that
continent should play a larger role in refugee affairs.

25. All speakers referred to the importance of attaining durable solutions to the
plight of refugees and commended UNHCR for bearing this objective in mind even in
the midst of emergency action. The increasing percentage of UNHCR resources
allocated to durable solutions was widely welcomed. In this context, 'a number of
delegations highlighted the need to promote voluntary repatriation as the most
desirable solution to refu.gee problems. They were encouraged by the deliberations
of the round table on that subject held at San RemQ, Italy, which provided a
framework for the active pursuit of voluntary repatriation. Some- speakers
mentioned their appreciation of local income-generating and integration activities,
such as those benefiting Afghan refugees in Pakistan. However, one representative
pointed out that this kind of activity reflected his country's moral commitment to
the refugees rather than its capacity to absorb them. In the view of one
representative, regional solutions were preferable to the movement of
asylum-seekers outside thair region, another stated that asylum countries deserved
all possible support to provide durable solutions as near as possible· to the
country of origin. One s~aker was, however, of the view that since refugee
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problems were largely in developing countries, resettlement remained a necessary
and feasible solution. Tribute was paid by many speakers to the efforts made over
the years to resettle Indo-Chinese refugees. One speaker urged that resettlement
processes should be speeded up in order to minimize problems for refugees and
countries of first asylum. One delegation announced a new number of resettlement
places for Vietnamese refugees from Hong Kong and urged other countries to follow
this initiative by also taking additional numbers of Vietnamese refugees from Hong
Kong. Some delegations representing countries of resettlement, while stressing the
limits t6 their absorption capacity and the need to balance resettlement with other
durable solutions, reiterated their Governments' willingness to continue accepting
refugees for resettlement, particularly those who were most in need of this
solution and in the context of family reunification. Special concern was also
expressed for .unaccompanied minors, handicapped refugees and long-stayers in the
camps. At the same tbne delegations cautioned against what they saw as unrealistic
expectations regarding the resettlement capacity of a small group of traditional
immigration countries. Where no durable solution was immediately evident, speakers
pointed to the0need to promote self-sufficiency in refugee camps. One speaker
stressed that the international community should not only provide for the most
urgent needs of refugees by finding ad hoo remedies, but should also 'review, on a
world-wide scale, its policies and programmes, especially in protracted refugee
situations.

26. The link between refugee aid and development was touched upon by many
speakers, who referred in particular to the first and second International
Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa which had marked the shift of
emphasis from emergency aid to development assistance and had introduced the
concept of additionality in refugee aid to developing countries. Th~re was
widespread recognition of the fact that the contemporary refugee burden had fallen
with particular weight on countries confronted with their own problems of
development, who were themselves victims of the global economic crisis and who
needed the help of the international community to cope with the additional
responsibilities. In a number of countries, UNHCR assistance needed to go beyond
basic relief to structural assistance. In this context, one representative
mentioned the importance of social and economic infrastructure in managing refugee
programmes and the problems created in this area when UNHCR withdrew from refugee
settlements. He suggested that wh~n settlements were handed over to host
Governments, their inhabitants were still refugees and UNHCR should not abandon its
responsibilities towards them, it should rather share its role and responsibilities
with the, Government until the refugees eventually were repatriated or became
citizens of the country concerned. Some speakers urged th~t local inhabitants as
well as refugees be fully integrated into refugee projects funded by UNHCR and
non-governmental organizations, the needs of local populations, who were often
deprived of se~vices which were available to the refugees, had to be taken into
account. UNHCR co-operation with other international organizations in this field
was praised and particularly its collaboration with the World Bank in a prQject
benefiting Afghan refugees in Pakistan. One speaker commended the High
Commissioner personally for his role in forging th~ link between refugee aid and
development during his tenure.

27. All speakers alluded to the crucial importance of international protection in
the activities of the High Commissioner's· Office. Several pointed out that a
number of serious protection problems remained unsolved. Particular concern was
expressed about the physical safety of refugees in the face of military attacks,
piracy, refoulement, policies of "humane deterrence", detention, attacks on women
and the continuing reluctance to rescue refugees at s~a.
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28. The issue of military attacks on refugee camps was raised by many speakers,

both in regard to the unresolved discussions in the Sub-Committee of the Whole on

International Protection and~the Working Group on the subject, whose efforts were

commended, as well as in regard to specific incidents. notably the raids on

refugees and civilians in Angola and Botswana and the incidents at the COlomoncagua

refugee camp in Honduras and on the Thai-Kampuchean frontier, in all of which

refugee lives were lost. Speakers deplored such attacks and hoped that it would be

possible for agreement to be reached during this session of the Executive Committee

on an appropriate resolution on the subject especially since the General Assembly

in its resolution 39/140 of 14 December 1984 had already pronounced itself in a

manner which could serve as a useful guideline. Several.speakers stated that with

greater goodwill on all sides an agreement need not prove elusive on this important

subject, on which work had begun as long ago as September 1981. A number of

speakers stressed that the e~$ential .task was to condemn such attacks whenever and

wherever they occurred, a number of others rejected this approach, stating that the

responsibilities of refugees and asylum States had also to be taken into account.

One representative stated that there was a need to protect the rights of refugees

and to prevent military attacks on refugee camps and settiementsand at the same

time to impose corresponding obligations on the refugees, among which was thene~d

to conduct themselves peacefully and without recourse to arms with respect to both

the country of origin and the country of asylum. One representative stated that in

this respect the principles anchored in the 1969 OAU (Organization of African

Unity) Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Ai:rica .!/

should be applied to refugee camps all over the .world. Another repref;entative

suggested that the issue shouid be resolved in other fC?rums, .in orde.r not to'

embroil UNHCR in political conflict. In the$a~e conteKt, ~ome. rep~esentatives

called for UNHCR, in co-operation with the United Nations Border Relief Operation .

(UNBRD) and the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); to explqre all

possibilities of extending protection to the vulnerable groups ~n the K~~?uchean

frontier, without prejudice to their eveni;ualreturn.In respect of the

Colomoncagua incident, one representative wished to dispel w1:1at he saw asa

misrepresentation of the incident, which in his view was not a military attack.

29. In relation to the Israeli raid on Tunisia, several delegations considered

that this air raid was aggression, and some speakers described it as an act pf "

state terrorism, contrary to all the Eulesand norms of international law. 'aswe.ll

as the Charter of the United Nations. They added that it would seriously ~g.gravate

the situation of exiles and· refugees in the world at a time when the internatiQ~al

community was making all efforts to provide the necessary protection to refugees

and asylum-seekers whoever and wherever they were. The Tunisian delegation r~futed

allegations regarding the nature of the Palestinian civilian .installationli, .denying

categorically the existence of an alleged eKtra-.i;erritorial enclave in the cQuntry

and underlining the exclusively civilian character of the agglomeration ,of

Hamman-Chatt which was bombarded by Israel. In this ~espect, the .representative .of

Israel stressed that the air raid on the operational headqu/lrters·of the~alestine

Liberation Organization (PLO) had nothing .todo with refugees o.rwith refl,lSee ..

matters, since it was aimed eKclusive1y.aaainstterrorists. He. also stated that

the raid was not aimed against Tunisian sdVereignty, butsinqethe:Tl1nisian

Government would not-or c.ou1d not - assume its dutiesin,con~orlllitywitb-.

international law and practice, Israel had tqmake use of its ,inherentri9n.t to

self-defence.' ' . .'
~'; ;.~, .'~

30. The issue of the irregular movements of refugees was also commented upon by

several speakers, who fea.red that the phenomenon could have a negative impact upon
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the traditional practice of ~J!&ylum. Some referred to the fact that many of theasyl~.eekats concerned lacked documentation, had falsified it or had destroyed ordisposed of it upOn arrival. Appreciation was expressed f~ the report of theconsultant which had provided a useful basis for the discussions of theSUb-COIMIittee'onthissubject. One representative felt that there was no singlesolution to the proble.J rather, a number of existing conclusions and decisions ofthe Bxecutive Commit:tee had to be applied more vigorously. Several representativesexpressed doubt as to the bOna fide nature of many of the asylum-seekers involv~din these movements. They felt that if the matter was not tackled, there was therisk 0' an adverse reacbion from the public at large which would have negativeconsequences forgenuineref~gees. Several representatives, while recognizing that,aanifestly unfounded or abusive asylum applications were unacceptable, recalledthat such applications constituted the minority as shown by the consultant's studyon irregular movements. They expressed concern that such applications could be\ised<&sa pretext foraneqative approach which could have adverse consequences fortheinlititUtion'of asylum. One speaker stressed the importance of adequateprotection'~ndassistancemeasures in the countries of first asylum. Theconsultatioruf\ on the arrivals of asylum-seekers and refugees in Europe convened gytbe High Commissioner in May 1985 were mentioned in this context and severalapeakers felt tha\; the High COmmissioner's summation on that occasion could f,erveas a point of departure fot follow-up action on the matter.

3l.A number of speakers welcomed the special atte~tion being paid to theprotection proble.s of refugee women,. who in their view were a particularlyvulnerable group and subject riot only to violation~ of their physical and moralintegrltybuttcdiscriminat:lon as well. One speaker urged the High Commissioneractively to tollow up the decisions of the World COnference to Review and Appraisethe Achievem~nts Glfthe United Nations Decade for Women: E~.Jality, Development andPeacey and also to include refugee women in projects that would involve them incOllllluriity leadership and self-reliance activities. Several representatives notedthat wOlllenard children representE:ld the majority of refugees and that the totalityof their needs should be· taken into account when planning and implementingassistance programmes. These speakers urged UNHCR to focus on vocational and othertraining programmes as well as income-generating activities aimed at ensuring theself';'reliance of refugee women and their families. Some speakers encouraged thesttengttieningofa focal point within tiNHCR for women's programmes and called forincreased collabOration with other· agencies concerned with the special needs of"'Dilen.

'32. A nUmber of sPeakers expressed their support for the continua~ion of theAntl.;.piracyArrangement establ1shedby the Government of Thailand and welcomedreports of ,the decliriingpercentage of attacks on refugees at sea. Some ,representatives urged further action, inclUding the prosecution of offendus. Onedelegat{onpeint'ed" out. that the suppression of piracy was not easy, and that likeother crimes it: c:ouldorily be contained or deterred. The launching of the RASRO*Chemeto·'faciUtateresettlernent Of refugees rescued at sea was welcomed by manydelegationslonespeaker welcomed the improving rates of rescue at sea andf.ltdicatedthathiaGoVernlDent would favourably consider the scheme's furtherextension•. A few sPeakers, while welcoming the above programmes. cautioned thatthere were no ejroundsfor complacency: vessels still continued to bypass refugeesand pirates still attacked them. Support was also expressed for the OrderlyDeparture PrograMe from Viet Nam.

-10-
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33. As regards general principles. many speakers emphasized the importance of
asylum. Some representatives of host countries affirmed that, despite the problems
posed by large influxes of'refugees. including that of military attacks upon these
refugees. they would continue their asylum policies. Others recalled the provision
in article 11 of the 1969 OAU Convention that the granting of asylum was a peaceful
and humanitarian act which was not directed agairist any other State. Several
speakers referred to problems that had arisen as the tesult of too strict an
application of the "classic" refugee definition. Many delegations expressed
concern at restrictions on the granting of refugee status to asylum-seekers~

recently introduced in some countries. and felt that this undermined the principle
of burden-sharing. Several speakers hailed the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees
and stated that their Governments fully subscribed to its principles. A number of
~epresentativeswelcomed accessions in recent years to the 1951 united Nations
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees 3/ and the 1967 Protocol 4/ and the
removal by certain States of the geographical limitation therefrom. Theyhoped
that these international instruments would soon be universally adhered to. The
same hope was expressed by one delegation in relation to the two 1977 Protoco1s
additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949. 5/ which enhance the legal protection
of the civilian popUlation. including refugees; in times of armed conflict.
Several speakers expressed appreciation of the deliberations of various meetings
and seminars on the question of protection. such as the Addis Ababa seminar on
refugees from South Africa and the San Remo meeting on voluntary repatriation.
which had contributed to the development of international refugee law.

34. Several delegations congratulated the winner of the Nansen Medal for 1985.
Cardinal Paulo Evaristo Arns. One speaker described the award as asymbal of the
recognition of the efforts of the Catholic Church to help refugees in Latin America.

35. In the context of the funding crisis. a number of delegations referred to
constructive criticisms and proposals which had been made. particularly in the
SUb-Committee on Administrative and Financial Matters, regarding programme
management and delivery. The strict application of financial and budgetary
controls by UNHCR and its implementing partners as well as_a better transparency of
information relating to management was specifically mentioned by several speakers,
however, one speaker cautioned against a duplication of auditing and inspection
measures while another suggested that this question should be referrE!~to United
Nations Headquarters in New York for consideration. A few delegationsweJ:e
concerned by the imposition,of conditions by recipient countries. particularlY in
the form of unfavourable exchange rates. import duties and procurement
restrictions. They stressed that it was essential for UNHCR to be given thEH'lIost
favourable and non-discriminatorytreatment. 'In this con~ext. one representative
explained his country's exchange rate policies and stressed that nothing should be
allowed to prejUdice refugee assistance. Some speakers questioned w~ether'UNHCR

had reacted quickly enough to the impendingf!nancial crisis, had it done sO
earlier. the later drastic cuts might have.provedunnecessary•. Certain
representatives suggested that while the Executive Committ~Elcould not set
priorities for UNHCR. this had to be done by theOffioe itselfl others felt
strongly that the establishluent of such prioritie1ilamong UNHCR programmes would not
be appropriate.

rl -1

36. Some representatives stressed the need
UNHCR and particularly its initial response
sorely test~d in the recent African crisis.
management were required ~nd in the view of
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was no longer whether UNHCR should be operational, but how well its operations were
directed. Several speakers expressed support for improvements in the evaluation
system. One representative stated that while the system was welcome, it should be
based on defined criteria which could also guide implementing agencies and
supervisors.

1
.. IiilP;;liiiii~====@lI;;i--------------iiii*ilol...iOi"ifG.-II\i1';". -, ... ~.a,""" H _~ ~n
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37. Welcoming progress in various areas of UNHCR management, a number of speakers
emphasized the importance of the field establishment and urged greater redeployment
and dee,ntralization as well as a predictable and equitable policy of rotation.
Some representatives pointed to suggestions in this respect which had been made in
the recent report of the Joint Inspection unit (see A/40/135). Other speakers
commended the statement of the Chairman of the Staff Council in .which he indicated
that some useful ideas had not yet been fully implemented and expressed the hope
that further attention would be paid to problems mentioned by the Council. Some
representatives expressed the Committee's readiness to advise the High Commissioner
further in the area of administration and management. One representative pointed
to the inadequacies of salary scales in field duty stations but admitted that this
problem could~ot be resolved by the Executive Committee. The under-representation
of women professionals in UNHCR, particularly in senior management, was criticized
and increased efforts to recruit women were urged. One delegation called for a
gradual rectification of the geographical imbalance when new appointments were made
to senior posts in UNHCR. The recent opening of ne~ UNHCR offices was welcomed by
certain delegations.

38. One representative again welcomed the appointment of the Director of Field
Affairs and looked forward to his report 'on his activities in the course of the
year. Another speaker expressed the view that the Director had a major role to
play in ensuring greater delegation of authority to the field.

39. A large number of speakers expressed their support for greater co-ordination
of activities between UNHCR and other agencies of the United Nations system, other
international organizations and non-governmental organizations. UNHCR co-operation
with the Office for Emergency Operations in Africa was referred to by several
speakers in this context, one representative hoped that inter-agency cc-ordination
would be enhanced now that the African emergency had entered a consolidation
phase. Another speaker regretted the lack of information about such
co-ordination. One representative-felt that a number of problems could have been
avoided through better and earlier co-ordination,ONHCR is not the only agency in
the field when a crisis strikes. Several representatives stressed the importance
of public opinion in the work of UNHCRand urged the Office to take steps to keep
the public aware of important refugee issues, through the mass media as well as
through non-governmental organizations. who were among the most important Partners
ofUNHClt. Many dtHegations paid tribute to the work of non-governmental
organizations in their -own countries and abroad. One speaker announced a new
contribution from a non~governmental organization in his country to permit the
publication of the December issue of the UNHCR magazine "Refugees", which had
originally been cancelled in view of the financial crisis. Another called for
closer co-operation between UNHCR and governmental agencies in host countries.

40. Several speakers congratulated the Secretariat for the comprehensiveness and
clarity of thedocumentatioll provided for the session. The increased scope of the
document entitled "Action taken on decislonsof the Executive Committee"
(A/AC~96/665J was welcomed by one representative. The provision of documentation
inadditioria.l languages this year was appreciated by some speakers.

-12-
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41. A number of delegations expressed their conviction that the spirit of
dedication and co-operation would continue to characterize the work of the
Executive Committee, which was humanitarian and non-political, and that the session
would produce viable solutions to pressing problems. At a ttme'of crisis, , the
Committee had to rise to the challenge to enable the High commiss'ioner ,to fulfil
his mandate effectively. One speaker wished to enfiance the role of the E~ecutive
Committee in the Office's work and felt it would be beneficial not only to bOth
parties b~t also to refugees, as had already been seen in the work of the
Sub-Committee on International Protection.

42. A statement was made by the observer of OAU, who spoke of the ever-r1Sl.ng tide
of refugees on his continent whose distress had been further complicated by drought
and natural disaster. A number of refugee groups had settled spontaneously and
constituted cases of qisguised poverty, placing added strains on nations among the
least developed in the world, who were none the less making sacrifices in a spirit
of international solidarity and burden-sharing. The unexpected dimensions of the
problems of millions of people displaced as a result of drought and famine had
disrupted the projects approved at the Second International COnfe,renee on
Assistance to Refugees in Africa, 6/ yet the emergency conditions only underscored
the necessity for these projects to be implemented effectively. In addition, the
observer described the suffering caused by the policies and military attacks of the
apartheid regime of South Africa. He then outlined the measures undertaken
collectively by African Governments to tackle the refugee situation in Atriga. The
OAU Council of Ministers had also examined the root causes of African refugee flows
and appealed to member States "to promote racial, ethnic, religious andpoli~ical
harmony. It had also called upon the international coIlllliunity to redouble" its
assistance to countries of asylum as well as to countries of origin in order to
promote" the rehabilitation of returnees. Another speaker called upon OAUmember
States to ratify both the 1969 OAU Convention on refugees and the African Charter
on Human and Peoples' Rights.

43. The observer representing the Council of Europe addressed the meeting, which
the Council was attending after several years absence. He commented on the
financial crisis facing UNHCR and mentioned that the parliamentary assembly of the
Council had frequently urged Governments and parliaments to maintain and if
possible increase their contributions to UNHCR. Referring to tllegrowing. "
complexity of world refugee problems, he stressed the vital ~mportarice Qf human
rights and described the pr99ress made by institutions of theCoQ.nc~~ in
formulating new and far-reaching legal standards in this area. .

44. The observers of three national liberation mover:lents, ANC, PAC and SWAPO;'made
statements expressing their appreciation of the support given to assisi:ance
projects for refugees associated with their tespectivemovements. They'described
their pressing needs and called upon the High Commissioner and the inter~ationa~
community to provide more humanitarian material assistance.. seri-6us concern~a.s
expressed by all three observers at the continued'miiita~yattacks by South Africa
against refugee camps and settlements.

45. Observers from the Office for Emergency Operations in Africa and the~nited

Nations Volunteers, as well as those representing four non-governmental
organizations - ICVA, ICRC, the League of R",d Cross and Red crescent. Societies and
t~e World Muslim Congress - described their activities in the ~efugee field and
their co-operation with UNHCR~ , " .
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46. The DeputY:aigh Commissi.oneraddressed the meeting on the subject of the
Seeond IntetnatiobaI.Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa, in view of
concerns e'CPJ:ess~ obthefUnding<of projects approved at the Conference. He
nlen~ionedthat.the.Steering Committee of the Conference continued to function and
that.responsibilitYf6rthe sec.retariat of the Steering Committee had been assumed
by the Ubited Nations De-veloemebt Programme CUNDP) in New York. He informed
representatives that projects approved at the COnference under paragraphs 5 Cb) and
5 (C) of General Assembly resolution 37/197 of 18 December 1982 were still being
i~l~nted,though the needs of the African emergency had delayed implementation.
Be apPealed for the fUnding and fulfilment of commitments and plans of the
COnference as an import,antelement linking refugee aid arid development.

47~. Ib closing the general debate, the High Commissioner thanked the Executive
COIlI'Ilittee for its clear reaffirmation of support to the humanitarian work of his
Office. He had listened closely to all SS interventions and had found the debate
most inspiring and helpful. The High Commissioner expressed his gratitude to donor
.countrieS for their further commitments to help UNHCR overcome its financial
crisisJ to 6'ostcountries for keeping their doors open in spite of their own
enormous.difficultiesand which in many cases had borne the largest share of the
bUrdenJ and tointergov.ernmentaland non-governmental organizations which had
addressed the meeting as observers and which were valuable partners in the efforts
"f ONHCR•. He welcomed the reaffii'mationof the basic principles of UNHCR and the
~uggesti()11S that these ~rurther strengthened. Some representatives had expressed
concern that in responding to the various problems that confronted it, UNHCR should
not losesignt of _.thefundam~ntal tClsks of the Office, he hoped indeed that it had
not•.Th~ High C,,~is~ionern()tedcomments made by representatives in support of
voluntary repatriation, anti';;'piracy activities, special protection and assistance
for refugee women, and the eromotion of refugee law. He shared the abhorrence of
many representatives fOr military attacks on refugee camps. He·underlined the link
between refugee aid and development and particularly stressed the importance of
co-operation with other United Nations agencies in this context. He attached
ii'aPOrtance to the results of the "Second International COnference on Assistance to
Refugees in Africa and the vaiuabie concept of additionality, and shared'the hope
that:tl1emomen.tumoftheConferenc~woUldnot be disrupted by the emergency
situation in Ai:ric:a. He appreciated the concern that had been expressed regarding
imptqv~!ftana9~mentand financial control measures and assured representatives that
~CR also regarded thesequ~stions with utmost seriousness. Its reforms in these
areas wer~patt or ariollgoing, dynamibprooessand efforts were also being made to
ensure that implementing partners maintained tight controls and high reporting

. stanCiards •.. The High Commissioller concluded his comments with a wot;d of thanks for
t:hekinci,~JlI3generousdremarks.whicllhad been addressed to him personaUy. He could
on;ryreJ,)eat hisear:Uer.statement that he considered ita privilege to work for
rifl1geesancl witl1 the Executive committee. ,He was sure that, in the course of the
later discussions, all those present would draw inspiration from their common
COftUftitr-nttohumanitadan ideals.

Decisions of the Committee

48. '!'he Executive COl1lmittee:

(a}"~ong·ratulated members of the Bureau on their election and paid tribute to
the outgoing CHairman for his stewardship of the Committee during the past year,
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(b) Thanked the Higb Commissioner for his introductory statement in which he
had, inter alia, reviewed the developments and accomplishments of his eight years
in office,

(c) Expressed deep appreciation for the services of the HishCommissioner to
the refugee cause during his two terms of office and particularly for the
considerable personal and humanitarian qualities whicb he had brought to the
performance of his functions,

(d) Took note with deep concern of the grave financial crisis confronting
UNHCR and urged Governments, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizatiuns
and other donors to provide continued support for the work of tbe Office at.an
adequate level through monetary and other contributionsJ

(e) Commended the High Commissioner on steps already taken to improve the
management of UNHCR activities, particularly in the areas of financial
administration and control, and urged him to continue to take the necesp.ary action
in order to offset the funding shortfalls, in co-operation with implementing
partners,

(f) Reaffirmed the importance of ensuring that aue priority was accorded to
the objectives of durable solutions and essential care and maintenance needs of
refugees, and encouraged further improvements in cost-effective implementatiQn of
such assistance activities,

(g) Noted with appreciation the significant contributions made by countries
of asylum in accepting, often despite ,serious difficulties of their own. large
numbers of refugees, and urged other Governments. in a spirit of international
solidarity and equitable burden-sharing, ,to assist in providing appropriate
solutions for refugees,

(h) Also expr~ssed appreciation for the generosity of all donors who had
contributed to the 1985 programmes of UNHCR both in terms of the General Programmes
and of Special Programmes such as thoseregarding'the Africanemerg.encYJ

(i) Expressed deep concern at the serious dimensions of tbe recent emergency
in Africa, where drought and famine had affected both refugees and local
populations, involving great. hardship as well as tragic loss of life,artd commended
the High Commissioner for bis·efforts to alleviate the problem which had added
significantly to the work-load of his Office,

Cj) Regretted that the emergency situation had represented a severe set-back
for durable solutions, programmes and infrastructure projects in Af!:.ica, including
those-SUbmitted at the Second International Conference on Assistance -to Refugees in
Africa, and ut.ged that the vital importance of -these, as well as the principle of
additionality, not be overlooked by thecinternational community,

(k) Expressed COncern about the continuing severity of the refugee situations
in South-East and Sbuth-West Asia arid'-ceitera:ted the need for durablescllutions to
those problems)

(1) Also expressed concern at the difficult refugee situation in Central
America and called for further efforts to meet refugee needs in th~t area, .
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··Ca} Eq)hasized' the importance of tackling the root causes of refugee problems
in<theapprop,riateforums and urged continuing efforts in that regards

(n) .R~affirmed the purely humanitarian and non-political character of the
HighCOIIIIlIis$ioner'sact!vities as the necessary condition for tl;le effective
fulfilment of hiamandate to protect and assist refugees and displaced persons of
collcernto his 'Office,' including in refugee camps and settlements, and called for
the ~einforcement of the humanitarian principles underlying his works encouraged,
in thU.context,further accessions to the international refugee instruments and
the r.emjval'of reservations,

. '(o) . Wf!lcomr.!dthe in\:!'easing proportion of .Judgetary resources allocated to
durablesolutioas and urged the unremitting pursuit of such solutions. with
partic::ular emphasis firstly Ol'l voluntary repatriation and, when that was not
possible, on .local integrad~n or, failing that, the provision of adequate
resettlement opportunities,

(p) Not'ed with deep concern the persistent serious violations of refugee
rights, in particular through military and armed attacks on refugee camps and
settlements, and regretted the lack of agreement on principles relating to such
attacks, and further urged Governments to co-operate fully with the High
Commisstoner to facilitate the effective exercise of the vital responsibility under
his mandate to extend international protection to refugees,

(q) Commended the High Commissioner for drawing attention to the special
needs of 'refugee women in the field of protection and further urged him to take
account, of thetotal"ity of these needs, including self-sufficiency, within the
assista.noeprogral1lllesJ and.encouraged the efforts of the High Commissioner to
st~engthenthe'focalpoint for refugee women within UNHCR relati~ both to
protection and assistance activities,

(r),Welcomed the increased close co-operation between members of the
ExeciJtiveCommittee and· the Office, including the improvements in information flow
and. in the quantity and quality of documentation made available to the Executive
Committee before, during and between its sessions, and urged the strengthening of
that co-opell'at'ion,

(s). negistered appreciation for the continued important contribution made by
the SUb-Committeeonlnternational Protection and the Sub-Committee on
Administrative and Financial Matters and of' the constructive role played by them in
advancin~ the work of the Executive Committee and of UNHCRJ .

·tt) Urged the High Commissioner to continue his efforts to improve the
adlllil'iisttation oLhis Office, particularly through improved training, greater
decentralization and delegation of'authority to the field, further redeployment of
posts, and the continuous refinement of the policy'of rotations

(u) Requested the High Commissioner to pursue a recruitment policy based on
thepdnciples of. competence, integd,ty and motivation, paying due attention t9 the
geographical balance at all levels, and urged him to increase the recruitment and
advancement of women in UNBCR, including at the senior management levelJ
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(v) Requested the High COmmissioner to continue to co-ordinate closely the
efforts of his Office with those of other bodies in the United Nations system and
appropriate intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, and encouraged
those agencies to continue their support to the High COmmissioner in the execution
of his functions.

(w) Commended the High COmmissioner and the staff of UNHCR for the invaluable
work performed by the Office on behalf of refugees in often difficult Conditions .
throughout the world, and furthercommended the gesture of the UNHCRstaff in
contributing one day's salary to the 1'985 General Programmes, an action testifying
to their commitment to the work of the Office.
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III. ACTION TAKEN ON DECISIONS or TaE EXECt11'IVE COMMI'l"l'EE

(Item 5 of the agenda)

49. Introducing this item, the Secretary of the Executive Committee referred to
document A/AC.96/665, the object of which waS to enable representatives to follow
more easi.ly the action that had been undertaken by the secretariat in respect of
the Commit~ee's decisions. To facilitate perusal, the conclusions and decisions
had been arranged by subject rather than in chronological order. Tha Secretary of
the Executive Committee pointed out that certain decisions of the Committee, such
as those relating to durable solutions, were reiterations of statutory obligations
of the High Commissioner and were likely to be repeated in later years, while
others related to specific one-time action required by the Executive Committee and
would not recur.

50. The Secretary stated that the document had been placed before the Committee
for reference rather than for substantive discussion, which could more
appropriately be reserved for the relevant items on the agenda. He none the less
invi~ed comments from members of the Committee on its usefulness.

51. Three speakers commended the secretariat for the document, which they found a
useful presentation of developments, expressed the hope that it would be repeated
in future sessions. All three representatives indicated that they would return to
substantive questions raised in the document under later items of the agenda,
however, all wished to note specific points raised in the document. One
representative drew attention to paragraph 22 relating to formal training
programmes to strengthen the ability of implementing agencies to administer UNHCR
programmes, paragraphs 33 and 34 on recruitment, particularly of women in the
professional category, and paragraphs 37 and 38 regarding the delegation of
authority from headquarters to the field. Another speaker referred to
paragraphs 18 to 20 of the document 'nd indicated that only one part of the
decisions recorded therein, namely, ~hat relating to the provision of humanitarian
assistance in the Tindouf region of Algeria, had been implemented, while no
information was provided regarding the other part of the decisions, namely, the
implementation of durable solutions,.in particular, voluntary repatriation, as
especially mentioned in the above decisions. A third representative referred to
the same paragraph and complimented the secretariat on the clarity of the document,
she noted that a detailed report on durable solutions (A/AC.96/653), the conditions
and possibilities of their implementation, as well as the action of UNHCR in this
field, had been presented to the Committee. Both delegations raising this issue
reserved their right to return to the question under the discussion on durable
solutions (item 10 of th~ agenda).

Decision of the Committee

52. The Executive Committee:

Commended the secretariat for its report on action taken on decisions of the
Executive Committee and requested that ~ similar document continue to be presented
at future sessions of the Committee.
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IV. INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION

(Item 6 of the agenda)

53. At the request of the Chairman of the Executive. Committee, the Chairman of the
Sub-Committee of the Whol~ on International Protection, Mr. F. Mebazaa {Tunisia),
introduced the report of the Sub-Committee on its tenth meeting (A!AC.96/671) (see
annex II to the present report). The Sub-Committee had dealt with five sUbjects
which were often highly complex. It nad devoted particular attention to the
question of refugee women and had recommended conclusions that highlighted
difficulties facing refugee women and had proposed appropriate action. In regard
to problems relating to the rescue of asylum-seekers in distress at sea., the
Sub-Committee had been encouraged by the increase in the rescue rate in 1985.
Further support of UNHCR efforts in this area was, however, still necessary and
this was reflected in the recommended conclusions. The Sub-Committee had also
proposed conclusions on the subject of voluntary repatriation Which reiterated the
importance of this solution and the need to approach it in. a dynamic'manner. The
Sub-committee greatly valued the preparatory work on this subject that had been
carried out by the Round Table in San Remo, Italy, i.n JUly 1985.

54. The Sub-Committee had also considered the question of the irregular movements
of asylum-seekers and refugees. Discussion on this extremely complex issue was
greatly assisted by the study of Mr. Gilbert Jaeger, the consultant appointed by
the High Commissioner. The draft conclusions were believeg to beweI1 balanced.
Although they contained-a reservation by one country, it washopedtha.t this matter
could be resolved during the course of the discussions. In regard to military
attacks on refugee camps and settlements, the working group established under the
chairmanship of Mr. Hegner (Switzerland) had not yet been able to arrivea.t a
consensus.

55. In conclusion, the Chairman stated that the results of the Sub-Committee's
work reflected a real desire on the part of Governments to find solutions to
various complex problems of international protection and a sincere wish to arrive
at meaningful compromises in a true humanitarian spirit.

56. In response to a request by the Chairman, Mr •. Hegner informed the Committee·of
the results of the consultations he had undertaken regatdtng the draft conclusions
relating to military and armed attacks on refugee camps and settlements. These
consultations had been undertaken within the framework of a working grol.lp open to
all members of the Sub-Committee.

57. In spite of some agreement on several peripheral aspects, disagreement
regarding the substantial elements of the draft had,'unfortunatecly, prevented tbe
working group from reaching a consensus. There was' divergence of~'iewbetween

those countries wishing to see a clear condemnation of military attacks and those
asking for a definition of the respective responsibilities of all parties inVOlved.

58. Mr. Hegner felt that instead of att;.empting to reach a cOJllPromise."the,
countr ies represented in the ~or.king group had in certa-inr~spectshardene'dthelr
attitUdes. He did not, for the tirne being, see the ~ssil>ili.ty qfapy ~Ql..uti.onand

expressed his doubts as to. whethli!r' the ConunitteesllolJld 90ntinue/q:i$cl.ls.si.ngthi$ _
SUbject, especially in light of the fact that the Geneyal'AssemblY had already
addressed the issue in its resolution 39/140 of 14 December 1984. This would not
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preclude the matter being taken up at a later stage should the circumstanceschange. Under the present circumstances, Mr. Hegner wished to be relieved of hisfunctions as Chairman of the working group.

59. Introducing the item, the Director of International Protection, Mr. Moussalli,said that the main problems encountered by UNHCR in the field of internationalprotection were outlined in the note on that subject (A/AC.96/660). He proceededto describe ~ome of the more fundamental trends threatening the whole concept ofinternational protection and to analyse possible courses of action to remedy them.,
60. The nature of the protection activities of UNHCR had taken on dimensions notenvisaged when the Office was ~Gtablished in 1951. Initially, the protectionproblems were-more of a legal nature, concerning, as they did, the reception,integration and resettlement of refugees from Eastern Europe in Westernindustrialized countries. From the 1960s, the emphasis on refugee movementsshifted to the third world with the wars of independence fought against colonialregimes. With the support of the international community and the HiqhCommissioner, hNndreds of thousands of refugees who were welcomed in neighbouringcountries were provided with shelter and assistance until a political ~ettlementwas reached which permitted them to voluntarily return to their newly independentcountry. The new protection problems during these years were mainly to locate therefugee camps at a safe distance from the border and to ensure the purely civilianand humanitarian character of the camps.

61. The late 1960s and early 1~70s witnessed increasingly complex refugeemovements, with large members of asylum-seekers moving en masse across borders intodevelopin9 countries with limited resources. Despite the economic and politicalproblems, however, 'these situa~ions were still manageable.' Regional solutions oflocal integration and voluntary repatriation were found and protectdon principleswere generally Qpheld and, in some instances, even strengthened. There wasconsiderable development in the formulation of the principles of internationalprotection, through international instruments, resolutions arid declarations at theuniversal and regional levels.

62. F~om the mid-l970s to the present t,ime, however, the world had seen asuccession of major crises resulting in the massive transfrontier flows of
poPulations~Criseslike those in Illdo-China, Afghanistan and latterly in Africahad created problems ofa dimension and complexity previously unknown. So too hadthe phenomena of violations of the physical integrity and safety of refugees andthe mo~ements of large numbers of refugees from developing to developed countries.The turning point was the crisis in Indo-China, which led to one of the mostprolonged large-scale movements in recent times and ~or which the only availablesolution was resettlement due to the general unwillingness. of countries in the areato accept these refugees.on a durable basis. Although countries reacted generouslyby offering resettlement places in the initial period, the crisis proved costly torefugees and to sorneof the basic concepts of internati"nal protection.

63. Fearing that such situations could only be solved by resettlement and that thecontinuous ptesence in their territories of siz~able alien populations mightendanger their vital natiOnal interests, States reacted either by drasticallyrestricting their resettlement criteria or introducing so-called deterrentmeasures: bOrders were' closed, temporary asylum was denied and asylum-seekers wereeither returned to their country of origin o~ not allowed to enter.
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64. Parallel to the unprecedented crises described above, new forms of brutality
and physical attacks against refugees were witnessed during this period. UNBCR had
limited means to counter these actions. The presence of UNBCR officers was the
best method of ensuring the safety of refugees in camps, along flight routes and in
border areas. UNHCR also continued to recommend that refugee camps and settlements
shoUld, in principle, be located at a safe distance from the border. The movement
of refugees to such locations must not, of course, entail any physical violence
against them. In the field of the physical protection of refugees and
asylum-seekers, it was also necessary to mention the maintenance and strengthening
of the anti-piracy programme and rescue at saa initiatives.

65. This latest period had also seen the phenomenon of large numbers of refugees
moving, for various reasons, from developing to industrialized.countries, flooding
the asylum procedures. The authorities of some countries had said that while they
fully accepted their obligations under the 1951 United Nations Convention relating
to the status of Refugees, they were not prepared, or able, to receive the victims
of civil wars or man-made disasters which occurred outside their regions. Those
countries had started to introduce practices to limit or discourage the arrivals of
asylum-seekers and had questioned the applicability of the protection role of UNHCR
in those cases.

66. The Director of International Protection believed that it was possible to
overcome the above-mentioned crises and difficulties and to maintain and strengthen
the standards of international protection that had been so patiently developed over
the years. That required an un~erstanding of the new refugee situations and the
finding of a balance that would permit respect for humanitarian principles and the
human rights of refugees while also taking into account the legitimate concerns of
States for the welfare of their populationsand the preservation of their national
interest. That could only be achieved if all parties concerned, in particular
States, UNHCR and humanitarian non-governmental agencies, met their respective
responsibilities.

67. The mandate of UNHCR required that it actively seek permanent solutions. Here·
the emphasis had changed from the assimilation efforts of the 1950s to the
voluntary repatriation needs for the bulk of the refugee population of today.
UNHCR had a responsibility, whenever the circumstances permitted, to assist in the
preparation and implementation of voluntary repatriation. To that end, UNHCR had
actively promoted the adoption of principles relating to voluntary repatriation in,
for example, the 1969 OAU Convention Governing the specific Aspects of Refugee
Problems in Africa, the 1980 Conclusions of the Executive Committee, 7/ the 1981
Guidelines concerning the international protection of refugees and di;p1aced
perGons in Asia adopted by a Working Group appointed pursuant to the Manila Round
Table on the same subject held in April 1980, the Contadora Act on Peace and
Co-operation in. Central America (A/39/562-S/16775, annex), theCartagena
Declaration on Refugees and, most recently, the report of the Working Group on
Voluntary Repatriation organized in July 1985 by UNHCR in co-operation with the
'International Institute of Humanitarian Law of San Remo~ This latter Working Group
attempted, in an imaginative manner, to suggest ways and means to the High
Commissioner and to States to overcome some of the problems in the field of
voluntary repatri~tion. .

68. While UNHCR believed that voluntary repatriation was the best solution for
refugee situations, it was aware that the danger existed that UNHCRand.the
refugees could become pawns in a politicalgarne. The confidence and support of



States were necessary so that this could be successfully resisted. It was evident
that an essential condition for voluntary repatriation to be successful was the
political will of States directly concerned, normally the country of origin and the
country of asylum.

69. In South-East Asia, while the solution of voluntary repatriation had not been
possible on a large scale, a working mechanism to allow for the voluntary return of
Lao from Thailand had been established due to the positive attitude of both
Thaila~4nd the Lao People's Democratic Republic. Further, with the assistance of
the International Institute of Humanitarian Law of San Remo, Italy, UNHCR was able
to have a useful exchange of views with representatives, at a high political level,
of the' Indo-Chinese countries and to discuss with them the situation of
Indo-Chinese refugees in South-East Asia. The matter must be pursued with caution,
patience and above all with the goodwill of those concerned. The necessary
conditions in South-East Asia must be created in order to facilitate, in an
exclusively humanitarian context, the voluntary repatriation of refugees or the
return in safety and dignity of those persons determined to have left their country
for purely econ8mic reasons.

70. Experience had shown that the establishment of tripartite commissions,
involving the country of origin, the country of asylum and UNHCR, could be a usefu~

mechanism in promoting and facilitating voluntary repatriation. It was hoped that
such tripartite commissions could be established for voluntary repatriation in
various refugee situations in Africa and Central America.

71. It was evident that voluntary repatriation was not possible in all
situations. Where it was not, a comprehensive global approach was necessary, in a
true spirit of international solidarity and burden-sharing. The Director of
International Protection believed that an important function of th~ Office was to
promote and to facilitate a constructive dialogue with all concerned parties. An
example of such an approach was the convening of the European Consultations in
May 1985 on the problems created by the arrivals of asylum-seekers and refugees in
Europe. These consultations and the suggested follow-up demonstrated that
solutions to current problems could be found and the humanitarian framework
maintained if all parties had the political will to meet their responsibilities and
to co-operate in sharing the burden. He stressed that the role of non-governmental
agencies was crucial in this process, especially given their importance in the area
of pUblic information. They should be included in deliberations concerning the
fate of refugees with whom they were so closely associated. The Director of
International Prot~ctionconcludedhis remarks-by stressing that UNHCR could not
solve the root causes of refugee movements. The most UNHCR could do was to attempt
to create a favourable climate which might reduce tensions and permit time for a .
political settlement to the problems. UNHCR COUld, with the support and confidence
of States, carry out its mandate in this regard. It must be noted, however, that
timely solutions to these problems were necessary.

72. In the ensuing discussion and in the general debate, there was unanimous
recognition of the crucial importance of 1~le High Commissioner's international
protection function. It was also recognized that the effective discharge of this
function depended on the full support of Governments and the provision of
appropriate durable solutions for refugees was a vital factor in that regard.

73. A number of representatives expresSed satisfaction at the progress achieved in
defining and consolidating internationally recognized standards for the treatment
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of refugees. The fact that a very large number of States had now acceded to .the
1951 United Nations COnvention relating to the Status of Refugees ana the
1967 Protocol was generally w,elcomed and the hope was expressed th~t more States
would accede in the near future, thereby enhancing the universalchaJ:ac;ter of those
instruments. One representative referrsd to the geographical Umitationst;ill
being maintained by certain States in respect of the~r obligations under. the
international refugee instruments. That limitation was in his view anachronistic
and contrary to current developments in humanitarian law. Be beli~ved that the
Executive Committee should appropriately address an appeal to those States that
still maintained the geographical limitation to consider its withdrawal.

74. A number of representatives expressed concern that internation~llyrecogniz~d

standards for the treatment of refugees were frequently disregarded in practice, a
matter to which attention had been drawn in the note on international protection
(A/AC.96/660). Reference was made to breaches of the principle ofnon~refoUlellent,

the serious incidence of acts of piracy and other acts of violence perpetrated
against refugees and asylum-seekers and of measures of arbitrary detention.

75. Several speakers mentioned the growing problem of persons who left their
country of origin due to serious upheavals or armed conflicts. The view was
expressed by some representatives that persons in that situation did not fall
within the refugee concept but could be granted humanitarian treatment on the basis
of national legislation and that it was, therefore, not necessary to broaden the
refugee definition in order to take account of their needs. Such a broadening of
the refugee concept involved the danger of eroding international support for
refugees. This question was the subject of comment by the Director of
International Protection when responding to the debate.

76.' Several representatives, while reaffirming their countries! commitment to the
principles of asylum, nevertheless pointed out that they were exposed to
large-scale arrival of persons who were clearly not refugees and who sought to take
advantage of asylum procedures for migratory motives. That phenOllenonexposed
those countries to severe strain and eroded public support for genuine refugees•.
One representative stated the preoccupation of his country with some asylum-seekers
who were seeking refuge from prosecution and with some refugees who engaged.in
activities contrary to the public order of the country of asylum or against the
iT.lterests of tbeir country of origin.

77• A number of representatives also made reference to the growing 'phenollem;»n of·
refugees who moved in an irregular mannerfJ:~oneState in whic:h they haa"a:Lr~a~y

found protection to other States. There was general agree~entthatsuchirr~~lar
movements also undermined public support for measures adOPtedbyE;tates'to.protec.t,
and assist refugees and tended tQ d~stal:)i:Lize struc.turedinterna~i~nal.$f~or,te:tQ
provi,de. refugees with approprlatesolutions•. Referencewasalso,JIladet:ot,be
growing'Pheriomenon ofaSYlum-seek~ts who travelled ,with false dc:x:uments or who
wilfUlly destroyed or disPOsed of their dOQumentation in' orderto''''isle~d th~
authorities of their country of arrival.

78. Several representatives paid tribute t~the study undertaken~ytbeconsultant
appointed by the High Commiss~oneron thesubJectqf<irregular J1lf;)'femerlt:sof
asylum-seekers and refugees. Allspeak4:lJ:s expre~EI~d.apPteciatio~.fQJ:.the··_.....
preparatory work undertaken in the Working Group ori Irregular Jolovemel'lt.li.a.nd tl'1e
Sub-Oommittee of the Whole on IntetnationalProtection. .... '.' ".
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79. A number of representatives emphasized the importance of addressing the
problem of irregular movements at its source. One representative underlined the
importance of solutions to refugee problems being sought by the international
community as a whole based on principles of international solidarity and
burden-sharing. He felt that all countries, inc1uding countries of transit and
first asylum, should strictly apply the principle of non-refoulement. That would,
however, only be possible if it was also clear that the international community at
large'suppotted such measures and was willing to ensure that the host country
concern~d did not have to face the burden of receiving refugees alone. That burden
was not merely of a material but also of a soci&l and political nature. The strict
observance of the principle o~ non-refou1ement undoubtedly required sacrifices
since the countries involved were giving priority to humanitarian considerations,
rather than to material and political interests. To pursue this path, those
countri~s had to be persuaded that sacrifices were collective and constituted a
part;,c>f a global effort based on an equitable burden-sharing which this
humanitarian endeavour required. He also pointed out that recent practices by
States in adopting a series of restrictive measures such as rejection at borders,
refusal of as9lum, return of refugees and asylum-seekers to countries through which
they had merely transited and lengthy as well as restrictive proceduFes of
selection of asylum-seekers and refugees for purposes of admission and resettlement
were not conducive to the establishment of an appropriate climate for the
protection of refugees.

80. A nUmber of speakers invited UNHCR to play a more operational role in
situations involving irregular" movements of refugees and asylum-seekers. Such a
role would involve a search for durable solutions in countries of first asylum and
promoting those solutions with States concerned. It was re~ognized by these
speakers, as by several others, that protection problems of refugees could only be
overcome with the necessary attention being paid to the root causes of refugee
movements. One speaker underlined the significance of finding solutions to refugee
problems in regions where they fir$t occurred. He stated that his Government had
been following that principle for many years and was of fhe opinion that the
regional approach, was best suited to solving refugee problems in the long term.

81. Several speakers also pointed out that the draft conclusions contained in
document A/AC.96/671 rightly placed the 'emphasis on the need to address the problem
of irregular movements at its source through action by concerned States to provide
appropriate durable solutions. One speaker, while voicing support for the
conclusions in their present form, urged the High Commissioner to take every
necessai'y measure to ensure that the standards reflected in those conclusions would
also be applied fnconcrete refugee situations. One representative indicated that
the coneltisions provided a 'necessary framework which would need to be supplemented
by practical measures. Another representative stated that: it was the intention of
his Government to study further the applicabilit~ of the conclusions in his
country. One tepresentativeexpressed the view that the conclusions ~id not fully
reflect the situation existing in his re~ion' where refugee~ proceeded to first
asylum countries with the clear intention of leaving for other countries.
Referring to the wilful destruction or disposal of travel and other identity
doduments'and to the conclusion adopted by the ',Sub-Committee to the effect that
States shouldta'ke appropriate measures tddeal with this problem, one
representative stressed that such measure!:! should not be of a nature to create
so-called orbit situations. .
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82. There was general agreement that the draft conclusions on this subjectwet'e
adequate and well-balanced and reflected the legit~ate interests of refugees and
concerned States. One representati~e stated, however, that his Government,could
not join the consensus with respect to the conclusions and it was therefore agreed
that the matter be deferred.
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83. During the discussion on international protection and during thegenerai
debate, a majority of the speakers noted with concern that: UNHCRwas increasingly
called upon to cohcern itself with the physical safety of refugees and '
asylum-seekers in many areas of the world.

84. Concern was expressed at continuing acts of ~iracy against asylum-seekers in
South-East Asia, although satisfaction was exprf~ssed that the rateofpira.te
attacks appeared to have diminished., In this ccmnection, many speakers welcomed
the results of the Anti-Piracy Arrangement entel:t"ij into byUNHCR with tbeRoyal
Thai Government for which they pledgedtheit continuing support. They also
expressed the hope that UNHCR would report On the results of the Arrangement.

85. A number of speakers noted with satisfaction thatefforts't:ocoJilbatptrate
attacks had been complemented by parallel efforts undertaken by the Office t,o
encourage rescue of asylum-seekars in distress at sea. Mariyspeakerswelcomed the
continuation of the Disembatkation Resettlement Offers (DISEROr scheme and ~lie
commencement of the Rescue at Sea Resettlement Offers (RASRO)'1;icheJ1le as from;
May 1985. These two schemes appeared toha~econtributedto~i'nincreaseiritne
number of rescues reported 'inthe past seve'ral montbs.Concern was, ,however;
expressed that there were still cases in Which asylum-seekers wetere'portedlynot
being rescued by passing ships. Both in the discussion on this item and dtiringthe
general debate, a number of speakers expressed the willingness of theirGO~rnments

to continue to provide resettlement places under the RASRO scheme as long as the
need existed. One speaker, similarly indicating his Government's support for
RASRO, considered that the scheme should be 'the subject of technical're~iewfrom

time to time. He also pointed out' that, in his country., .rescuedas17lul'll-seekers,
were permitted to disembark without any reseti:lement guarantiee. ~ )\notherspeaker,
while fully s,lpporting efforts to promote rescue a,t;s~a, neve~rtheless believed that
any arrangement to promote rescue at seashotild not'bes-een as an encouragement: fOr
persons to leave their country of orig:ii:1 to seet(. resettlemeritpOsSibi,litiies abroad.

, .i

86. There was unanimous support ,for the conclus!onsrecoiturlended by the"
Sub-Committee regarding rescue of asylum-seekers atsea~

87. All speakers paid tribute to Mr. Hegner for the considerable efforts he had
exerted over the past year in an effort to arrive at consensus,ce>nclUsions"·for
adoption by the Executive Committee ont-he subjec,tofmilltaryorarmeda't::tacksOh
refugee camps and settlemeni:s.They equally expressed~egretthat:des.pil~~'

Mr. Hegner'sefforts, it had not been, possible to arrive at acoriserie;us. Sevel"al
speakers stated their generaJ. agr,eement with the two sets of draf1: conclUsiohs
elaborated by Mr. Hegner and circulated to the members of the ExecutiVe Committee:
during its present session.

88. Several speakers ,. stated: that the drartcohc];usionsstr'uCK.. tbe 'dgHtbaiilnbe '
between the needtocondemnmilita::ryand'armea,' attacks on :refugeecatRpif ahd " '
settlementa'arid the need to ensure 'thatsUcbcamps a::1ld 'settlemehts,"weiEiusea'for
str ictlycivilian and humanitarian ptirposes;,Several speakersiConsiderea't'hat'iti

wasessent ial" to ensure the exclusivelY'c1vilianalridhtiinanitariciri clil:lracterof

" ;



refqgeeCawpa and 8ettl~ments. One speaker declared that that was necessary both
tOCOlIPly with the mandate ofUNHCR and to establish conditions which were most
likely to prevent military or:umed attacks. The protected status of refugee camps
.nc1 settl_ents under international law should not. however, be abused or
jeopardized by the introduction of activities or elements inconsistent with their
civilian and humanitarian nature. Some speakers mentioned the importance they
attac~dto.~ber:o~eof TJNHCRand the need for UNDCR to have access to such refugee
call1Ps.nd.••ttlement.and one. speaker said that these should be located away from
the b6rcfer with t:be count ry of odgin.

89. Several other speakers, however, voiced their strong reservations with respect
totbedr:aft conclusicms that had been submitted by Mr. Bagner. These speakers
relterat~theneedformUitary or: armed attacks on r:efugee camps and settlements
to .becleariy a~ unequivocally condemned. In their view, such attacks could not
be justified un4er:.anycircumstances. It was felt by those speakers that no
conclusion. cou,ld" be ~c.ceptable to them .unlel;lsthey correctly addressed those !:gy
i ••tie.~ Some~peakers stated.that such attacks were contrary to international law
in .0 far a.they violated the rights and safety of refugees, were directed against
unar:medcivilianB and were an act of aggression against the host country.

90... ... speake~s .recognized the need for all refugee camps and settlements to
be used for civilian and humanitarian purposes only and for UNDCR to have access to
such caJll)s and .set,t,lementsfor verification. They stressed, however, the
importance ,o~refl,ect1Dg thc)se requirements in the conclusions in such a manner as
not to proVide any excuse or pret.ext for attacks. It was also stated that the
for~u1ationoftheprinciple ofUNBCR access to refugee camps and settlements
shou,l<lbe suehas to reflect the ,need for UNDCR to co-operate and consult with the
bostGOveroentand not to act in a manner inconsistent with the sovereignty of the
State c.once.r:ned. •

91. On&s~aker sought. clarification as to the possible response of the
international cottlllunity· in ,instances where all measures to ensure the strictly
civ.i.lianandhuma~itarian.char:acter.ofrefugee camps ,and settlements had been
taken'-but'a QQ\1ntry nevertheless harboured.suspiQions that a particular camp or
.,.tUel!1ent ,was.alsC) u~edfor other purPQse~,. Such a s-1tuation would clearly call
for.fur:thetinvestigation,but could never j"stifya military or armedatt.ack. That
s~.ker said it was therefore particularly regrettable that the draft conclusions
condemned' only 'those.. attack~, which .were against international law, and that would
wrongly presuppose that some attacks were not against international law and might
therefore be permissible.

92. Severa~,speakersexpr:essedthe opinio~ that since the Executive Committee had
~enun~~leto; ~,u:riYe~ataconsensus and since attacks on refugee campI'! and
eettl_entsbad a1teady been·dealt with by the General Assembly in resolution
]!Vl40,,:,the, mi!lttershould be allowed to rest for the time being. Effortscould
thenbe,~enewedat a later stage. when conditions for arriving at a consensus were
morepr~itious.

93. A number of speakers, however, made specific referenee$ to such recent attacks
inAp.gC)l~,~ot:e.na,Bonduras,.pa1dstan ,Thailand and Tunisia. In view of the
inctea8in9<s,ei,~0!18n.8sof ~uch, attaCkS. alld ·the resultant· loss of life, those.

. ape!k.er~~elt<t;tl~t:.pC)e~~or:tsllould'>1:!e spa.red to adopt a conclusion condemning
tllem.,:.~eY~ere"~llel'dC)re,, in ,.fa.vour of a continuation of efforts to reach a
consensuliJ>on,th.esu~jeci:•.The view was also expressed that failure to do so could
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even be seen as an incentive for further attacks. One speaker expressed the view
that the difficulties experienced so far were due to the absence of sufficient
political will on the part 'of states.

94. Some speakers proposed that paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 39/140
be reaffirmed by the Executive Committee. Other speakers, however, felt that that
resolution, because of its wording, was open to the same objections as the draft
conclusions discussed by the Executive Committee during the present session.

95. Many speakers welcomed the initiative of the High Commissioner in bringing the
subject of the protection of refugee women before the Executive Committee. Tribute
was also paid to the High Commissioner for having organized the Round Table on
Refugee Women held at Geneva in April 1985. One representative believed that the
consideration of the special situation of refugee women in these various'forums was
an important contribution to the United Nations Decade for women.

96. There was general recognition that refugee women were frequently confronted by
particular difficulties in the protection field owing to the simple fact that they
were women. Appreciation walS expressed for the action already taken by UNHCR to
ensure that refugee women were provided with adequate protection. 'One
representative pointed out that the Anti-Piracy Arrangement appeared to have been
particularly effective in protecting refugee women. There was, however, an urgent
need for further measures to ensure that refugee women wereprotedted from violence
or threats to their physical integrit1 and safety and also to ensure their equality
of treatment. The view wag also expressed by one representative that existing
UNHCR programmes should be redesigned to take into account the special situation of
refugee women and, in particular, to'ensure their physical integrity and 'safety.

97. In the opinion of one representative, special attention should be paid to
refugee women who were heads of family and those who otherwise found themselves in
a vulnerable situation. Another representative believed that special emphasis
should be placed on making refugee women, who have>a unique role in the family
unit, self-sufficient. That should be done through education, health a,nd
employment programmes. One representative stated that whilerefugeewonten were
particularly vulnerable with' respect to legal and-physical protection, they should
not simply be classified with the handicapped and childtenasa"vu1nerab1e g'roup
for the purposes of assistance programmes but should benefit fromactiveprogramliles
designedtoE:!nsure that they became self-sufficient andthattheyweretrea€e'd
equally. The same representative expressed the view tha1:refugeewomen-should
participate in the formulation and implementation of, these programmes.

98. A number of representatives requested that: UNHCR report regularly on the
situation of refugee women and on specific action taken and proposed 'to improve the
international protection they receive. One representative believed that the
SUbject should be p1aced,on the agenda of the Executive Committee next year.

99. All speakers endorsed the conclusions On refugee women-that had been'
recommended for adoption by the Sub-Committee6fthe Whole on Interna€io11al
Protection. One representative stated'that, while all the conclUsions were
important, conclusions Cd) and Ce) wereofpar;Hcular si~nificance~;Concerning
conclusion (k) , One representative seated that the interpret'ation'of the refugee
definition was withirithe competence of tnenatiotlalauthoiities responsible"for
determining refugee status and 110 commitmentcould r therefore, be made by his
Government regarding that,conclusion. He also believed thatthematterrequ1red
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more thought and that a study of the definition itself, and the term "particular
social group·, might be appropriate. Another representative expressed regret that
the WOrding of conclusion (k) had been amended, since previous drafts had, in his
view, been more precise in their language. One representative stressed that the
SxecutiveCo~itteeshQuld support all UNRCR efforts on behalf 0f refugee women and
should also help to create a climate of understanding for their special problems.

100. Oh the subject of voluntary repatriation, most of the speaJ~ers expressed their
agreement that that was the most desirable solution to all refugee problems and
~elcomedthe initiative of the High Commissioner in focusing attention on the
subiect. They also expressed their appreciation for the work of the San Remo Round
Table and indicated their general support for its conclusions.

101. A number of speakers stressed the need to bear the possibility of voluntary
repatriation constantly in mind. One speaker expressed the wish that the subject
be again put before the Sub-Committee at its next meeting. Another speaker
believed that an entire Sub-Committee session could appropriataly be devoted to
examining one ~f the conclusions on voluntary repatriation adopted by the
Sub-Committee c~lllng for the elaboration of a multilateral instrumen,t on the
subject. He hoped that the Sub-Committee would then be able to adopt a draft text
for submission to Governments for their approval.

102.• Several speakers stressed the need for the High Commissioner to be actively
involved in progJ;'ammes designed to help returnees. One speaker mentioned the
situation in South-East Asia where there were still many refugees for whom
resettlement no longer appeared to be feasible and for whom voluntary repatriation
would be the only possible solution. He expressed his Government's continuing
support for the High COmmissioner's programme for assisting returnees in the Lao
People's Democratic Republic and its willingness to support future returnee
programmes.

l03.A number of speakers. emphasized the fundamental right of refugees to return to
their places of origin. Several others stressed, however, that voluntary
repatdation should be undertaken only when circumstances permitted, and, in this
connection, stressed,the importance of the removal of root causes of refugee
mov~mel1ts.TheC)bserverof ICVA considered that, in certain circumstances, efforts
topromote.volulltary repatriation might be seen by refugees as coercion unless the
circumstaJlCes which had led to their flight had changed. It was ther~fore

essential ".that,no voluntary repatriation efforts be undertaken until that condition
was met and refugees should be involved, and their view reflected, in any
discussions or decisions taken. He also believed that there was no need for a
multilateral instrument on the subject and that a declaration by the Sub-Committee
would be sufficient.

104. One speaker regretted that the conclusions of the Sub-Committee did not
incorporate the recommendation of the San Remo Round Table that the
High COmmissioner, in promoting voluntary repatriation, be enabled to deal with any
entity irrespect~veof its legal status.

lOS.Twospeakersexpressed their hope. that the High Commissioner would consider
favourably the appointment of a special representative or a regional Co-ordinator
to promotevolurttarY repatriation and other solutions in south-East Asia. One of
these speakers recalled that a recommendation to this effect had been included in a
recent .reportof.the Joint Inspection Unit (see A/40/l35).
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106. All speakers supported the conclusions proposed by the Sub-Committee on this
item. A number of them felt that the conclusions would provide a good framewOrk
for the Office to play an aC,tive role in promoting voluntary repatriation and for
it to have greacer freedom of action, particularly as to the appointment of adhcc
consultative groups and the funding of returneeprogrammes.

107. In the discussions of the item on international protection and also in the
general debate, emphasis was placed on the importance of the Office's efforts to
promote and further strengthen international refugee law and the progress achieved
in this field was welcomed. Some speakers expressed concern that, in its effor·ts·
to economize, UNHCR was proposing to reduce its budget in this vital area· of its'
activity. The observer of ICVA expressed the concern of the voluntary agencies
that in the proposed budget for 1986 a 25 per cent reduction was envisaged in the
area of international protection. Mention was made with appreciation of various
seminars of government officials and others concerned with refugees and organized
by the Office in different parts of the world. This included the Colloquium on'the
International Protection of Refugees in Central America, Panama and Mexico,w!tich
was held under the auspices of the Government of Colombia at Cartagena, Colombia,
in November 1984. Mention was also made of the valuable role played by the·
International Institute of Humanitarian Law in San Remo, Italy, in promoting the
further development of international refugee law.

108. The importance of the work of the Sub-Committee of the Whole on International
Protection in promoting standards and principles of the treatment of refugee$ was
also underlined by a number of speakers. In the decade following its creation in '
1975, the Sub-Committee had dealt with a wide range of problems concerning the
protection of refugees and through its conclusions adopted on a variety of subjects
had played a vital role in the elaboration of international standards for the
protection of refugees. The observer ofICVA expressed the wish that
non-governmental organizations be given the possibility of participating in'~he

deliberations ef the sub-committee.

109. In responding to the debate, the Director of International Protection thanked
the representatives for their broad support of the conclusions recommended,bY the
Sub-Committee for adoption'l).y the Executive Committee on' the· sUbj,ects· o£te£ugee
women, rescue at sea and voluntary repatriation. ,He ..also thanked representat.ives
for the general support they had given to the various protection activities of the
High Commissic;mer and felt that that· support was essentiaL in order to carr-y on the
di1:ficult task of international pr.otection in the present'atmosphere of restrictive
attitudes on the part of a number of Governments towards accommodating refugees. in
theiFterritories. The Office was guided by the universally accept~ principles of
international protection and made no distinction between countries in different
parts of the world when seeking to protect refugees and asylum-seekers. It was
essential for the Office to maintain an objective attitude-so that it could not be
c~ccused of having different standards for different countries.

110. On the subject of irregular movements. he felt that ,there was a broad
cI:>nsensus on the conclusions of the Sub-Committee on, the matter and hoped' that the
rElservation of one celegation on two points in the conclusion!?: would be overcome in
time and that the conclusions would be adopted as a whole at the end ofthei'session.

Ill., On the SUbject of military attacks, the High Commissioner had alllays denounced
such attacks on refugee camps and settlements assisted by UNHCR wherever they
occurred and would continue to do so. It was the constant endeavour of the Office
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to ..intain the civilian and humanitarian character of all refugee camps and
settle.nt. and to that end it was important to ensure access of UNHCR to them.

112. On the question of definition of the term "refugee", on which a number of
representatives had expressed opinions, the Director of International Protecti~n

stated that UNDCR had never taken the view that persons who would be in serious
danger if they were to return to their country of origin because of serious
int.~fl upheavals or armed conflict should have the same status as refugees within
the aeaning of the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol. The Office's position
was that such persons ~hould be protected against forcible return and given an
appropriate legal status corresponding to their particular situation and needs.
This had been made clear in paragraph 6 of the note on international protection
(A/AC.96/660) •

113. Co_enting on another point raised during the debate, the Director of
International Protection stated that there was no doubt that the principle of
non~refoule..entwas applicable not only to refugees as defined by the
1951 COnvention and the 1967 Protocol but also to the broader cate9,ories which fell
unaer the High Commissioner 's extended mandate. This was evident from various
General.Assellbly resolutions, the 1969 OAU Refugee Convention, the practice of
States and Conclusion No. 22 (XXXII) adopted by the Executive Committee at its
thirty-second session.

114. At-the close of-the discussion, the Executive Committee adopted the following
conclusions which included those recommended by the Sub-Committee of the Whole on
International Protection.

115. COnclusions of the Committee:

(1) General

The Executive Committee:

(a). Recognized the'crucial importance of the High Commissioner's
international protection function-, the exercise of which had become increasingly
difcficultowing'to the growing complexity of present-day refugee problems,

(b) Reiterated that the High Commissioner's international protection function
can only be effectively carried out with the full support of Governments, of
particular importance is_theoprovision of durable solutions by Governments in
ca...QPeration with the High COmmissioI,\"r;

(c) Noted with. satisfaction the progress achieved in the further development
of international refugee law and the strengthening of internationally recognized
standards for the treatment of refugees;

(d) Welcomed the fact that a large number of States had now acceded to the
1951 UniteliNationsConvention relating to the Status of Refugees and the
1967 Protocol and expressed the hope that-additional States would accede to those
instruments in the near future, thereby strengthening the framework of
iilternational solidarity and burden-sharing of which those instruments are an
tntecJralpartt .
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(e) Welcomed the fact that one country had recently withdrawn the
geographical limitation in ,respect of ite obligations under the 1951 Refugee
COnvention and that the question of such withdrawal was being given fa~~urable

consideration by another country, recommended consideration of the withdrawal of
the geographical limitation by those States that still maintained it,

(f) Noted with serious concern that despite the rlevelopment and further
strengthening of established standards fot the treatment of refugees, the basic
rights of refugees in different areas of the world had continued to be disregarded
and that in particular refugees were being exposed to pirate attacks, other acts of
violence, military and armed attacks, arbitrary detention and refoulement,

(g) Noted that the General Assembly had by consensus adopted resolution
39/140, of which paragraph 3 related to military and armed attacks onrefug$e camps
and settlements,

(h) Stressed the importance of the question of military and armed attacks on
refugee camps and settlements being kept under constant review by the Executive
committee and requested the Chairman to contiilue consultations on the matter,

(i) Welcomed the fact that States in many parts of the world, including
States confronted with economic and developmental difficulties" continued to grant
asylma to large numbers of refugees,

(j) Noted with concern the growing phenomenon of refugees and aSylum-seekers
who, having found protection in one country, moved in an irregular mann$rto
another country, and expressed the hope that the problem that that ~epres~nted

could be mitigated,~hrough the adoption of global solutions in a spirit of
international c~operat1on and burden-sbaring,andrequestedtheHighCommiesioner
to continue consultations with a view to reaching agreement on 'the matter}

(k) Welcomed the convening by the High Commissioner in May 1985 of the
COnsultations on the Arrivals of Asylum-Seekers and Refugees in Europe,'

(1) Reaffirmed the importance of creating a deeper understanding in the
public mind of the special plight of refugees in order to facilitate the exercise
of the High COiliIllissioner'sinternational prot:ection function,

(m) Reiterated the importance of the Office's continued efforts to promote
the development and strengthening of international refugee law, in particular
through its co-operation with the International Institute of Humanitarian Law in
San Remo, Italy.

(2) Central American refugees and the Cart~gena Declaration ~n Refugees

The Executive Committee:

(.,£) Recognized the complexity and gravity of the refugeesituation'1n the
Central American region, which had recently received special attention,

(b) AcknOWledged theprovisionDrelating:tor~fugeesin the contaaora''A'ct f()r
Peace and Co-op$tation in:Central'America,.,
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(f) Strongly recommended that· States maintain their support of UNBCR action
in this area and, in particular, that they:

(a) Welcomed the initiative of the Office in organizing the Round Table on
Refugee, w~e.n.',":tleJ.d .~t:Geneva in April 1985,

;

. ... Ja); Reaffirl'\led. the fundamental obligation under international law for
shipmasters to rescue all persons, including asylum-seekers, in distress at sea,

(4) Refugee women and international protection

The ExecutlveC6mmittee:
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Request shipowners to informcallshipmasters in the Sout~ChinaSeaof
their responsibility to rescue all asylum-seekers in distress at sea.

Joinco~,renewcontributions to the DISERO (Disembarkation Resettlement
Offers) and to the RASROsehemes, or to either of them, as soon as
possible,

,(1)

(ii)

(c) Bxpressed satisfaction tha.t the rescue of asylum-seekers in distress at
se.a hadinereased significantly in 1985, but at the same time expressed concern
that many ships continued to ignore asylum-seekers in distress at sea,

(b)R~al1edthe.conclusionsadopted by the Executive Committee at previous
ses.ions rec:ognizing the need to promote measures to facilitate the rescue of
asylu~~.ee~ers. in ~istress at sea,

(c) Not::~ with interest the CBrtagena DeClaration on Refugees, embodying the
conc:luaions· pftb~ Colloquium entitled "International Protect:ion of Refugees in
Cent::ral.A8edca, MeXieo andPanamat Juridical and Humanitarian Problems", held at
Cartagen~, C9lombia, .from 19 to 22.November 1984, under the auspices of the
Government of Colombia,

(a) We.leomed the fact that the provision of an appropriate number of
reset::tlemen~ places had made it possible for the Rescue at Sea Resettlement Offers
(RASRO)·seheJ1l8 to co_ence on a trial basis as from May 1985,

·(e)<;,l(elcomed the wide-ranging initiatives undertaken by uNHCR to promote the
rescueofaaylum-seekers in distress at sea and the support given to these
initiatives by States,

(b) Welcomed also the recommendations regarding the situation of refugee and
d:isPlaQ~',,~en adOPtedpy th~World Conference to Review and Appraise the
ACbievemellts'of' the United Nations Decade for Women: ll;quallty,Development and
Peace, held at Nairobi from 15 to 26 July 1985,

, (d) Welcollled the use of.regional approaches in resolving refugee problems of
regio~,l ~oPe.asamplydemonstrated by the Colloquium.

;
. (3) Rescue.ofasylum-seekers in distress at sea

The Bx~utive Committee:
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(c) Noted that refugee women and girls constituted the majotity of the world
refugee population and that many of them were exposed to special problems in the
international protection field,

(d) Recognized that those problems resulted from their vulnerable situation
which frequently exposed them to physical violence, sexual abuse and ,discrimination,

(e) Stressed the need for such problems to receive the urgent attention of
Governments and of UNBCR and for all appropriate measures to be taken to guarantee
that refugee women and girls were protected from violence or threats to their
physical safety or exposure to sexual abuse or harassment,

(f) Noted with satisfaction the measures already undertakenbYUNH~Rto
address the protection problems of refugee women and to ensure that 'they were'
adequately protected,

(g) Called upon States to continue to support UNHCR progra!l\lllesestabUshed
with a view to securing protection for refugee women and UNHCR'ass~stance .
programmes for refugee women, especially those aimed at helping refugee women
become self-sufficient through educational and income-generating p.=ojects,

(h) Recommended that States, individually, jointly and in co-operation with
UNRCR, redefine and reorient existing programmes and, where necessary, establish
new programmes to meet the specific problems of refugee women, inparticulaJ;t9
ensure the safeguard of their physical integrity and safety and their equality of ,
treatment. Women refugees should participate in the formulation and impiement~tio~

of such programmes,

(i) Stressed the importance of cl mote detailed knowledge a~ una~rstanding of
the special needs and.prOb1ems·of refugee'women'in the internationa1'pr,~tect:ion 
field and of gathering statistical, socio1ogicai ana other data concernirig~efugee
women and girls in order to identify and implement appropriate m~ohani~~s tQ ensure
their, effective protection,' .' .' -

(j) Requested the High Commissioner to report regula-=ly tom~rs of the
Executive Committee on the needs of refugee wo..nen and on existing an~'ptopC>s7.~:
programmes for their benefit,'

(k) Recognized that States, in the exercise of 'their sover~t~rtty, 'wefe fr~e
to adopt the interpretation that women asy1um-s~kers who faced.h~J;~h qtr.iIllluma~

treatment due to 'their having transC)ressed. the sooia1 mores of' t~~s(.)Cie.t,~.in,whioh.
they lived maybe considered as a "particular soCi'algroup"withint:h~meaniIlg()f.'.
article 1 A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 United Nationsconvention'reutfrig "to 'the"
Status of Refugees.

(5) Voluntary ·repatriation

The EXecutive Committee, reaffirming theSlgnificallCe,qt'tt:s).9~<i'cO~)ClUSj,~P,'
on voluntary repatriation 11 asrf!f1ecting ba'siCJ?~i,!,c::~p,le~·o~·~~ter,,~~~~~riill,,~\.i:.···
and practice, adopted the following further conc1uS1ons orCthls matter: .

(.a) The basic rights of· persons to return voluntarilyt<)'thecol1ntry'or
origin is reafflrmedand it is urged that internattonal co-operation'bE! 'aim~a at,:
achieving this solution and ,should be further developed,
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(b~ The~epat~iatton of refugees should only take place at their freely
expreSSed wlshJthe vOluntary and individual character of repatriation of refugees
and the need for it to be carried out under conditions of absolute safety,
preferably to the place of residence of the refugee in his country of origin,
should always be ~espected,

(c) The aspect of causes is critical to the issue of sol~tion and
international efforts should also be directed to the removal of the causes of
refugee.l\lovement::s. Further attention should be given to the causes 'and prevention
of such"ilidvements, including the co-ordination of efforts currently being pursued
by the international community and, in particular, within the United Nations. An
essential condition for the prevention of refugee flows is sufficient political
will by the States directly concerned to address the causes which are at the origin
of refugee movements,

(d) The responsibilities of States towards their nationals and the
obligations of other States to promote voluntary repatriation must be upheld by the
international c~mmunity. International action in favour of voluntary repatriation,
whether at the universal or regional level, should receive the. full support and
co-operation of all States directly concerned. Promotion of voluntary repatriation
as a solution'to refugee problems similarly requires the political will of States
directly conc~rned, to create conditions conducive to this solution. This is the
primary .. resipOhsibq.ity Of States,

(e) The ,existing mandate of the High Commissioner is sufficient to allow him
to promotevo1unta~y repat~iation by taking initiatives to this end, promoting
dialogue between all the main pa~ties, facilitating communication between them, and
acting as an intermediary or channel of communication. It is important that he
establish, whenever possible, contact with all the main parties and~acquaint

himself wit:h their points of view. From the. outset of a refugee situation, the
High commissione~shou1dat all times keep the possibil.ity of voluntary
repatd~t:i.911f~rallorfOr part of agi:oup;~nder active review and the High
Commissioner, whenever he deems that the prevailing circumstances are appropriate,
should actively pursue the promotion of this solution,

Cf) ThE! humanitarian concernl:l of the High Commissioner $hould be recognized
and respected by all parties and he should receive full support in his efforts to
carry out his humanitarian mandate in providing international protection to
refugees and in seeki,nga s01"tion to refuge.e problems ,.

(en 'On all ocdasiona the High ·Conunis~ioner should be fully involved from the
outset inasl:less:i.r~g the feasibility .anQ., thereafter, in both the planning and
implenientatiol1st.a~e~ ,Of repatriation, '

-
Ch) The importance of $pontaneous return to the country of origin is

recognized and it is considered that action to promote organ~~ed voluntary
~epatriation should not create obstacles to the spontaneous return of refugees.
InterestedstateE! Should,makea1l,effprts,lncludingi;he provision of assiStance in
the count,:ryof'oricj:ln., to encourage, this m9VeJ!1ent whenever it is deemed to be in
the interests "of the r~fugees conpe~~edJ .. ·' . '

(i) Wheil.,irl.tIJe,opinion oft:h~.Higq ConlIDisstoner, a serious problem exists
in the prOlllotionof vo1u"'tary,rep~triat.ionqfa:patticular re,fugee group, he may
consider for that·particular probl~mtheest~blishmentof an informal ad hoc
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consultative grQUp which would be appointed by him in consultation with the
Chairmen and the other members of the bureau of his Executive CoRUnittee. Such a
group may, if necessary, include states that are not members of the Executive
Committee and should in principle include the countries directly concerned. The
High Commissioner may also consider invoking the assistance of other competent
United Nations bodies,

(j) The practice of establishing tripartite commissions is well adapted to
facilitating voluntary repatriation. The tripartite ~ommission, which should
consist of the countries of origin and of asylum and UNHCR, could concern itself
with both the joint planning and the implementation of a repatriation programme.
It is also an effective means of securing consultations between the main parties
concerned on any problems that might subsequently arise,

(k) International action to promote voluntary repatriation requires
consideration of the situation within the country of origin as well as within the
receiving country. Assistance for the reintegration of returnees provided by the
international community in the country of origin is recognized as an important
factor in promoting repatriation. To this end, UNHCR and other United Nations'
agencies as appropriate should have fUnds readily available to assist ~eturnees in
the various stages of their integration and rehabilitation in their country of
origin,

(1) The High Commissioner should be recognhedas having a legitimate concern
for the consequences of return,. particularly where such return ha.s been brought
about as a result of an.amnesty or other form of guarantee. The' Y,a.C1hCommissioner
must be regarded as entitled to insist on hislegitifu&teooncerri OVer the outcOme
of any return that he has assisted. Within the framework of close c~nsultation£r
with the St'ate concerned, he should be given direct and unhindered a~cess to
returneesso that he lsin a position to monitor fulfilment of the allinesties,
guarantees or assurances on the basis of which the refugees have r!!turfied.· This
should be considered as inherent in his mandate,

(m) Consideration should be given to the further eiabo.rat;lon of an in~~r~ent
reflecting all existing principles and guidelines relating to voluntary
repatriation for acceptance by the international community as a whole.
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vto STATUS OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND OVERALL FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
FOR 1985 AND 1986

(Item 7 of the agenaa)

116. The Director of External Affairs introduced the item by referring to the
discussion of the financial crisis of the General Proqrammes which had taken place
in the Sub-Committee on Administrative and Financial Matters. It had been fully
,~greed that all concerned must act together in pursuit of economy and
cost-effectiveness and to find the funding required.

117. The Director pointed out that UNHCR had alerted the Executive Committee in
October 1984 to the growing problem of funding the General Programmes. However, it
was important to emphasize that the present crisis was not caused by lack of
goodwill towards refugees. Total 1985 contributions for all UNHCR programmes were,
in fact, 24 peJ\ cent higher than at the same time in 1984. Donor respom~e in
overall terms in 1985 had been very generous. The problem was one of limited
resources trying to meet massive unforeseen needs. In that situation. UNHCR
GeneralProgrammes- which were the first priority of UNHCR and of the Executive
Committee'- had been oversh~dowed and the necessity to finance them had been
obscured by emergency needs. Taking into account all income, including
contributions announced at the current session of the Executive Committee, total
funds available on 11 OCtober 1~85 for the 1985 General Programmes amounted to
$279 million leaving a shortfall of $40 million. UNHCR hoped tha~, with further
additional contributions and savings generated from the current programme review,
it wduld be possible to continue the 1985 General. Pr.ogrammes at a reasonable
leve1~' The Executive Committee would be kept informed of the situ..ation.

118. If prel3entpirc1.lmstances continued, the 1986 General Programmes would be in an
even worse position than the 1985 programmes. There would be little or no funds to
carry 'over into 1986 to begin the new General Programmes on 1 January 1986. The
1986 General Programmes requirement of $330 million WOUld, moreover, need to be
funded almost e~clusively by contributions in 1986 since other sources of income
were drying up' and' would be minimal in 1986.•

119. It was necessary to try to establish a more secure base of financing for UNHCR
General Programmes, which were the absolute first priority of UNHCR in terms of
fulfilment of its mandate.

120. UNHCR and implementing partners would try to achieve greater economy and
cost-effectiveness. UNHCR was already attempting to develop new sources of
contributions. However, the annual Pledging conference produced only one third of
the General Programmes requirements in any given year. The balance of General
Programmes contributions (usually some $200 million) had to be negotiated in the
course of the year, from budgets which were not specifically reserved for UNHCR and
which were vulnerable to diversion or reduction. Such tenuous arranQements should
not form the basis of the bul~ of General Programmes financing. -

121. The Director, therefore, appealed to donors to reserve, from the start of the
fiscal year, higher levels of contributions to UNHCR General Programmes to give
those programmes the secure funding base they required beca~se of their priority
importance.
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122. The Director hoped thatUNDCR could struggle through the rest of 1985. He
appealed strongly for greatly increased contributions and early payments to be
announced to UNDCR General Programmes at the Pledging Conference to be held in
New York on 15 November 1985.

123. Without the funds required for the General Programmes, UNDCR could not be
expected to fulfil its mandate.

Decisions of the Committee

124. The Executive Committee:

(a) Took note of the report submitted by the High Commissioner on the status
of contributions to UNDCR voluntary funds and the overall financial requirements
for 1985 and 1986 (A/AC.96/659 and Corr.l) and of the detailed discussion by the
Sub-Committee on Administrative and Financial Matters of the financial crisis
concerning the UNHCR General Programmes,

(b) Expressed great appreciation for the generosity of all donors who had
contributed to the 1985 programmes of UNRCR, both in terms of the General
Programmes and of Special Programmes such as the African emergency,

(c) Expressed its deep concern at the critical funding situation affecting
the General Programmes both in 1985 and in the foreseeable future,

(d) Reaffirmed the primary importance of the General Programmes for the
fulfilment by UNDeR of its mandate,

(e) Urged UNHCR, asylum countries and implementing agencies to strengthen
their efforts in pursuit of economy and cost-effectiveness,

(f) Requested and encouraged UNDCR to pursue all appropriate means such as
appeals and the negotiation of contributions from both governmental and private
sectors to obtain the necessary resources to ensure full financing of the
programmes,

(g) urged donors, especially Governments, to recognize the primary importance
of the General Programmes and to allocate or reserve, asa matter of priority, .
higher levels~f contributions specifically for the uNHCRGeneral Prograrntnesill "
order to create a more secure base of financing for those programmes,

(h) Recognized that implementation of the 1986 General prograrnmeswould
depend almost entirely on income from contributions and that a substantial
propor_tion of the funds required, which amounted to $330,410"OOO,ShbU1dbe
available to UNHCR at the beginning of the Prograrnmeyear in Januar.y1986 and, to
that end, urged Gover.nmentsto announce increa:sedlevelsofcontributions and early
payments to t·he UNDCR Gelleral Prograrnrnesfor 1986 .eithe~at the Pledging Conference
to be held in New York on 15 November 1985 or as.additional resout'cesin 1985 or
1986.
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VI. REFUGEE AID AND DEVELOPMENT

(Item 8 of the agenda)

125. The High Commissioner introduced the item and document A/AC.96/662 on the
sUbject by reaffirming the need to link refugee aid with development assistance, to
which a number of delegations had made reference during the general debate. Where
there we/e large nUmbers of refugees in low-income countries, devel~~ment projects
benefiting the local population as well as refugees were probably the best means of
helping refugees to become self-supporting. The High Commissioner reported on
recent progress towards refugee-related development projects, notably in Pakistan
and the Sudan.' In Somalia, a first contact also appeared positive and further
discussions could take place during the present session. Referring to paragraph 28
of the document, he felt that if further progress was to be achieved in the field,
there was a need for Governments represented on the governing bodies and executive
boards of deveI'opmental organizations to bear in mind the additional burden caused
by the presence of refugees when considering future activities of tho~e

organizations in low-income countries that had received a large refugee influx.

126. Delegations emphasized the importance of linking refugee aid and development
assistance, a concept which had emerged from the Second International Conference on
Assistance to Refugees in Africa and had subsequently become univel1sally accepted.
Several del~ations stressed that planning for development projects had to begin at
the very outset of a refugee influx, even as early as the emergency phase. In
order effectively to insert refugee programmes into the context of national
development plans, UNBCR, as the lead agency for refugee prOgrammes, had to
collaborate closely with developmental agencies and with non-governmental
organiza~ions. However, UNBCR should not abandon its traditional role as a
catalyst and co-ordinator of inputs by other organizationsJthere' had to be a clear
division of labour between the organizations concerned. This was especially true
in view of the Office's current financ'ial situation. With regard to the new
refugee~related development project in the Sudan mentioned by the High
Commissioner, agreement was expressed with his feeling that it would be unrealistic
and undesirable for him to undertake alone to gather all the funding for the
project.

127. The :Highcommissioner's suggestion with respect to action in the governing and
executive bodies of developmental organiZations met with' approvaL It was felt
that Governments represented on those bodies should appropriately advise their
representatives of the principles and policies adopted by the Executive COmmittee
in this regard.

128. Several delegat ions r.eferred to the world Bank pilot project for· refugee areas
in Pakistan as an encouraging example of progresS achieved. Other delegations
referred to the Second International Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa
and to their Governments' contributions toprojectsreeommended at the Conference.
Some speakers indicated that their Governments might be willing to extend further
financing, depending on the progress made in developing appropriate projects. To
do this, UNBCR had to establish a close dialogue with such organizations as the
World Bank, other development banks, UNDP and, in particular, voluntary agencies.

129. The element of co-operation between all concerned parties was repeatedly
stressed. In order for refugee-related development projects to be successful.
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durable income-earning opportunities had to be generated, .. either directly. or
through their secondary effects. As those opport~nitieswere often related to
agriculture, land had to be made available by asylum countries. 'l'heintegr-ation of.
refugee rural settlements and other activities into national developmeni:,sphemes
involving nationals had to be accomplished in concert with parUcipating:
developmental and funding organizations. Thus, UNHCQ., host countries, ,donor
countries, developmental agencies, non-governmentalorganil2:ationsam',oot least"
the refugees themselves all had a role to play in the process.

130. Some delegations stressed that once self-sufficiency was attained in rural
refugee settlements, the phasing-out of UNHCR assistance may_notnecess~rily_an
the end of the need for follow-up action. Selected follow-up measures aimed at
covering recurrent costs might be necessary to ensure that the sei:tlementsremalried
viable. One speaker suggested that the High Commissioner might establish a
separateb~dget line to continue funding a limited·nulllberofsilchlleasures.

131. Several speakers welcomed the appointment by the High COJlllDissioner of the
Special Adviser for Refugee Aid and Development and his designation of the Chief of
the Specialist Support Unit as the focal point for development projectswidiin,<the
Assistance Division. The role of the Unit was-particularly important, as it was
responsible for ensuring the technicalsoundness.of·projects..'l'herepresentative
of the Federal Republic of Germany announced that his Government was conSidering
establishing a short-term fund for expert aid for the Unit in'1986.

132. The representative.ofthe united Nations Industrial Develepmerit OrganiZation
(UNIDO) announcedhisorganization's readiness t()ce-o~tatew.itht1NHCRin-'
identifying and formulating projects to providetechniCaltra:l:ri:!rig,'aDa job
opportunities in industry for refugees. 'A mission would visitUNRCR at the end of
October.

7,
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133. The representative of the International Council of VoluntaryAgenc:ies(:IC\7A)~

said that the voluntaryagenciesagreedthatrefugeeprOgrammes'should<be,s~en'in

the context of n~\:ional deve:lopmentplans iand'fere,pteparedto'disc::us$hc:»t, they
could best be useful. ' In order to be'1iost ,effecthe,Opetationalllt-andwith
respect to fUnd-raising, the agencies had to be associated with theplanntnc~f-'

process. He also mentioned the workshop on refugee aid and develo_entwhich was
beinq,.organized jointly.by·,ICVAand' UNBCa·',for:.·Decembet··and:wnicb-'wduld·'·Offeran',
opportunity to,discuss where.aDdhO•.the'development approach~could'leadtoclurable-
solutionsfo.r refugees. c" '.' '

134. 'l'heSpeeial Adviser for Refugee Aid and Development recalled three essential··'
points mentioned by most speakers: thenecessityofplanningdevelopillerit-c:uderitE!d
sche@e~ for refugees at the very outset of arefQgeeemergency,the,uaefulnes$ of
small-scale schemes for ·refugeesas·poor~stamongthe •poor· ·••1n develOping .
countries, and the n.eed to involve the refugees as .well asthe-loce;(populadon.
He hoped .that the DeCe.r:tlforkshopwouldstudythoseelements,fr:ol'll'.a very ,
practical angle. He repliedtoa query blt the representative'of:-theYNetherlanc!s on
why devel-opmental organizations seemed reluctant to fund suchproj~tS'bY
acknowledging that scarce resources were certainly a major problem, but financing
inst: ltut ions -often .also hesitated to invol'vethelllSelves inrefugee"'re1ated·,p~ojects

because, theY. were seen toinvolvesenaitive ·Politicallll proJ:)lems~The sucdessof
the pilot project in Pakistan had dispelled this feeling somewhat, but further
successful initiatives would be needed to make it disappear enti.~elY.
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135. The High Commissioner. thanked the.speakers. for their strong Support of this
very important strategy. He expressed hi$willingness to establish a separate
budget.lineforthefollow~upof'rural settlem!!ntprojects if resoutceswere made
availablaJ,by donors, and ha noted that. several speakers had agreed with his view
that UNHCR should ngt> alone be responsible for financing refugee-related
development projects. InconclucUng , the High Commissioner expressed his personal
thanks !to the Special Adviser for;his30yearsofdedicated service 'to refugees and
for his iwagination and pe,rseverence in negotiating and promoting the Pakistan
pilot project which now served as a model for the' future.

136.•. The Exep~t~¥e.CC;)lumittee.:
'..

Having,cQlU:l~dered4QCumentA/~.96/662 submitted by the High Commissioner and
his oral report on further progress made in promoting development projects helping
refugees.: (\

-(a) E:lCpresset.i-i~s warm appreciation for. the, work done by the High
Commissione~ andhis~cgUeagues to translate into practice-the Principles for
Action in Deve,1.op.ing.Countries recalled.at· its<thirty.,.fifthsession (see
A/AC.9~/6.5.anciCorr.l,anne~),

(b) Urged him to continue 'seeking further opportunities to help refugees
througl1;de"eI2pmental~c;:.tivi~ie!?,incQ-operat~onwith-the World Bank, UNDP and
other or9anhat~()l1sspeQ~ali.~ed.indevelopnu~nt,·assistance,.. aswell-as with
non-governmentalo~gaJ:li~ationswith ,experience and· expertise-in the field,

(c) Called on Governments to bear in mind the additional burden that fell on
low-income countries that had received large numbers of refugees when considering,
in the9gveq~iJ:lgb9cUesofthe develOPlllental.organizations in which they were
represented,. the.programmes an4 projects of those'o~ganizati(ms in the countries
affected I:/ytne prQbleJn, ·anCltQ·bdng -thePr-incipl-esforAct'i:on in Developing
Countries to} theat~ention_of their rep.resentatives on the e:ICecutiveboards of
these organizations,

(d)" Recognized the nee<l for the.High C,ommissioner'to.monitordevelOpmen1:s in
refugee:.setUelllents· in·low-i.ncoJlle de;ve~QP'ing<:ountrie's,;that .had achieved
self-sufficiency and, subject to availability of funds, to support measures aimed
at covering the ffiaintenance of infrastructure or other recurrent costs in such
settle.J!1ents. '.
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VII. FIELD AFFAIRS

(Item 90f the, agenda,)

137. The Director for Field Affairs introduced the ..item by. noting that docUment ,_
A/AC.96/658 provided informat ion On the activ!ties of .field affabs· and on ,the
working and analytical methods which, had been adopted. He identi~ieda,-number-,of
countries in which field appraisals had been unQ.ertaken.Those appraisals had been
multi-dimensional in character and had encompassed a review of a variety of:.;fa~t9rs

that had an impact on the· effectiveness and efficiencl' of UNBCR activities.'i.nthe
field. During those reviews the basic objectives and direct,ion ofUNHORactivities
in the field had been discussed in order to explore possibilities of new,
experimental and innovative areas of activity for the benefit of refugees~A

management review of the internal working methods and procedures, the distribution
of responsibilities and the d",cision-making process; the organizationa1'structure
and staffing levels and the delegation of responsibility from.headquarters-tothe
field had ,also taken place. Further, the ,organizational relationshipl?between
UNBCR and the host Governments and the implementing partners had been reviewed.

138. The Director br ief1y outlined the major concerns ar ising frol1lJ:he f.1eld
appraisals in each country. He stated that in general recent efforts to increase
the delegation of authority from headquar~ers t9the ,£1""ld had h~d·· ap,q{:l~tive ..
impact. Problem areas were ~rel~ted t9 the, famU.iarityof'e~aUwi~hthe~,r:;'
responsibilities. and CoUld. only bfare~ecHed by a greater eJilPhasis;on 'staf,i-<
training. The need for s\K:li:Jtrainil'lg. was mostPJ;'essing.in'thearea of f.1nanoial
monitoring and control. Ttl,eDhe9torfurtber, stated ,that tbere' was",.,; need for
streamlining information demands on field offices. He dr~w attention to the
crucial importance ,of appropriate implementing partners for .UNBCR- progranunes in the
field and the need for UNBCRtobe given, 9lreater,f.lexibilitY.by-host GOVernments in
the choice of implementing: partners. ;,' UNBCR also needed to intensifY its
co-operation with the wide range of non':"governmantal organi~ations.,;n The oi<tectol'
further emphasized the'urgent necessii:yfor additional measurest~ improv.e ~,-

conditions of field· service, particularly, in ,difficult duty stations,.; ~

139. The Director noted that the field mission to Indonesia had provided an
opportunity to discuss. with theaU'1;:~ori~ciesa~pects9:fthe tndJt4.9na1'.'Cross~border

population movement between; the J~donel?ianprov.illce9£ Irian ·Jallii. an.q.Pi!PIJa;o"
New, Guinea. - Thesediscussi.,()ns hiiQ prqY'edvaluable cluring ii~,sIJbj3equen~ appri!isal,of
activities. in PiiPua New Guinea •and hii~':2qnt~i!:>uted ,toa~- iiwa'rji!P.es~; ~hii~"tJNH~"
assistance progralll1l\e~ fO,l:, refugees in·thebQl'cier a~eii'of J?aPUii' ~ew:,~~j.nea ,cpuld .
develop into a pUll factor for,_ the 6P~qeriPopuJ.ati(m'in.J:pd(j)nes~a~·;·Tlle:sD~rec.t9r,

informed the Committee that "witb-' the, co"'Ope,1:'at ion· of,· the,sectetaryeGeneriiJ:',s" ,'"
Special Representative for Humanitarian Affairs in South-East Asia and UNDP a
proposal for SOlile. Uni ted Nat i()~, '!nvQlvement ,in the· development:: ()f·:).the'~bPrder area
had been reactivated. This matter was be,ing· pUJ:;s,ued b.ut it, Wii$"; too· eat:1Yi'..to:.,
predict the extentt'Q which'such,deve'lopment activity in the bol1derarea'wobld
increase :the possibility of a durable: solut,ion' for: the refugeesin:papua:JNewGuinea.

140. The Director further informed the committee of a recent mission to Algeria.
During that mission, discuesions had been held with officials of the Government and
of the implementing partner on issues of concern to the refugee population in the
country. Major sectors of the refugee population in the Tindouf area had also been
visited. The Director not~d that refugee camps receiving UNBCR assistance were, in
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acQOrdance with the 1969 QAU Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee
Proble.. in Africa,. at a reasonable distance from the frontier of the country of
origin and thatUNBCR assistance,. which covered only a fraction of the overall
needs, was being managed efficiently and was reaching the wlnerable groups for
Whoa it h.~ been intended. Re further stated that di~ussions with refugee leaders
and,ome individual refugees indicated that they wer~ aware of the offer of the
Governaent of Morocco of voluntary repatriation, but that the realization of this
solutiOn vent beyond purely humanitarian concerns at this time. The UNHC-R
repre.intative and his staff would, in the context of their protection function,
intensify their visits to the area and continue to pay particular attention to this
1IIIM>ztant aspect. They would also ensure that the utilizatiun of UNHCR resources
was in keeping with the humanitarian mandate of the Office.

141. In the course of the debate on the item, several delegations commented
favourably on the report on field affairs and on the statement of the Director.
They expressed their appreciation for the work done by the Director and his staff,
the catalytic. role of field affairs and the analytical and working methods which
had been adopted. i"hey stated that the report on field affairs had clearly shown
the value of such field appraisals, which were ("'~ ~aramount importance, and that
the concerns expressed in the report and in t~~ st~tement of the Director for Field
Affairs were shared by them.

142. One representative stated that the inspection role of field affairs was vital
and requested an examination of measures to strengthen its functioning. He also
requested that the reports on field affairs should be made available to donor
Governments. Two delegations expressed their support for a strengthening of
training of UNHCR staff and for increased co-operftt10n with other agencies.

143. The representative of Morocco contested the affirmation that the Tindouf camps
were in fac·t 1cx:cted at a reasonable distance from his country and asked for
clarification from the Director on this point. Re stated that what was important
forUNRCR was not the opinion of those claiming to be leaders of thb displaced
persons or eomepeop1e with whom UNBCR had had contact and who wished to attribute
their opinions to the entire group, but rather the desire of each individual,
freely express~d.

144. '!'ha representative of Algeria expressed his appreciation for the quality of
information provided by the Director for PieldAffairs, which he stated would
satisfy the expectations of the Executive Committee. Re expressed his Government's
plea!!'Jure that'the rJNBCRBranch Office in Algeria had begun to funct;ion and asked
UNRC~to increaseH!I activitiE!:sin the country. Re further invited any interested.""r of the BxecuUve C~mmittee to visit· )Ugeri~ and be apprised of the
situation, needl!!l and ,!:Jeepest aspirations of the refugees.

145. In reply to the question posed by tbf!· representative of Morocco, the Director
for Pield Affairs stated that the tefugeeareas receiving'UNRCR assistance were
located east and south of Tindouf and were some SO to 60 kilometres from the
IX\rder. Re further noted that, &8 he had stated in his oral report, UNHCR was
aware that a more intensive dialogue with the refugee population was requited.
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Decisions of the Committee

146. The Executive Committee:

Ca) Took note with appreciation of the note on the activities of the Director
for Field Affairs CA/AC.96/658) and of the oral report presented by the Director,

Ch) Recognized the importance of the field affairs function in increasing the
efficiency and effectiveness of UNHCR field ac~ivities.
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VIII. ROLE OF UNHCR IN PROMOTING DURABLE SOLtI'l'IONS

(Item 10 of the agenda)

147. Introducing the item, the Director of Assistance recalled that in accordance
with the $tatute of UNRCa, the pursuit of durable solutions was the essential aim
of ass~~tan~e activities for refugees. This was particularly important in the
current'ye~r in view of the financial difficulties affecting the General
Programmes. In making the difficult choice of which activities to curtail, there
was great danger that many activities promoting durable solutions would have to be
sacrificed in order to provide for the minimum basi~ needs of refugees. It was
because of this consideration that the totality of the General Programmes presented
by the High Commissioner, including durable solutions, had to constitute the
Office's highest priority.

148. The Dire6tor said that UNRCR had always actively supported initiatives to
create appropriate conditions for durable solutions. If the necessa~y resources
were made available, UNBCR would continue to assist in implementation where such
efforts could not be entirely undertaken by the national authorities. However,
UNHCRwas impotent without the political will and the complete co-operation of the
Governments directly concerned. Each of the three traditional durable solutions
was possible only if the political will of Governments created the conditions
necessary for the effective intervention of UNHCR. The best example was voluntary
repatriation, almost all refugees whom the Director had met, whether in south-East
Asia, Pakistan, the Horn of Africa, Algeria or Central America, had confirmed their
desire to return to their home environment but had added that they could not do so
until the circumstances that had caused their exodus had changed or ended. UNHCR
could only record the wishes of the refugees and of the respective positions of the
Governments concerned, preparing itself for the right moment to act, but had to
leave the necessary political discussions to those who were re~ponsible for them.

149. The Director added that the implementation of self-sufficiency projects and of
sceio-economic or complete integration in first-asylum countries also required a
decision of th~Governments concerned to allow refugees access to labour markets
and even to include refugees in national development projects. He saw no
contradiction between a refugee's desire to return home and the opportunity of
leading an honourable and productive life during his stay in a country of asylum;
dependency, if unduly prolonged, was a most harmful situation. As for resettlement
programmes~ that solution applied where local solutions were not available or where
it was necessary to ensure the security of particular refugees. That depended
entirely upon the will and generosity of the'countries concerned. UNHCR ur.gently
appealed to Governments of host countries and countries of origin to adopt ~he

measures necessary for the implementation of durabJs solutions and also appealed to
resettlement countries not to let their generosity become exhausted.

150. With regard to self-sufficiency and local integration of refugees, the
Director pointed out that the activities aimed at these objectives required by far
the greatest portion of assistance funds devoted to durable solutions, the major
part of tesettlement costs was absorbed by th~ host countries and voluntary
repatriates could benefit from the protection and assistance of their countries of
origin. Local 'integration of refugees in the least developed countries was a
costly and lengthy enterprise. UNHCR was becoming much better equipped to handle
soohproj~ts, by means of agreements with United Nations specialized agencies,
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UNHCR had set up a central team of technicians able to intervene promptly in the
field and to provide the necessary expertise to the geographical sections and to
the Assistance Division to analyse the technical quality of projects submissions.
Special technical units had been set up in several major programmes to provide such
services on a decentralized basis. A roster of experts had been established from
which UNHCR could draw technicians, firms or non-governmental organizations best
qualified for specific tasks.

151. Finally, the Director asked whether, in view of the essential role of durable,
solutions within UNHCR assistance activities and the difficulty of disassociating
the subject from material assistance as a whole, it would not be desirable to
return to the practice in use until the thirty-fourth session of the Executive
Committee whereby both subjects were examined under the same agenda item since,
according to the Office's mandate, the implementation of durable solutions
constituted the foundation of material assistance.

152. Many representatives commended UNHCR for its determined efforts to promote
durable solutions, they welcomed and reaffirmed their support for the increasing
proportion of UNHCR resources devoted to the implementation of self-reliance and
durable solutions. One representative emphasized that with refugee problems
proliferating it was time to focus on the preventative sta~e and to develop
integrated comprehensive responses to particular situations aimed at preventing or
minimizing outflows. He recognized that the High Commissioner could not act alone,
but r.eeded to be fully suppo~ted by the Executive,JeoBUdittee and relevant StateS.
The representative strongly endorsed the conclusions emanating from the San Remo
meeting on voluntary repatriation. A number of speakersegpr~ssed their concern
that the Office's continuing efforts to promote durable solutions must not be
curtailed as a consequence of financial difficulties.

153. A number of representatives said that they considered voluntary repatr~ation

where feasible to be the most desirable durable solution and several speakers
welcomed the continuing pursuit by UNHCR of that objective. One speaker said that
it was necessary for UNHCR not only to determine that repatriation was voluntary
but also to ensure that the conditions to which refugees returned were
satisfactory. Another speaker said that several refugee situationshadieached a
point when voluntary repatriation appea.red to have become feasibl~~" for example
from Honduras to El Salvador, and suggested that there should be 'concert-ed 'effort
to put tripartite arrangements into effect. Anothe,r sPeaker~elcornedil\itiatives
such as UNHCR activities to rehabilitate returnees in the Lao People's DemOcratlc
Republic, to which he announced a contribution.

154. Regarding resettlement, one representative said that while this solution
should not be resorted to for every asylum' seeker, Governments conc,ernedshould not
abanaon their efforts for those refugees who qualified forresettlement.Alt:hough
he recognized that resettlement of refugees must go on, UNHCR should pursue
alternative durable solutions. He hoped in 1986 toaee further success in
developing non-resettlement durable solutions. A few other speakers also
emphasized that the alternative formS of durable solutions should be pUrl;lu.ed wl1ere
feasible in preference to resettlement~ ,.

155. On the sUbject of local integration, one representat~i"e said 'that 'that was
also a good solution where possible. He stressed the impOrtant 'role of' UNHCR 'where
refugees could be assisted to be self""sUfficientin~griculturaland-' '
non-agricultural act!vitie~ ~~d added thati:t, wOUla ,be better stU.!· it the .refugees
could be fully integrated i&tp the hOst community. '
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156. Several representatives emphasized the relevance of assistance activities to
the pursuit·ofdurablesolqti,ons, which they affirmed was an integral part of UNHCR
assistance Programmes. One representative insisted that, in the interest of
focusin~ a continuing dialogue, the subject of durable solution~ should be kept as
a separate agenda item, which made it easier to review progress in this area. He
also stressed that UNHCR could only be effective in promoting durable solutions if
it received the strong support of the Executive Committee. Another representative
suggest~.that better mechanisms were needed further to advance durable solutions.
Re proposed that UNHCR should restore the post of a senior co-ordinator, based in
Bangkok, to promote durable solutions for the refugees in the South-East Asia
region. Two other representatives expressed support for the proposal.

157. Several representatives expressed their appreciation of the details, including
the country tables, contained in document A/AC.96/657, which they felt provided
useful information, such as the number of beneficiaries, on the funding of durable
solutions programmes. One representative said that despite this, it was extremely
difficult to de~ermine the level of self-sufficiency attained by ref'lgees and the
point at which UNHCR assistance to a particular group could be phased put. He
suggested that in order to meet the urgent need for understanding the global
picture of expenditures on du~able solutions, it was d0sirable for all the
information on durable solutions contained in various reports to be merged into one
coherent document which should be more comprehensive in scope and, where possible,
provide more details. He further suggested that in order to improve planning,
implementation and effective evaluation, UNHCR should also involve implementing
partners and representatives of refugee groups in preparing assistance programmes.
Be also suggested that UNHCR could conduct a biannual evaluation of durable
solutions programmes with the full participation of refugees and implementing
partners. Be finally proposed that a table should be provided at the end of each
country chapter in the assistance document, reflecting the evolution of the number
of refugees benefiting from durable solutions programmes. An example of such a
table was Provided to the secretariat by his delegation.

158. One representative stated that there was a need for frequent and unrestricted
access by UNBCR to ~efugee sites to ensure that the suitability of the sites was
fully examined, that the needs of refugees were adequately taken into account and
that the flow of information to the· refugees concerning available durable solutions
was not hindered. He asked wheth~r, in relation to a certain country, these
conditions were being met. The representative of that country stated that the
information. made available by UNHCR on particular sites in the country was
sufficient to satisfy the international community and the Executive COlnmittee with
regard to free access to those sites and adherence to established norms.

159. The representative-of UNDP said that the importance of linking refugee aid and
development for the greater benefit of refugees and returnees, and for their host
countries .>r countries of ,origin, was no longer at issueJ it was a concept widely
recognized by the international (::ommunity as was evident from the debates and the
recommendations of the .Declaration and Programme of Action at the Second
International Conf$~ence on Assistance to Refugees in Africa !land its subsequent
endorsement by the General Assembly in its resolution 39/139 of 14 December 1984.
Be gave an account of the follow-up action which had been entrusted to UNDP and on
which UNDPhad closely coo:-operated wi.th UNHCR, both at headquarters level e.nd on a
paily.basi~.inthe field~ ,With regard to durable. solutions, hel?tressed the
importance ofhUJllCl.n rfasQurccas cievelopment. wb-ich i.8 the· core of UNDP technical
Cl~~rat~oJ) and. witl191,1t which selfo:-reliancca.:~annot be achieved. . The jointly
drafted guidelines for co-operation betweenUNHCR andUNDP outlined how projects
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associating refugees in the wider development programmes of their host countries
could be achieved. UNDP hoped that within the framework of those guidelines
UNDP/UNHCR co-operation would continue to grow. UNDP looked forward to
participating in the forthcoming UNHCR non-governmental ~rganization workshop on
refugee aid and development.

160. The Director of Assistance in his response said that he had listened closely
to and carefully noted the comments and suggestions that had been made. He was
thankful for the appreciation expressed by many speakers of UNRCR efforts in
promoting durable solutions. Efforts would also be continued to achieve greater
participation by refugees themselves in such programmes. Replying to questions
referring to the Tindouf camps, he said the UNRCR representative did, not rteed
special permission to visit the. camps but had to comply with the general
regulations applicable to travel in the area, the camps were in a remote desert
region and UNRCR had to depend on operational partners for the logistic
arrangements for visits. Since the lJNRCR representative arrived in March, he had
visited Tindouf three times for periods ranging from several days up tOa week, he
had talked to the refugees through interpreters on various topics including that of
voluntary repatriation.

161. Regarding the suggestion that global data on durable solutions be consolidated
into a single document, the Director said that information on durable solutions was
given in every country chapter of document A/AC.96/657. The preparation of that
document was already a heavy burden on the secretariat and, recalling previous
consultations with the Executive Committee on the optimal level of inforntation
flow, he felt that a balance might already have been reached. He suggested,
therefore, that further duplication of work be avoided, although wher,epossible the
data in the country chapters could perhaps be made more comprehensive and more
detailed. The Director also not~d the request mad~ by one representative to keep
the topic of durable solutions as a separate item. '

Decisions of the Committee

162. The Executive Committee:

Ca) 'rook note of the report on durable solutions CA/AC.96/663 a.nd 'Corr.l)
submitted by the High Commissioner, commended his efforts in thisarea,reafflrmed
its support of the measures· undertaken to give renewed 'impetus 'to the promotion of
durable solutions through voluntary repatriation, local integration In new '
communities or resettlement in third countries and urged him to use the authority
of his humanitarian mandate to pursue his efforts in this regard"

,Cb) Appealed to Governments to take concrete 'measures to. createcon(JitioJ:'ls
conducive to the voluntary repatriation oforefugees,their loca.l intiegrationor
failing that, their resettlement in third couritries~

(c) Expressed serious COncern at t;hecontinuing andgravedete~iorationin'
the funding of the High Commissioner's General Progtantmesi Wh:l:chmlght sedou$ly
affect programme'components lirikedto the implententat1on'of'dutable csol!1tions,and
called upon the international cOltlJl\unlty.tomake· adeqUC!ite funds 8vai.lalUetoensure
the full implementation of approved ,'proqraJlU1lesJr ' '

Cd), Noted with satisfactipntheinterest shown bynon-gcvetnmental l'igencies
in the promotion . and implem..entation. of durable solutit:ins"in'c~opetiati4;»n"ith

relevant Governments arid th~High cOmmissioner, arid appealed to non-aovernmental
agencies to increase their involvement in such programmes. -
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IX. UNHCR ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES

(Item 11 of the agenda)

163. Introducing the report on UNBCR assistance activities in 1984-1985 and
proposed voluJ:ltary, fundl'il ptograJllllles and bud~e!:. for 1986 (A/AC.96/657 and Corr.l
and 2a.n9 Add.l), the Director of Assistanca referred to the g~nera.l debate and the
discussiollS on du.rable solutions, in the course of which Governments had reaffirmed
their support fOr UNBCR assistance activities. He comro~nted on the issues raised
under,:two main topics: assistance to groups with specii!l needs and improved
progra~ management in the context of current financing problema. He said that
major efforts had been and were being made to adjust assistance opti."llally in each
programme totbe specificneads of recipients. In most of the major programmes,
which had by then gone beyond the emergency phase, UNBCRwas trying to define more
precisely the Rrofile of particular refugee populations in order better to adapt
the sez:vic.esprovided and, wherever possible, to secure the active participation of
the refugees:themselves in defining their needs, in formulating plans, and even in
managing the assistance given. Such direct participation, especially of large
groups, implied of course a representational structure among the refugees and broad
tolerance Qn·.the part of the authorities of host countries. Whether in the case of
children, women who tiere single or heads of family, the handicapped or urban
refugees, t».U!CRwas endeavouring, in collaboration with appropriate governmental
age\ilciesa.ndoften with non-governmental organizations to foster activities
rt'Jspqndi~g.as.closelyas possible to their needs. The needs of refugee women, for
example.ha<l.beenexamined al: a round table, held at Geneva in April 1985. The
part~cipants~, WhO included leading figures from various regions, had encouraged
UNHCRto compile more comprehensive data and to continue improving the systematic
analysis of the specific needs of refugee women. In July 1985, the World
Coriference to Review and Appraise the Achievements of the United Nations Decade for
Women: Equality, Development and Peace, held at Nairobi, had also discussed
activities in favour of refugee women. A document reviewing UNBCR activities for
women in the fields of health, education and employment was discussed, the document
waS available to members of the Executive Committee. Another example was that of
assistande to urban refugees. Seven urban programmes in different countries were
evaluatElc,'L:ina joint study by the.J:lffice',s Evaluation Unit, the Policy, Planning
~~ReSElclrch {Jnit and the Social Services Section. This resulted in the
dev~lopmel'\t;ofa l,lseftil modelfo·r an integrated programme for urban refugees which
was circu~~tedto_field offices.

164. On the improved programme management in the context of the current financing
problems, the Director said that the problems were more the result of a decline in
sC!condarYEl~urcElsof income thana net <lecrease in contributions. These secondary
sourQes,cons!$ted Of carry-overs.of,unused funds from one year to the next, the
cancellation of unspent obligat!ons:from prior yearsJprojects and the interest
from investments of funds not immediately required for operations. A few years
age), tne:~xeCu.tive Committee hadexpre5sed concern at the size of the sums
immC)J.)j,~iz~ 1nt~i~'iay an<l.oartied over ,from one year to the next. However, the
Anpr<)v;~dpJ:09ra~e-m~nagementproceduresimplemented over the past few years, and
t~Elif~,.s"'CCElEl.S-L~"'dtbeprecise effect of absorbing these so-called secondary
soutcesof income. Since 1981, UNHCRhas maintained a relatively constant level of
obligations under the General Programmes, despite the substantial increase since
·tb.ataat;~ !ri;~e~ta1n:ii,nf1uxesof refugees. He pointed out that three ysars ago,
HCR:badan>\Jriuaed·reserveof $113 million under the General Programmes, while the
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total for unliquidated obligations stood at more than $93 million. indicating the
gap then existing between planning and effective field implementing capacity.
Whereas in 1981 UNHCR had obligated 88 per cent of the approved appropriations
under the Annual Programme, the percentage had risen over the past twofinan<::ial
years to 96 per cent, the result of improved planning which sought to keep t.othe
realities of field implementation. Measures taken simUltaneously to trainUNHCR
administrators and the staff of several implementing partners, the addition,()f
specialist support staff and the essential contribution of therecerttlY intr6duced
project evaluation function had contributed to improved impl~mentation. Another
objective had been to tighten up project delivery schedules to ensure that approved
appropriations were actually used during the year. In 1981, only 73'percentof
funds obligated dur ing the year were actually disbursed by 31 oecember, but through '
more effective control and follow-up meaSures this percentage had now'risento ' ,
82 per c~nt. '

165. The Director said that the effects of improved management on the,financing df
progra~~es w~re clearly apparent. All new contributions uDder the General'
Programmes were now obligated and used more and more rapidly, so that carry~ovezs,

cancellations and interest earnings represented an increasingly smaller propOrtion
of income. Measures had to be taken on two complementary fronts'- throUghtl\e
search for additional resources and by pursuing ifuproved programme'management.
Commenting on the latter, he said that although there was general agreement on the
desirability of continuing and developirigactivitiesdirectly related to
self-reliance and durable solutions, there also was an inherenicont.radict1on. If
the current financial difficulties continued, tmHCR would be compelled to interrupt
activities relating to durable solutions to concentrate on survival meaaur'esfor
refugees. Another category of activities which would be at risk were services'
including lower secondary education, vocational training, counsellinl},legal
assistance and projects for the most disadvantaged groups such as the dis'abled.
Those were essential assistance elements that also contributed towa-rdsdl1rable'
solutions. He thought it difficult to give lower priority to sl1chprojects than to
durable solutions as such or to necessary care and maintenance activities.: ,c It'
seemed necessary, therefore, that UNHCRpresentabalanced programmecompdSing a
fair balance of essential activities, all aimed at fUlfillina the twofuhdament~l
objectives of meeting the basic needs of refugees and toseekdurabl~,so];Ut:i()ns:t:()
their plight. Faced with the current financing difficulties, the prepa-ratfo'o an<:f
implementation of the programme would call for more rigout' thanin,thepast.,UNHCR
would also have to rely on its governmental and non-goverrtmental'implementing'
partners to manage resources efficiently; They would,'inpartfcu~ar,:have't()'

reduce administrative expenditures related tOllmplementation ancla'ssume,direct:ly a
greater part of those expenditures to ease the Office 's assistarlce budget.'Mdre sd
than in the past,UNHCR would have to look in each case fOr the least i::0s,tly
arrangement and to resort 1:0 donations in kind ,or tOint:ernationaLPFOcllrf!m~n:t.'
where it would be less costly than local purChaSes. ,He felttbat"iJ:'w()tiia~li(Jbe
necessary for the Government's of asylum countries to adopt measures a'$meq'at" "
including, as'rapidly as possible , refugees as' beneflciaries of- 't1at~6nal-' , '
development pr09retmmes~ ,That worild'allowthem t.ohave <redot1r$e'td'devel~pn~ntaid·,,'
as' ,well as more ,substantialco-operation with 'th~ agencj.es' d1rectly ''-co-ndel:'he13' with
economic and social development a:ctivit:ies'~ Inr.estJ6rise;'toseveralsuggeSt'~Ons.
from representatives, he proposed that a seminar on't:heobJ:eetivesof':mmt-if'
assistance programmes be held in 1986 with the participation of members of the
Executive Committee and UNHCR staff.
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166. ~ny del~~tions,expressedtheir appreciation for the detailed introduction
given by the D~rector of ~gistance. A nUmber of representatives praised the
quality of ~hedoc~entationon assistance activities presented to the Executive
Committee. Many represemtatives reaffirmed that the promotion of durable solutions
was an essential objecti~~ 9f UNBCR assistance activities and,commended the High
Commis~ioner·for having committ~d an increasing proportion of UNBCR resources to
the implementation of seif-reliance ana durable solutions schemes. Concern was
expreSaeP by several representatives that the current financing difficulties might
hamper activities relating to durable solutions.

167. Tberepresentative of Sweden said that recent events in Africa had proved the
importance of emergency preparedness. Sweden had always been in favour of the High
Commissioner's ,decision to establish an Emergency Unit attached to his executive
office. The Unit's endeavours to promote the introduction of emergency systems and
procedures should be encouraged. The training of UNBCR and operational partner
professional staff was the most effective means of improving emergency management
and response. ~he draft version of a UNBCR guide to in-kind contributions in
emergency situations was appreciated, it was necessary to set standarqs in an area
that had become increasingly complex. On the subject of refugee women, he referred
to his observations made in the general debate on their special need for physical
and legal protection, educational opportunities, health care and employment
possi~ilities were often inadequate. It was important that income-generating and
self-sufficiency activities suitable also to women be introduced on a larger scale
in the camps. He praised the increasing and valuable contributions of
non~governmentalorganizations in the initiation, planning, implementation and
evaluation of,assiStanceprojects. His delegation supported the recommendation'
made at the ICVA conference that UNBCR and the non~governmentalorganizations
co-operateto.produce a manual of agreed guidelines clearly settin~,out the
development principles, in relation to self-sufficiency, education and evaluation,
to be ta~en into consideration from the start of emergency programmes. He also
described the, work Of, the Swedish Special Unit for Disaster Relief, which was
currently active in the healthandwater~supplysectors iil refugee camps in eastern
Sudan following Previous involvement with UNBCR,in a number of projects in Africa.
Asia andr.atiri America. The mandate of the Special Unit had recently been revised,
making ,~t ~as~ble for the Unit to be engaged in relief operations of a
longer-term, developmental character.

168. The repre~e~tative of Canada thanked the Director of Assistance for his
particularlY inter&sting introduction. His de~egation appreciated the pivotal role
and importance of UNBCR assistance activities. Be was aware of· the serious work
that had gone into preparing'the country programmes, both in the field and at
headquarters. In an economic context that would.probablyremain difficult, the
necessaryan.ddi:tect:I,inkage of durable solutions and of provisi,on for the
essenti.al needs of' refugees wiiS increasingly important. Be hoped that UNBCR would
provide the e:I,ements to assist understanding of. the rationale, strategies and
time-frame for those activities and that such analysis would be reflected in the
documentatic:m on UNHCRassistanceactivities. Be hoped that a mE:!chanismcould be
iden~'ified .t9 strengthen the collective capacity to review complex programmes and
large-scai!!-.ac:::tivities. Be w~lcomed the suggestion of tl'l.e Director that a seminar
be held where members af the Executive Committee and UNBCR staff could consult on
those matters.,,' ,,'

l69.The representative of the Netherlands expressed appreciation that the High
commissioner had looked irito the question of' emergency preparedness. The note
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170. The representative of Australia noted with interest the introductory remarks
of the Director of Assistance. He strongly endorsed the conclusions of the
Sub-Committee of the Whole on InternationaJ Protection with regard to refugee women
as well as the conclusions of the Nairobi COnference. While the special .
VUlnerability of refugee women had been widely acknowledqed and emphasized, the
Nairobi conclusions recalled the pivotal role of women in developing
income-generating activities, in preserving cultural traditions, in adjusting to
changing living conditions and in providing basic care for children and elderly
members of the fa~m.ily. He particularly endorsed the proposal that UNBCR include in
its overall policy and programme plannihg specific recommendations and directives
aimed at improving the capacity for self-reliance of refugee Women and thelr
families. He welcomed the Office's decision to report regularly on the situation
of refugee women and on specific action taken or proposed and looked forward at the
next session of the Committee to receiving more details, including statistical and
sociological data, to facilitate the identification and implementation of the
measures discussed at the present session. He welcomed the suggestion of the
Director of Assistance for consultations on the objectives of UNHCRassistance
programmes. He noted particularly that the categorization of assistance
expenditure employed in document A/AC.96/657 made it difficUlt to identify the end
purpose of particular expenditures. His delegation, like otherS, greatly
apprec~,ated the efforts made by UNBCR in recent years to increase the proportion of
expenditure on durable solutions and to provide more information to the Executive
Committ.ee on this subject. He was concerned however that the· problems of
categorization already mentioned could make it difficult to appreciai:~ the full
range of UNBCR efforts on durable solutions. Althoaghthe diagrams irJp~ragraph 5
ofdocwnent A/AC.96/657 showed the proportion of E!xpenditure devoted to d.u.rable
sol!Jtions, refugee services and care and maintenance, nodefinition.ofth9seterms
or explanation of their relationship was provided. it was consequently~itrem~ly
difficult to relate these diagrams t:o individual country' chapter~.tOOl~and'. the
Executive Committee had to be able to determine at anyone time which olits
activities were directed to durable solutions, broadlya.nd inpart!cular refugee
situations. It did not seem to him that the present systC1ll 'of '~rep()rting on' .
expenditure fully satisfied this end.

submjt 'f to the Executive Committee was part of the broader question of how to
orga'. within the united Nations system a more effective emergency preparedness
and response to very serious crises, as has happened in Africa. He had several
questions which were not meant to be critical of any particular organization since
no one could have known that such massive numbers of people would have sought
relief in neighbouring countries. He understood that the United Nations Office for
Emergency Operations in Africa was looking into an early warning system to
antIcipate such events and hoped that UNBCR would be associated in those
consultations. He asked whether UNBCR could discreetly inform Governments of the'
possibility of impending refugee flows. He next asked whether UNHCR would examine
the possibility of creating an emergency pool of core staff available fortem~rary

redeployment to crisis situations. He hoped that UNBCR could draw upon the
dramatic experience in Africa and, in close co-operation with UNDP and affected
countries, take adequate measures to strengthen emergency preparedness In the
field. Noting that in the Sudan an experimental overall plan of operation had been
prepared, he asked whether more information could be given on the experience with
such a management tool.
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171. The representative of Alger h expressed his thanks to the HiQIl COmmiSil'lioner, t.••••.•.
the Director of Assistance',-and all those who had contr:ibuted to the prociactionof [
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thehigh...quality documentation and who, within the framework of their respective
duties, bad made possible the work that had been accomplished. He underlined the
exempl~ry cQ-oPeration that existed between his Government and UNHCR, whieh had
recently manifested itself again by the opening of a permanent UNHCR presence at
Algiers. Wit;h regard to UNHCR assistance in Algeria, he noted that particular
stre~s was placed on the implementation of self-sufficiency projects for the
ben$ftt 9f the Sahrawi refugees. The amount of such assistance represented,
however;'Oonlya. small proportion of the efforts made by Algeria which,
incidentally, cOhtributed fully to the optimum utilization of that assistance. The
reports of regular field missions and document A/AC.96/657 confirmed that
assessment. In reply to the criticisms of one delegation, the representative of
Algeria regretted that the activities, objectivity and impartiality of UNHCR should
have been questioned. The replies that various UNHCR officials had been induced to
give had spared his delegation the trouble of making unnecessary statements. Those
replieswel:e such as to remove any misunderstanding, the more so as it was open to
any delegation to visit the area and evaluate the situation, needs and deepest

1',.

aspirations of the Sahrawi refugees. For its part, the Algerian delegation
approved of all the conclusions of and communications by UNHCR. Moreover, UNHCR
assistance to the Sahrawi refugees, which had been included in the General
Programmes in 1980, continued to be endorsed by the Executive Committee, which was
fully informed concerning the relevant matters. As for the question raised by the
same delegation on the subject of voluntary repatriation, the representative of
Algeria considered that, as in the case of all refugees, that was the most
satisfactory situation but that it still depended on the causes underlying the
Sahrawi refugee situation. The same delegation continued to set out its thesis,
putting forward the same twisted data and the same erroneous arguments. The
political debate on those causes took place in other more appropriate forums such
as OAU, the Movement of Non-aligned Countries and the General Ass~mbly, which had
provided clear responses that were known to all. The Algerian representative
reiterated the commitment of his country to pursue its co-operation with the High
Commissioner and left it to the wisdom of the Executive Committee to apply to all
refugees in all circumstances the traditio~s of work of the Committee and the
humanitarian principles of UNHCR.

172. The representative of Morocco thanked the Director of Assistance for having
replied to his questions posed during discussion of the preceding agenda item
although some.of the answers were not entirely satisfactory. He took note
particularly of document A/AC.96/657, but expressed his explicit reservations on
the cO::J.t~nt and form of that part of the document dealing with the Tindoufcamps.
His delegation objected to the bias shown in paragraph 180 and in the table on
page 61 (of the Fr.ench version) as well as other documents and statements, those
contrasted with the restraint observed in paragraph 179 which correctly used the
description "a group identified by the Algerian authorities as being Sahrawi
refUgees" ~s adopted ~t theSecpnd International Conference on Assistance to
Refugees in Africa. He questioned the departure of UNBCR from the careful wording
of p~r~gr~ph 179 and requested that the Conference formulation be used in dealing
with this matter. He referred to two apPeals by his Government in 1976 and again
in 1983,a,ssuring those persons who wished to return that they could do so in
completesecuri~y.· His Government would readily accept that such a voluntary
repatriation exercise be conducted under the auspices of UNHCR in full conformity
withest...blished procedures. The goodwill shown by Morocco had been ignored.
Meanwhile the numbers of people at Tindouf had been steadily inflated, only a
census.and identification exercise would clarify definitively the true state ,of
affairs. Onhwnanitariangrounds, lotorocco had not opposed the programme to assist
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~hose persons but the outcome had been unsatisfactory, assistance had increased
over tbe years without tangible results and a durable solution was not in sigbt.
He requested again that the High Commissioner comply fully with his humanitarian
mandate. He expressed reservations on the subject of a request for an allocation
of $3,522,000, since he was unwilling to endorse an operation of assistance to
persons who were supporting, financing and arming "aggression against his country.
He nevertheless renewed his country's commitment to continue tocQoooperate with
UNHCR for the promotion of authentically humanitarian solutions.

173. The representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran described the trend of
Afghan refugee influxes into Iran between 1980 and 1985 and informed the C~mmittee

that the number of Afghan refugees had increased from 500,000 to·some 2 million
during the past five years. He renewed his appreciation for for UNBCRconcrete
achievements in assisting refugees in his country and urged the Executive Committee
to preserve the non-political character of that work. He appealed to UNHCR and the
international community to increase emergency assistance to the Islamic Republic of
Iran in order to help this growing number of refugees. Re pointed to the need for
an additional $60 million of assistance towards the costs of existi~ camps in his
country.

174. The representative of the Sudan commented that the current session of the
Executive Committee was held against the background of an international refugee
situation characterized by continuing refugee influxes in Africa, Asia and Latin
America and by military attacks on refugee camps in Africa and the Middle East. He
noted with deep apprehension 'the seriOUs financialshoitfall and cash flow problems
faced by UNBCR in 1985," as well as the reduced budgetary allOcations for the
revised 1985 and proposed 1986 General Programmes. Heappealed·to the
international community to increase its financial support toUNBCRt:o provide
assistance to refugees as required. The representative described the large refugee
influxes from Ethiopia and Chad into eastern and western Sudari, respectively, and <
the devastating effects of the drought which had increased the magnitude and
complexity of the refugee situation in his country. He reaffirm~d the liberal and
humanitarian attitude of· his Government in respect of refugees and asylum-seekers.
Having completed his general remarks, he emphasized that assi$tance to refugees
should be considered ·.·as a· right and appealed. to donor Governments within·.the
framework of the principle of burden-sharing~ to set aside alloCations for refugee
assistance in their annual budgets for financing bOth careandmalritenance
assistance and durable solutions through theprOlllotion of· voluntary repatriation,
local integration and self-sufficiency activities, whi.ch constituted thellltimate
objectives of UNBCR assistance programmes. Be suggested that additional funding
for development-related programmes could be solicited from the WoddBarik and the
International Fund for Agricultural Development. In this context, he said that
although there were I million .refugees in hi.s country, General Progri1mmi!s
appropriations for 1985 and1986·had been reduced by some SO per 'cent. He noted
that such a sharp,reduetion had nevertheless' ignored the devaluation of the
Sudanese pOund .and ,had not taken into accou1'lt the prevailing econoll1cf eonclitions in
the .count,ry,. includirtg' 'inflation•.. He proposedttie. estab~ishtnent·~f.the .budgets of'
vctrious assistance, programmes in United stat'esdollars in ord~rto' aiToldthe <' .
recurring effects of·exchangerabefluctuations•.. 'fie .. then i:efetredtothepl.an of
Actioriwhich<was elaborated. bythe<HighCollDtlissione'r. inconsultat:ion~ith"an ....•... '
advisory collDtlitteefor the developnient ofareas'withrefuge~C01\centratiolls,but
wondered why this Plan of Actionhad'not neen impleinented.·H~ also e'ndo'isedthe
recommendations of 'the World Confetenceto Review and Appraise the Ac::bievements of
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the Unite(! Nl.ltions Decade for Woment Equality, De~elopment and Peace. Finally, he
expre$sed his thanks and appreciation to the High Commissioner for his efforts on
behalf of refugees,

175. The representative of the United Republic of Tanzania expressed his concern at
the substantial budget reduction of the approved original 1985 and proposed 1986
General Programmes target fOt the United Republic of Tanzania. He noted that the
reassuring observations contained in the next-to-last sentence of paragraph 15 of
documentA/AC.96/657 concerned the Africa region as a whole but did not
specific&lly apply to the United Republic of Tanzania, the financial difficulties
and the need for adequate assistance to refugses in that country had not been
properly taken into account. While registering his dissatisfaction with the budget
reductions in bis country's refugee assistance programme, he very much hoped that a
reasonable solution to this problem would be found by all the concerned parties.

176. The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany asked for the reduction
of the 1985 revised target by $4.9 million that had been added because of an
unfavourable e~change rate in a certain country. He noted·that this was not in
line with normal procedure in the United Nations. He mentioned that ~he problem
was raised at UNDP and the matter taken to arbitration, and the Executive Committee
should not interfere with this procedure.

177. The representative of Norway said he was heartened by the generous pledges
made by many delegations during the course of the session. He announced a new
contribution by his Government to the High Commissioner's Programmes for 1985 and
said that additional earmarked contributions might be announced before the end of
the year. He pointed out that it .had always been the view of his delegatio~ that
the High Commissioner should be left to set the priorities of his assistance
programmes within the framework of the available resources, which would always be
limited. In th"e- difficult financial situation, which would continue through 1986,
his delegation was of the view that they must entrust the High Commissioner to set
his priorities in accordance with the expected available resources, it was not for
the Executive Committee to list detailed. priorities throughout the planning period,
they were invited to comment and decide upon the High Commissioner's proposed
priorities at the annual meetings of the Exeoutive Committee and at informal
meetings during the programme period. H:i,s delegati·on was always willing to discuss
with the High Commissioner the problems he faced, but did not find it necessary to
arrange an additional seminar in order to discuss the details of the complicated
programme priorities. He wished to stress in this connection that the
administration at an early stage must have clear priorities in mind so that it
could make necessarY,adjustments during the year.

178. The observer of aurundi praised and thanked the High Commissioner for his
vigorous efforts to he"lp refugees during hi.s term of office. The ddcumentatic,n on
assistance activities showed that the Director of Assistance was eminently capable
of the task entrusted to him. He described the refugee situation in his country
and piedged Ilis Government' s unstinting help to refugees regardless of origin or
numbers. He sensed that a feeling of compassion fatigue was gaining way in donor
countries, which seemed to stem fran economic crisis or recession. Citing the
decision of the Government of Italy tO,donate $1,000 million to refugees in Africa,
he said this was an example of realism going hand-in-hand withconsciElDce. The
Netherlal)ds, F~ance am theN9rdiccountdeshad.shownat the Conference of
Least-developedCo~ntries,held at Geneva in OCtober 1985'-that they.too looked to
the future in a realistic way. He felt that the vain attempt to analyse causes of
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refugee movements should be given up. A lasting approach would be to raiae the
consciousness of people everywhere to the problem of refugees. In his country.
there was pressure on available land, yet refugees continued to be received.

179. The observer of Guate~ala expressed her deep concern about the fate of
Guatemalan refugees scat~ered in the border areas within the state of Chiapas in
Mexico and reported that her Government was negotiating with the ~.tent Medean
authorities and had asked the co-operation of the Guat:8IIalanand Mex!can national
Red Cross Committees and UNBCR in facilitating the return" of those persona to thflii'
home country, in this respect, she requested that the process of direct
consultation with the refugees be further implemented and accelerated. She added
that their return to Guatemala would be of their free will and in accordance with
the acceptable conditions for voluntary repatriation. She noted with appreciation
that several thousand Guatemalan refugees in Mexico hadvoluntarUy repatriated.
In this context, she informed the Co_ittee that ber Government had" invitedtbe
High Commissioner early this ~'ear to visit and 'toseefor himself the progress .
achieved in the reintegration and rehabilitation of returnees. She affiraed that
her Government' s policy towards refugees was truly humanitarian and that· it fully
subscribed to the Cartagena Declaration. She thanked the Government of Mexico for
its hospitality and generous aid. to Guatemalan refugees and expressed appreciation
for the assistance given to them.

180. Tbe observer of Zambia expressed appreciation for the continuing assistance
provided by UNHCR to refugees in Zambia and described his Governmellt's difficulties
in coping with the increasing refugee population In his country and;the new
influxes from Mozambique, Namibia, Uganda and Zaire. Being a land-l«ked,
least-developed country Zambia was unable to provide i1ll1llediate assistance to the
newly arrived Mozambicans. He appealed for emergency fOOd aid for thiagroup.
Concerning the screening and registration of refugees in Zambia, he infor_ed·the
Committee that so far, some 61,743 refugees had been regiEiteredand35,'.940· had· been
issued with refugee identity cards. He also reported that the conditions of
spontaneously settled refugees in Zambia had become unbearable arld~egrettedthat

the educational and health inf~astructure.includingequipment "intheorganized·
settlement, urgently needed replacing as well as neW' facilitieS and' feeder roads
within areas with high concentrations of refugees. In this reg~rd, he noted with
satisfaction the support of several donor Governments,somenon~9~~rnmentaland
intergovernmental organizations for some of the infrastructural projec:tssutlaltted·
at the Second InternattonalConfe·renceonAsststance toRef'laeesinAfricaarld
called fOr donors to provicle.moreresources to financethe!1ipleJientati()nof'
urgently required projects•. Re renewed his Gover_nt'sCOJ\IIIlit.-e0t to"ards'the
promotion of voluntary repatriation as the most desirable· dut~ble\:solu~ionfor'"
refugees in Zambia. . '. ..' ..

181. Tbeobserver of· Ethiopia no~ed that he had listened carefully' "t:o the .
intr~ctory remarks· made by the Direetor of l(ssistance and praised the
presentation of docUJllent A/AC.96/6S7andita ciatity•... B:eexprE!s.~c1·c~~lI!rJl.t:tbe
critical financial situationfaclng"-UNHCR anqt.he'.c1verse .:effect~()f·tea~c:t:·"i~.n8~il

the 1985 and 1986 General Programmes on the fuilding- and ilDpleaenltd1.0ni3f autabl"e~'"
solutions for :refugees and returnees. .Be pointeci". out ~hat,"inJtl's cOQn~~y, tbey
had dwaysmano.'ged to. be cost"'effective in-the" planning, and' lIanage.ellt:of·jitfQfl••
assistance programmes by deploying a" small nU1llber·ofefflcieJ;it'loealpersortilel to
deal with development and implementation, they practised an open-door POlicy .
whereby representatives of donor countries and organiz~tions were allowed free
acces,s to assess and monitor the impiementatk.ll of refugee projeCts and .by
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organi~ing a system Qf registering refugees that produced credible data appropriate
for planning a realistic assistance programme. With regard to paragraph 341 of
document A/AC.96/657, he stated that the United Nations relief operation in
Ethiopia had not, to the best of his knowledge, so far committed itself to making
the donaticm. Furthermore" he stated that the said office did not have resources
of its own which it could budget for. such a programme, the returnees should,
therefore, cQntinue to beQf direct interest to UNHCR. Finally, he stressed that
the (ierlialOf full assj,stance to this group of returnees woul(i only result in
discour~9~n9 fut~re prOgrammes of repatdation.and encourage repatriates to cross
the bQrdt!r, thereby be.coming refugees,once again ..

182. The obseFver of the World Food Programme (WFP) described his organization's
supply 'of foodai(ito·refuge~s. In 1984, WFP committed almost 750,000 tCJllS of
emergel1cy foodi!id at a cost; of $234 millionfo£ man-made and natural disasters, of
this, approximately .36,000 tons were provided as emergency assistance to refugees
and returnees. WFl? expected that the same magnitugeof assist,ance· would be
provided in. 1985, which would follow the pattern of devoting some two thirds of
their totalarmual emergency assistanc.e to refugees. It was essential for
refugees, who re,lied almost wholly upon external assistance, that their basic food
requirements be'met. For this raason, WFP attached the highest priority to the
provision of emergency food aid to refugees. Because supply lines were usually
tenuous, WFP had recently been obliged on a number of occasions to resort to
expensive ad hoc measures such as the diversion of food aid shipments destined for
otherpurpose~ to preventdisrupt,ions of delivery of food aid to the refugees.
Meanwhile,:i,n a, ,world of inc.rea.$ingdemandand shrinkinq resources, it had become
progressively dif~icult to maintain.th~ focl1s· of attention on the continuing food
aid needsofr~fugees. ~h.eExequtive Directorof'WFP had met earlier in 1985 with
the HighColll1UissiQner to discuss measures to put their joint efforts on a more
struct.uredilln(i ay-stema.tic ~()Oting. Those included joint WFP/UNHCl\. assessments of
ref~geefoOl;'l ~i(l requirements sufficiently in ,advance to enableWFP to organize an
orderly flow ,of. the food aid committed byv.arious donors to refugee operations.
For large-sc.ale, refl,lg,ee operations, annual assessment missions from' UNHCR and WFP
headquarteJ;:s, ,w,Ouid:be,fielded. Jo~nt missio'nsto Pakistan and Somalia to assess
the foc?c:iaidrequ{reJnents ,for 1986 had be,en completed recently.

183. ~The o'bserv:ero'f the Eur:opean EconomicComm:i.ssion. described its future
actiy:i;ties<~ssisting"refugee~.pu'tof a total.of, 290 million Ecua, equivalent to
$250 miilion'iofaiC1,tQw~ich would lJeadded(ionationsin kind ghen under the
terms of tile ,11ewLQm,e.CQl1vention" at least 80 million Ecuswou1.d be devoted to
refuge~sl.an(i.t:epatriates as from 1986. 'l'hetotal in contributions to UNHCR
progralllJll~s to dat,e.in c19J3!ifrO,mthe member States of the European Economic
Community and the Community as such amounted to $120 million.

l84.Tbe repres.;;;ntati~~.ofthe,Un;l.te(lS~ate$' of America appealed to other members
of the Executive CQIlQll;l..t;teetQ supPQr,tthe requested',additional increase· of
$4. 9 mil;1.ion. tc? the ,:t:e.-v~s~(i. 1985 Gene,r"1l1. Prpgrammesfinancial target of
$3l4·~:l!i9.. .300K,,:bringin9i.t,t9 ~t n~w;'J;'ev:~s~dtotalof $319, 050 ~ 300, in order to
enabl:e,,~gRtoClQsQrbth~e:lC:istingex~h,~ngerate .;differentiaLin Somali.a. He said
that i~ .~he' "P1:1tco~9f thataJ:bitrati~:m~p~,QCess,wa~ .favourable, the current 198.5
Gener~.~i'pr~r~~lUIle~"finClIl(:Ja1.· targetsh()uld be redJ1ce,(i' accprdingly. This position
was endorseci by:th"e~.r:epr~~entatj.vesof canada, penmark and the Federal Republic of
Germany. ',.'),
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185. The Director of Assistance began his introduction to the report on the
resettlement of refugees (A/AC.96/661) by thanking all Governments, the
Intergovernmental Committee fot Migration and the many non-governmental
organizations whose active and close co-cper~tion had h&lpedUNBCR to find
resettlement opportunities for many refugees with no alternativedurablesoluti~n.

186. The Director noted that the response of individual resettlement countries ~o

the need for refugee resettlement varied from case to case depending on tJle
situation of individual refugees or groups of refugees in the coul1trY of ti.rst
asylum. He expressed concern that fewer countries werenaw offering resettlement
places and appealed to all Governments to reconsider admission of refugees,
whenever possible establishing annual resettlement quotas~_ •

187. Co-operative resettlement efforts such as the RASRO and DISERO schemes and the
"Twenty or More" plan were particularly welcomed by the Dir~tor, wl10 reca.l1ed that
offers of refugee resettlement should benefit the refugees mast in need and have
the objective of providing a durable sOlution to bona, fide refugees, whatever their
personal background and status.-

188. The representative of Sweden stated that her GOvernment's resettlement,quota
would remain unchanged at 1,250 places and emphasizE!d that most of these: places
would be allocated on the basis of recommendations by ~CR~Shestated.that in
the past Sweden had given priority to refugees fromJ:,atin America but was now
increasingly accepting J:efugees from South-West Asia-and:would consi<!eradmitting
some cases from Hong Kong within the annual quota. On thequest!9n of-spontaneous
arrivals, she suggested. that UNHCR could play a aaore active role.

189. The representative of. the United Kingdom of Great-Britai~a.l1d.N'orthern.lreland
informed the' Executive Committee t"athisGovernment~uldaccept5SOrefugeesfrom
Hor,g Kong at the rate of 40 per montb.The,se refugeE/ls wQ...11d~ o~tside n()rmal .
family teunioncdteria.The representativ~ referre~totlleHigheomlD,issioner's
visit to Hong Kong and to his appeal for an -interl1ati.()Jlalef,fort~o ,r~~uc:~tt1e
large caseload of 10ng-$ta1. refugees in tl1e. ten:itory. ,He ,stated that Hong,Kon9
was willingLto absorb a,furthernumber ofVietnaJlle~e refug~~sofChi.l1~seethnic
background; -if ,the High Commis,sioner's appeal was answered.

190.'1'he representative of canada referred to the probl~of ·orbit,C8l;JeS-and
suggested thatco-ordination betweenrE/lsettlement -countriesCQU'ld ·~,improvediri~
finding solutions to that and other prQbie~!lt~rough:p~_rticip~t~QIl,'wi1:bUNBCR,in
annual planning exercises. He welcomed the co-operative internatiQnal.effort of
&ASRO and suggested til.~~tbe RASRO, proc~ssc:()Uld ...~. e~pclnd~in--Qt.h~r; Cl~cl:f!Cti()n~.

191. 'The represen~at;i.ve ,Of theN'ethe'~lands -said ,that_ t~r~".ap;~ed-tQ.~~.~e', _
uncertainty as to the nature()ftl\:~ problems tha~r~se~~_~emen:t:~;iJnled.'~t.ptesentJ:o
solve•. He ,c:onsidered..ft·QJ:)v~ou~. that, reset"l41t.e~~:.was.need~Wllen.,t;lleisec:u,ri~Y.'Qf
a refugee Was in illl.CUate 'dange1=., .... Further~()J:e, Jlesaici,i.~ap~~r.~li>,tt1~t.,i,n"~I1'
increasfng 'number of:'c~sesrefbgees· had to lieiesettled.,.bec;aulSe,:.the :G.QV~rnitle:ntof>.
the country where they were receiving protection ~i9ht, for pOiitical reaSons, feel
impelled to see toi.t. that ,the.r~fugees, concer.ne~~~2l\',e ~ts~_J:ri,~o.ty.~,~~thel:toa
third country"or to tbecountry of origin. In:t~secasesre~ett::l.e~ent:-'Jlight:b~
the only alternative to refoulement. He stressed that in cases where resettlement
was not sought for reasons of protection but to improve the socio-economic
integration of the refugees concerned into an asylum country, action should only be
taken if their individual characteristics matched the opportunities that the
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prospective resettlement country had to offer. Special attention to South-East
Asia was called for and the representative suppOrted the proppsql of the
representativeof ,the uniteC'l States that a hi9h~level co-ordinator be appointed to
explore all possible durablf: solutions. in the area. ' The suggestion by the Canadian
representative that co-operation between resettlement countrie"s, under the
co-ordination of UNHCR", should be improved WqS also endorsed.

192. The Director of Assistance replied to comments made by the representative of
- the Netherlands aOdto aCJtiestion raised by the representative of the Sudan on
matters' Pertaining to his Division. In tihe area of emergency preparedness in the
field, 'a number of meauures had been-taken, including the launching of an emergency
prepar~dnessseminarrecentlyatUNHCR:headquartersat Geneva for both headquarters
and field staff. That training'programme was highly appreciated by all the
participants. In a related activity, ajoi~t non-goverl1l1lental organization/UNHCR
training programme :Lnemergency preparedness' had beenorganhed and a further
advancedemergencYmanagem~n1:trainingcoursehac'i'been'designedto take place at
the University -.;,f wisconsin. The.purpose of such.cour~es and seminars was to help
better prep~L'e'and equip a small:POQl ofUNHCRstaff members with the requisite
skills necessary to manage an emergency relief programme.

193. The Director of Assistance also r:eferred to the Handbook for Emergencies,
which ~'as widely used both at headquarters and in the ~ield. The Director also
noted that the temporary redeployment·· of headquarters staff to the field where
additional manpower resources were required had become a routine practice. He
informed. the committee that in the past, a miss,ionroster of staff who .were willing
to go for· longer~term'missionson shOrt notice had' beenestablisiled. Similarly, a
roster of expert consultants was also available for immediate use dUring crises or
emergencies•. with regard to the early warning Rystem, the Director commented that
while tJNHCR was not techriicallyequipped with the appropriate res.oarces a~d
expertise to· underta.ke'precise qnd accUiate~arly~a:rning systems,. the vast
experience gained in handling ~mergency o~ratiol}s in Africa, Asia and Cent.tal
America nadenabled the-organization to deve.1opa reascmable capClcitytopredict
refugee irifluxes,foodaid or·suppliesshort:ages.ae cited.the exampleo~new
refugee influxes from Ethiop1a intOeast.ern Sudanin 19a4~1985, where UNHCR had
accurately forecastedthemassivemovem~ntofrefugeesint()the. sudan since early
1933. UNHCR was fostering fUllc~operati6n'with the Uriited" Nations Office for"
Emergency Operations in Africa where a UNHCR seniorProfessional>officer h~d been
seconded.-. However., the Director"ofAssistanc:erioted"that it ,was very hard to put
formal:earlYflarning .systellls .into-6peia~i~n 'unlesS,cdrinor countr ies and countries of
asylumlJrid'ettdOk jointventure&irithis'area.

194.~espondi.'ng to'the'requestby t:herepr~sent:~t:1V~Ofth~ Sudan for information
on the plan of operat-ionswhich had be~1l preparedinc'theSudan,~he D~rector siaid
that anoperationalPlaa:hadbee? ,orawQ ·tip'.id"·C'&-"o~r?ltion ..~ith the qpecational
partner The plan· of operat i(jriEl,:::whibh:,wa$an'i'Il~ere'~eing·1:001 foreme~gellcy
operationa'r provided someirifotmatiorioQ.~~a~'~CRblt:e~ecl to dOL it st~l;L
containedsomeshC>ttcomings, but"once .these wereeliinlriaeed it (lould .provi.de u~eful
lessonsforflftitireeinergencyop$rations. .," -...... '-

195. The Chairmant~'r:emarks in conclucHngthe consider'ation of items 11 and .12 are
found in section·XV ·ofthe present reporh
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Decisions of the Committee

196. The Executive Committee:

A

(a) Took note with satisfaction of the progress achieved by the High
Commissioner in the implementation of the General and Special Programmes in 1984
and the first months of 1985, as reported in document A/AC.96/657;

Cb) Noted with appreciation that in 1984, for the second consecutive year,
the level of General Programmes implementation stood at nearly 96' per cent of the
approved targetJ

(c) Commended the High Commissioner for the measures already implemented to
improve programme performance and emergency response through the development of .
management systems and manuals and the training of staff and urged him to continue
to pursue his efforts in that directionJ '.

Cd) Baving noted a dramatic reduction in the resources available to 'the High
Commissioner for the implementation of General Programmes, expressed most Serious
concern at the possibility of a suspension of certain activities andservicas'
approved by the Executive Committee at its It:ist seSsion, and called upon
Governments to make adequate-funds available to ensure that the identified needs of
refugees were metJ

(e) Recommended that the High Commissioner sholil~ undertake a sy§tematic
review of projects with a view to making maximum use ofexisUng financial
resources while ensuring that essential assistance to refuge~s ~as'delivered in a
timely fashionJ

(f) Recommended further that the High COmmissioner ShoU·tdfo~ideJ:the
organization in 1986 of consultations by which members of theExec~H.ye Committee
could have the opportunity to discuss ways and. means to ensure a~t~er .... .'
understanding of proposed programmes in telationto the objective~ of the OfficeJ

(g) Commended Governments giving asylum torefug$~s,its'~elfas . ' . .
non-governmental organizations, for theire'ssential. rOle ihthe:impl~!IIe~~<ltiollof
refugee assiStance programmes and urged them to streog1:he'n. tl'lei( co';:;operationwitll
the High Commissioner with a view to making the best possible 'use of limi.ted
financial resources, inter alia, by. increasing their direct.<finjincJalapd.
administrative contributions in support· of .. refugee prOgrammesand'lly ~eek~ngthe

most cost-effective alternative in the tmple~entati9nof prOgrj1~esJ

(h) Requested Governments of countries ot asylum to give bbI'1S,ici~.rcltion:tothe
inclusion of development-oriented refugee programmes in their natiohaldeveioPinEmt
plansJ

(i) Took note with appreciation of the report on ONHCR evaluation of
assistance activities (EC/SC.2/26) and reiterated its support to the evaluation
function.
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B

(a) Took note of the report on the resettlement of refugees (A/AC.96/66l) and
encouraged UNHCR to pranoteresettlementwhen neither voluntary repatriation nor
local integration was a feasible durable solutionJ

(b) Appealed to <;overrunents tofacilitate the admission of refugees by
flex~b~eimp~ication of criteria in providing resettlement opportunities and by
clea~,distinguishingbetween refugees in need of resettlement and ordinary
immigrantsJ

to) Commanded UNBCR for assisting 1nterested Governments in the planning of
their resettlement programmes and called on Governments to co-operate closely not
only with UNHCR but also with each other, and called upon UNBCR to play a
co-ordinating ~ole in ~he resettlement effortJ

Cd) ~equested UNBCR to consult with interested Governments in order to
facilitateth~ admission and resettlement of individual refugees whose presence
affected national security in the country of ('irst asylum or the safety or freedom
of the refugeeJ

(a) Commended Governments that provided "emergency" resettlement places at
short notice at the request of UNHCR and u~ged other Governments to consider
providing such placesJ

(f) Requested Governments to establish, where appropriate in co-ope~ation

with UNRCR, adequate processing arrangements in countries of first asylum to
facilitate the resettlement of refugees in third countries, thereby helping to
alleviate th~problem 9f "irregular movements"J ~

(g) Expressed concern about the high number of Ind~Chinese refugees in
camps, for many of wholllresettlement was the only feasible durable solution, and
called on Governments. that were not yet doing so to participate in the resettlement
effort on a regl.llar bash by, inter alia, Cilpp1ying criteria that allowed the
aQmission Of ref~qe.es who did not have links to any third country,

(h) COnsi~ered faV9urab1y the admission of larger numbers of disabled
refugeesinlle~dof resettlement, and renewed its appeal to Governments that: the
"Tenor.More it plan beqome"a "Twenty or More" plan and that Governments not already
particip~t.illg join the pianJ "

(1) Not~ thE! .pressing need f()r continued suppo.rt for the "Disembarkation
Resettlement Offers" (DISERO) scheme and the "Rescue at Sea Resettlement Offers"
(RASRO) scheme and rE!coni1llended that Governments' should renew and extend their
participation or join in those efforts to provide resettlement places in a spirit
of burden-sharingJ

(j) Took note of and commended the Office's continuing efforts to promote the
Orderly Departure Programme from Viet Ham. .

C

(a) TOok note of the allocations made by the High Commissioner from his
Emergency Fund during the period 1 July 1984 to 31 May 1985~
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(b) Took note of the observations maae by the Advisory Committee C~

Administrative amd Budgetary Questions contained in document A!AC.96/664;

(c) Reviewed schedule A of document A/AC.96/657 and approved the following:

(i) The proposals for "new and revised" allocations under thelg85Gen~ral

Programmes for both operations and programme support and administration
as summarized in table Ill, column '12, of document A/AC.~o/657 as amended
by document A/AC.96/657/Add.l; .

(ii) A revised financial tar-get of $309,050,3do (not including the $10 million
Emergency Fund) for 1985 General Programmes, which wou~d be reauceQ by an
amount of $4.9 million if the outcome of the current arbitration proCess
was favourable to ~uch a step;

(iii) The country and area programmes and the overall allocations for 1986
General Programmes as summarized in column 13 of table III of
document A/AC.96/657, pertaining to operations and to programme support
and administration;

(iv) The financial target of $320,410,000 (not including the $10 millio~ for
the Emergency Fund) for 1986 General Programmes as shown in column 13 of
table III uf document A/AC.96/657~

(v) The proposal set out in paragraph (e) of schedule A of the introduction
to document A/AC.96/657.
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X. ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL MATTERS

(Item 12 of the agenda)

197. The Ch~ir~n introduced the report of the Sub-Committee on Administration and
Financial Matters (A/AC.96/670), which is attached as annex III to the present
report. ,~The Sub-Committee had carried out a constructive review of the items on
its agenda. It had considered the grave financial crisis facing UNHCR and its
report contained comments and suggestions in response to the presentation of the
D:;'rector of External Affairs. In the field of management, programme support and
administration, the concern and queries of the Sub-Committee were faithfully
reflected in the report along with the explanations of the Director of
Administration and Management. The Sub-Committee had also heard the views of the
Chairman of the Staff Council. Note had been taken of the comments made by the
Board of AUditRrs and of the remedial action undertaken by UNHCR. With regard to
programme implementation and evaluatiQn, the report reflected the discussion on the
suggestion by some representatives that UNBCR p.stablish priorities in the event of
a future funding crisis, it had been explained that the programmes submitted to the
Executive Committee were already those of highest priority.

198. One representative had raised the issue of an independent programme audit and
had received'all relevant information from the Director of Administration. The
Chairman expected that the issue would be referred to the relevant authorities in
New York rather than to the Executive Committe for a decision. The delegation
concerned confirmed this understanding.

199. The Director of Administration and Management recalled the extensive survey
which the Su~ornmittee on Administration and Management had undertaken and
reaffirmed the wish of UNHCR to pursue its efforts in the following vital areas,
which had been the subject of the discussions: a greater,delegation of
responsibility, improvement of staff conditions in the field, maintenance of
administrative costs at the lowest possible level, zero growth in staff, improved
personnel policy for all staff irrespective of duty station, recruitment on th~

widest possible geographical basis, and a policy aimed at increasing the number of
female staff in UNHCR and their representation in increased numbers at senior
levels of the Office.

200. The Director then evoked the triple,framewor.k in which the administrative and
management activities of UNHCR took place: in the field, at headquarters at Geneva
and at United Nations Headquarters in New York.

, ,

201. In the field, UNHCR wae represented in 64 capitals and had 41 offices outside
capitals, a total of more than 100 different duty stations. Staff rotation between
these posts and between headquarters and the field was becoming more and more
systematic. WOrking conditions and conditions of employment in the field were
partly set at United Nat~ons Headquarters in New York or in collaboration with
Headquarters. UNRCR, however, had a certain latitude in various areas, notably
within the framework of the revolving fund for staff housing in the field and for
the provision of basic amenities, the increase of which was requested of the
Executive Committee.

202. Concerning financial control of the programmes in the field, a clear and
precise system was in place, however, it was necessary to maintain and strengthen
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efforts, in co-operation with operational partners, in order to put theoJ:y entirely
into practice. Regional seminars on the subject had been organized by UNHCR in
Africa, in Latin America and in Asia.

203. Although UNHCR headquarters worked to a great extent within a framework set by
united Nations Headquarters, it still had some latitude on the basis of the
Office's statutet recruitment, staff training and careers and its own financial
rules concerning voluntary funds (approved by the General Assembly and the
Executive Committee). UNHCR headquarters also had a key role to play in delegating
responsibility to the field. Another-important point was the development by
headquarters in recent years of its computer services, including in the field.

204. Concerning the united Nations in New York, the UNHCR administration was linked
to the Secretariat as well as to such bodies as the General Assembly, through the
Fifth Committee, and the committees depending on it. It was especially within this
framework, and given that UNHCR was subsidized by the united Nations regular
budget, that exercises such as the Professional post classification could not be
completed or implemented without the approval of united Nations Headquarters, whose
action thus complemented that of the Executive Committee. Another question, which
was SUffering from paralysis at the moment, was the transfer of a number of po$ts
from voluntary funds to the regular budget. Finally, that UNHCR cam~ under the
United Nations regular budget made it necessary to participate in a rather heavy
system of preparing specific plans and reports which UNHCR sought to harmonize with
the reports presented to the Executive Committee.

205. In conclusion, thrQugh a set of contraints and conscious of the progress still
to be made, the UNHCR administration sought to adva,nce not as an end in itself, but
as a means to contributing to maintaining a sensitlve and dynamic organization.

206. The Chairman of the Staff Council th~nked the Committee for the.unp~ecedented

opportunity to address it in plenary session. He did not want to repeat all that
had al~eady been said to the Sub-Committee on Administrative and Financial Matters,
but wished to allude to certain issues that would bear repetition. He pointed out
that the Office's ability to fulfil its mandafe depended on the ability of DNHCR
staff members to perform their functions effectively. ~pressing appreciation for
the Committee's concern for working conditions in the field, he urged tl\at meJllbers
support efforts across the United Nations system that recognize and reward field
service. He touched on a number of issues in whiCh agreed principles needed to be
more fully implemented, notably regarding the delegation of authority, staff
training, rotation, and the role of women in UNHCR. He urged Governments to
approve the job classification recommendations, particularlY in· respect of. the
field. He also felt that the overall cOmpbsition and distribution of staff should
reflect the realities of the problems the Office had to contenawith, Particularly
in the developing world, this was not incompatible with maintaining the highest
standards in recruitment and promotion. The Chairman of the Staff Council thanked
the Committee for its faith in the process of staff representat~()n ~t·UNIICR and
described the high degree of motivation and commitment among staff, which had been
borne out by the reaction of colleagues, particularly in the fidd, to the
Council's appeal to donate one oay's salary to UNijCR work. He concluded with a
tribute to the departing High Commissioner, Mr. Poul Hartling.

207. In regard to stafr rotation, one delegation expressed, the view that removal of
competent fie·ld staff within .t~o years could delay important decisions,
partiCUlarly in Africa, therebY impairing the efficiency of UNHCR.
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206. Another speaker expressed his appreciation of the Office's continued efforts
to fulfil ~ts l:'e'j~ppnsibilities. He notecl that the burden on UNHCR had increased
owina to evolving refugee situations which made it all the more important to ensure
more-comprehensive financial and budgetary control. ~le speaker felt that the
report of the Board of Auditors required active consideration by UNHCR.
Govern'llienbarlid implementing partners should also assist UNHCR in its efforts to
implemen~ its programmes efficiently.

"','".

209., III this regard, the late payment of contributions po$ed a problem to UNHCR and
the'speaker'indicated that hisdelegat10n would endeavour to pay its contributions
in early 1986. 'The speaker also. indicated that, in the view of his delegation,
contingency plans must be established by UNHCR.

210 •. The samedelegatione2Cpressed appreciation f.or the address given by the
representative of the Staff Council, and undedined the importance of career
development, g~aterdelegation ofdec'ision-making authority to the field and
efficient recruitment 'and trainingpoliC!es.

211.dne speaker, heartened by additional pledges m~de by delegations in view of
the financial crisis, .was pleased to announce an exceptional donation towards the
1985 ',programttleand indicated that a further earmarked contribution was under
consideration and :could:be a,nnounced before, year 'end.

212'.' :'rhesiune speaker felt' that' thes~tting ~f priorities within the framework of
available resources could be the responsibility of UNHCR rather than the Executive
COmmittee, although consultation from time to time with the latter was necessary.
He'telt that additionafmeet!hgs'or seminars were not required but stressed that
the admfhistration,must haveitsprioiities cl~arly formulated. ~ ,

213. Another speaker, in referria:'g to the Cjuidelipes of the Administrative
Managemerit:Serv1ce,. underlined the importance of consultation with the staff in the
implementation of pjUcies,. He 'expressedappi'eciat~on to' the High Commissioner for
permi"ttlng ,.tlie representat ive 'of the'Staff Counc il to address the meeting.

214 •. 'l'he.same'sPeaker invited the High Conunissioner to pay further attention to,
staff-related matters in order tha.t the rotation scheme could be implemented at all
echelons. His delegation supported the early implementation of the Professional
job classification exercise ana 'hoped that: the Gener&l 'Assembly at its next session
would'approvethe r,commendations submitted,'il1cll.lding the posts of representative
in Ethiopia, the sudanCind Thailand. The speak.~r welcomed ongoing efforts
concerning t.,e del~ation ofauthorityto,t;:hefi~ld. He, felt that redeployment of
posts from headquarterstothef:Leldto areas~withpressing refugee situations
should continUEf.and. that streamHnir\g of offic:~s 10 l~ssaffected countries
deserved further consicleration. ",

215. Thespeaker'had noted the firm and' constructive measures taken by the<High
Commissioner irirespanse to is.sues ra~sedby'the BClarcl ,of Auditors and the. concerns
expressed'ih the report oftheJoint·Ins·~ctfonunit. This course of action s"ould
continue. He'una~rlined the importance of 'resolving these management problem$ in
order not 'tojedpareJize UNHCR' fUnd-r,~~'sing .ef~otts.

216. One speaker asked for ,a,reduction of t;:h~ 1~85 and 1986 targets ,because the
propOsel!f' tckgets w~tenClt t,~al.I~t·ic. He re~e,r.red ,toth~reJ?Orts of t"eUnited
Nations Board o£AudHot;i, and'oft:l1eJoirit',fDspectionunit" as well as the report
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on UNHCR evaluation of assistance activities presented to the Sub-Committee on
Administrative and Financial Matters and asked for further improvements in
programme planning, implementation and financial control. He asked for the
establishment of priorities and wondered whether it would not be necessary to
interpret the Office's mandate more restrictively.

Decisions of the Committee

217. The Executive Committee:

A

(a) Took note with appreciation of the report of the Sub-Committee on
Administrative and Financial Matters (A/AC.96/670).

B

(a) Took note of the administrative and programme support sections of the
report on UNHCR assistance activities in 1984-1985 and proposed voluntary funds
programme and budget for 1986 (A/AC.96!657 ana Corr.l and 2 and Add.l).

~?) Noted further the report of the Advisory Committee On Administrative and
Budgetary Questions (A/AC.96/664} and the comments contained therein,. .

(i) Expressed its general appreciation for the level and quality of the
documentation On administrative issues provided to members of the
Executive Committee and urged that the constructive dialogue between the
High Commissioner and tnembersof the Executive Committee on these
questions be maintained, bOth informally'and through the Sub-Committee on
Administrative and Finar.~ial Matters.

(ii) Expressed appreciation for the efforts made by the High Commissioner in
maintaining the zezo growth of posts and stre3sed the importance of
continuing efforts to meet additional staffing needs through the
redeployment of posts from headquarters to the field and within the
field, particularly in the light of budgetary constraints.

C

(a) Requested the High Commissioner to persist in his efforts to increase the
total number of women employed in UNHCR and to enhance their advancement prospects,
including to the highest level posts.

(b) Requested the High Commissioner to continue to pay particular attention
to the questions of devolution of authority, staffing policies and rotation of
staff, adequate geographical balance at all levels, and training in various fields,
including in management of emergency situations.

D

(a) Expressed its support for the job classification exercise for officers in
the Professional category and above, inclUding the reclassification of three field
posts funded under the regular budget from the D-l to the D-2 level.
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(b) Reiterated its call for the implementation of the job classification
rec:o-endations once the J:ecommendations relating to the regular budget posts had
been approved by the General Assembly.

E

(a) Considered the notes on the revolving fund for field staff housing and
basic ,m~nities (EC/SC.2/24 and EC/SC.2/28) and

(i) Authorized the High Commissioner to increase the working capital of the
fund from the Programme Reserve within the 1986 General Programmes, as
and when needed, up to a ceiling of $3 million,

(ii) Requested the High Commissioner to report annually on its functioning
through the Sub-Committee on Administrative Financial Matters.

F

(a) Took note of the accounts for the year 1984 and the Report of the United
Nations Board of Auditors thereon (A/AC.96/656),

(b) Noted the report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and
Budgetary Questions in respect of the report of the United Nations Board of
Auditors on the audit of the accounts of the voluntary funds administered by UNHCR
for the year 1984 (~/AC.96/656/Add.l)J

(c) Noted furth4~r current efforts to improve financial planning and control
and stressed the importance of pursuing and strengthening those~fforts, notably in
the light of the report of the Board. of Auditors •
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XI. AMENDMENT TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE

(Item 13 of the agenda)

218. In presenting document A/AC.96/667, the Secretary of the Egecutive Committee
recalled that the decision of the Committee, of which ~he General Assembly took
note in its resolution 39/140, to introduce Arabic, Chinese and Spanish as
additional official languages of the Executive Committee entailed a corresponding
amendment of the Committee's Rules of Procedure (A/AC.96/l87/Rev.!). The Executive
Comlnittee, therefore, approved the proposed amendments as contained in the document.

Decision of the Committee

219. The Executive Committee,

Having decided at its thirty-fifth session to introduce Arabic, Chinese and
Spanish as official languages of the Committee, !I

(a) Takes note of the proposed amendments to rules 28 to 30 of section VIII
of the Rules of Procedure of the Execut~ve Committee of the High Commissio~er's

Programme (A/AC.96/l87/Rev.l), as contained in document A/AC.96/667,

(b) Decides to amend the relevant rules as follows:

Rule 28: "English and French shall be the official and working l~nguages

of the Committee, while Arabic, Chinese and Spanish will be
official langu&ges",

Rule 29: "Any Representative may speak in a language other than an
official language. When he does so, he shall himself provide
for interpretation into one o~ the official languages",

Rule 30: "All recommendations and other formal decisions of the
Committee, including in-session papers and reports, shall be
made available in the working languages, while all official
pre-session documents and the final report of the committee,
once adopted, shall be made available in both working and
official languages",

(c) Requests the High Commissioner to issue the Rules of Procedure, duly
amended, in all the official languages of the Committee.
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XII. ADDITIONAL CONFERENCE RESOURCES FOR THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

(Item 14 of the agenda)

220. Th~ Secretary of the Executive Committee introduced document A/AC.96/6G8,
explaining that in recent years the Committee had been unable to contain its annual
sessions-t!o the 10 days budgeted by the General Assembly. In the present climate
of budgetary restraint, it was no longer possible for the United Nations Office at
Gene~a to continue to provide the additional services without the specific approval
of,the General Assembly. The Executive Committee was, therefore, being asked to
approve a decision requesting the General Assembly to take such action.

221. One speaker raised the question whether this decision would require additional
resources and, if so, how did it affect the zero growth policy. The Secretary
acknowledged that additional resources were in fact required but expressed the hope
that the United Nations Conference Services could provide them by rearranging its
calendar, nevertheless, approval by the General Assembly was required.-

Decision of the Committee

222. The Executive Committee,

Having taken note of document A/AC.96/668 entitled "Additional resources for
UNHCR Executive Committee sessions"J

Recognizing that since the establishment of the Sub-Committee on
Administrative and Financial Matters in 1381 the Executive Committee has been
unable to contain its annual session to the 10 days budgeted by the General
Assembly,

Decides to request the General Assembly to allocate the necessary resources t~

allow the Executive dommittee to conduct meetings lasting up to a total of 15
working days annually. This would include meetings as necessary of the
Sub-committee qf the Whole on International Protection, the Sub-Committee on
Administrative and Financial Matters, the Consultation with Non-governmental
Organizations and of other intergovernmental groups whose deliberations constitute
a vital contribution to the Committee's work.
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XIII. AGENDA FOR THE THE THIRTY-SEVENTH SESSION

(Item 15 of the agenda)

223. The following provisional agenda was adopted by the Executive Committee for
its thirty-se~enth session:

DRAFT PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Opening of the session.

onal

hope
ts

2.

3.

4.

Election of officers.

Adoption of the agenda and other organizational matters.

General debate.

5. Action taken on decisions by the Executive Committee.

6. International protection.

or 7. Status of contributipns and overall financial requirements for 1986 and
1987.

8. Refugee aid and development.

9. Role of UNHCR in promoting durable solutions.

10. UNHCR assistance activities.

11. Field affairs.

12. Administrative and financial matters.

13. Consideration of the provisional agenda of the thirty-eighth session of
the Executive Committee.

14. Any other business.

15. Adoption of the draft report of the thirty-seventh session.



XIV. ANY OTHER BUSINESS

(Item 16 of the agenda)

224. ,Ope representative requested that, the reports of the two Sub-Committees be
attached to the report of the Executive COmmittee. In his view this would serve a
two-fola,purpose: it would shorten the discussions and consequently the report of
the plenary session and it would reflect fUlly the discussions in the
Sub-Committees which formed an integral part of the Executive Committee's overall
deliberations. The suggestion was supported by several other delegations.

225. The Secretary of the Executive Committee pointed out that the reports of the
Sub-COmmittees automatically became pUblic documents once they were presented to
the Executive COmmittee. However, since delegations had requested that these
reports be incprporated nonetheless into the report of the plenary, the secretariat
would take action accordingly.

226. One representative, supported by two others, sugges~ed that in order not to
engage the COmmittee in a lengthy and rather politicized debate, the practice
followed by other United Nations bodies be adopted and the narrative portion of the
report eliminated in future. His delegation proposed that, as from the
thirty-seventh session, ,the report should contain only the Executive COmmittee's
conclusions and recommendations, leaving statements by delegations to the summary
records. Since the proposal could not be discussed during the thirty-sixth
session, it was deferred to the Executive COmmittee's informal meeting in
January 1986.

Decision of the COmmittee

227. The Executive Committee:

Decided to incorporate the reports of its two Sub-Committees into the final
report of the present and subsequent sessions.
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XV. SUMMING UP BY THE CHAIRMAN ON ITEMS 11 AND 12

228. I would now like to ccnc1ude items 11 and 12 of the agenda, that is,
assistance activities and administrative and financial matters.

229. A number of subjects have been raised and discussed in considerable detail
these last few days and I feel that there is no need to go over.them once again at
this stage. They will all be reflected in the report which the RapPorteur is busy
working on. However, permit me to mention just a few which seemed to me
particularly important. All of us who are in one way or another taking part in
assistance to refugees have to help them to become self-sufficient and
independent. With this objective in mind, ,UNHCR should continue not only to
rationalize the mechanics of assistance but also never forget that the refugee and
his or her human dignity are inseparable. Another element which I woald stress is
the need for constant improvement of management. This is an overall consideration
which, of course, is not necessarily to be taken as a criticism of UNH~. It is an
ongoing process which should be understood and applied in a positive spirit by our
colleagues in this organization; it applies, of course" both to' the management of
programmes as well as to administrative and personnel management.

230. Having said so, I would like to take note of another aspect of our work. The
Committee has also taken note with satisfaction of the functioning of the UNHCR
field offices recently established in Algiers, Bangui,StockholmandlJ'eheran
following decisions of the Executive COmmittee. We have noted the need to
implement durable solutions, in particularvoluntaryrepatdation .in ccmformity
wi th the mandate of' UNHCR and to disseJi1iri~~eofficia:rlyal1pet'ti~e.nt,information
in that respect. UNBCR field representatives have to promote and encourage these
solutions in the framework of the attail1~~t ,of the fQnctionof inte,rnational
protection to refugees, and in collabOration with the GOvernments concern,ed. I,
therefore, appeal to all States to co-ope~ate fUlly and entirely with UNHCR to
facilitate the fulfilment of its mandate, notably by the application of
Headquarters Agreements providing UNHCR representatives free access, without prior
authorization, to refugee camps and settlements.

231. The time has now come to approve schedule A of document A/AC.96/657 which will
be found on page 31 of the English version of the so-called "BoOk". Thi'sschedule
summarizes the proposals requiring the formal approval of the Executive Committee.
Thus, we are approving the following:

(a) The "new and revised" allocations under the 1985 General Programmes, for
both operations and programme support and administration, as summarized in
table IU, column 12,

(b) The revised financial target for 1985, bearing in mind addendum 1 to the
document, which concerns Somalia. The revised financial target for 1985 would,
therefore, be $309,050,300 (not including the $10 million Emergency Fund),

(c) The country and area programmes and the overall allocations for 1986
General Programmes as summarized in column 13 of table 111, pertaining to
operations as well as to programme support and administration,

Cd) The financial targ~t of $320,410,000 (not including the $10 minion for
the Emergency Fund) for 19,80: General Programmes as shown in column 13, total 1 - 6,
of table ItI,
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(e) Authorhati()n for the High eommi,ssioner to effect such adjustments in
projects, country' of area progral\lllesandoverall allocations as may be required by
changes affecting the situations for which they were planned, using the reserve
where necessary, and to report such adjustments to the COmmittee at its next
session."·

232. I( there is no formal objection to this, I consider that it is so decided.

233. <It.''\S so decided'.
{; ,~

!I United Nations,' Treaty Se!!!!, vol. 1001, No. 14691, p. 45.

~ For the repottof the (~nference, see A/OONF.l16/28.

1/ unit:~dNations, Treaty Series, vol. 189, No. 2345, p. 137.

!I ~., vol. '606, No. 8791, p. 267.

2/ A/32/l44, annexes I and n.

"i/ Por the report on the SeCond International COnference on Assistance to
Refugees iriAfrica, see A/39/402.

11. See Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session,
SU~l~~rit Ho.: I'2AlA/35/12/Md.l), para. 48.

!!.. 'Ibid., ThirtY-nlnth Session, SUpplement No. 12A (A/39/12/Add.l),
para. 185. '
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ANNEX I

Opp.ning statement made by the united Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees to the Executive Committee of the High Commissioner's

Programme at its thirty-sixth session,· on 7 October 1985

1. Mr. Chairman, first of, all allow me to congratulate you most sincete1y~n

your election to guide our destinies during this thirty-sixth session of'the
Exe9utive Committee, and throughout the coming 12 months. It has already been our
good fortune to benefit from your wisdom and diplomatic skill as a ~ember ,afour
bureau during the past year, along side of our distinguished outgoing Chairman~ to
whom I would like to express my deep appreciation not only for his outstanding
qualities as a diplomat, but also for his warmth of heart and true dedication to
the cause of refugees. I would also like to address a word of thanks" to our ~

outgoing Rapporteur, who carried out his delicate task with great tact and
patience. I am convinced that our newly-elected Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur, to
whom I equally extend my congratulations, will find their duties with this
Executive Committee, in the humanitarian task we all share, as inspiring as their
colleagues have in the past.

2. This year we commemorate the fortieth anniversary of the United Nations. One
of the very first tasks of the newly created world ~Y was to work on behalf of
refugees, so we can also say that it is the fortieth anniversary of United Nations
efforts to solve refugee problems. In the first five yearsfollow!ng the end of
the Second World War, a·number of ad hoc and temporary bodies carried out a massive
effort to solve the refugee problems the war had created, especiallY in Europe.
Thirty-five years ago, when UNHCR was founded in December 1950, it was thought that
the Office's tasks would be relatively quickly accomplished, perhaps in only three
years. That was the period of the first High Commissioner's mandate, when he was
elected by the General Assembly to deal with the residuai refugee problems left in
Europe at that time•. Little did UNHCR'sfounders' know the sum of human suffering,
the racial, religious, political and social injustices which have forced so many
millions of ,people to flee aCross borders and oceans in search of refuge in this
second half of the twentieth century. What a .sad legacy it has been. Yet at the
same time, so much has been accomplished ,in four decades. perhaps as many as
30 million human beings have been helped ~o start new lives, in peace and dignity.
Their children and their children's children are normal citizens, whether it be
back in tMir countries of origin, or in a new country: of permanent settlement.
When we talk about'the work of the united Nat1,ons, is this not one of its most
positive achievements? I believe so~

3. Yet there are times when it is .'indeed a. depressing task. Itisdepr-essing
when even one single refugee is turned back when all heorsheask~isto:be.given

asylum. It is depressing when, b~c~p~e" oflackQf ,funds, refugee children-may be
deprived of the most elementary.s~bool,facUities,orfarmwomenmaY:bave<no',well
from which to draw waterandareobligel1tC) carry tbeir·hesVybur;denformany
ki':.i.ometres. It is depressing when innocent refugees are killed or; mistreated
because of some overriding raison d'etat. It is the task of the High commis~ioner
to make the reason of the be~rtprevai1.ov.~r·t.heteasonofStates.: 'Ibeltevethat
you all, here in this roOm and the·Governmentsyou·represent,sharecha't:conviction
and the will to a(:hleve' that goal, despite~l1'the obstacles wbichmust be
overcome. A year ago I said in this' ve,r.y room on this same .9Ccasionthat the High
Commissioner'had to be a profe~sional optimist •. I remain unshaken in that view,
for I know that, with patience ~d courage, as in the past, solutions will be found.
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4. I none the less believe it is safe to say that never in the past four decades
has the world refugee situation been so complex, nor solutions more elusive.
Through decades of experience, we have learned the ways. Yet all too often the
means escape us. We have the will, but the resources needed to transform that
will into reality are just not there. That is why I have chosen to make our
endeavours to achieve durable solutions to refugee problems the main theme of my
statement today. Of course, it goes without saying that our first and foremost
task is international protection. It is the life-blood of all our work on behalf
of refugees, without which any effort to find durable solutions to refugee problems
would be°meaningless. You have before you a note on international protection, and
some of our major concerns have been discussed in the Sub-Committee of the Whole on
International Protection. There is no need for me to go into detail here. I know
the Executive 'Committee is also aware of our efforts to cater to the special needs
of refugee woman, and I am very pleased that they were included in the strategies
adopted at the recent Nairobi Conference.. We have also circulated a paper on our
recent initiatives in the field of emergency management training, which calls for
no further elaboration. I WOUld, however, like to take a few minutes to inform you
briefly of some major developments since our last session, without attempting to
make an exhaustive survey.

5. A year ago, I spoke about our modest hopes that we could gradually increase
the proportion of our funds and efforts we devote annually to durable solutions. I
am obliged today to say that some of these hopes have been dashed, at least
temporarily, by the dramatic crisis which has stricken many African countries,
among them those which are the'most affected by refugee problems. Indeed, the
world had been warned as much as a year and a half ago that a food crisis of
unprecedented proportions was looming in Africa. We ourselves, as early as
November 1984, had launched our first African Emergency Appeal for some
$US 8 million. But no one could know that suoh massive numbers Gf people would
seek relief in neighbouring countries, nor the extent to which UNHCR would be
obliged to organize a vast emergency assistance operation, at the expense of its
ongoing programmes, in the central Afr:canRepublic, DjibOuti, Ethiopia, Somalia
and the Sudan. Nor could we know that in some cases mlHCR would be forced to
extend its emergency assistance to nationals for whom the refugee camps were the
only available source of food and water. Not only has this African Emergp-ncy
Operation stretched our capacity in terms of financial and human resources to the
limits in Africa, it has had the most serious repercussions on our ability to push
forward with durable solutions elsewhere in the world.

6. Governments have been kept regularly and fully informed of developments in
this operation, through our monthly appeal up-dates. We are co-operating closely
with the United Nations Office for Emergency Operati~ns 'in Africa to ensure that
donor'S receive coherent and co-ordinated information on our efforts as they fit
into the overall pictuJ:.e of what is being done to come to, grips 'with the crisis in
Africa. Ido not therefore intend to take up the time of the Executive Committee
with more details of our appeals at this time, beyond urging donors to give further
serious consideration to closing the current$US 17 million gap between
contributions and our revised 1985 African Emergency Appeal target of
SUS 107 million.

7. Mr. Chairman, while on the subject ofAfric~, allow me to refer briefly to one
or two other developments there which weha1re followed closely in the past months.
First, a few words on recent events in Ugancla. The i1ew regime in that country is
co-operating fully with UNHCR. My represent:,ative recenti).' had useful talks with
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the new head of the Government, QS well as other top Government officials and there
are signs that a number of outstanding issues could be resolved in time, providing
that the situation in the country stabilizes. UNHCR's programme of voluntary
repatriation from Zaire has resumed, and there has also been spontaneous
repatriation from the Sudan and Rwanda.

8. UNHCR has participated over the past year in negotiations between Rwanda and
Uganda with a view to finding a mutually acceptable solution to the problem of some
30,000 asylum-seekers who crossed from Uganda into Rwanda in 1982. While some
3,200 have been recognized as Rwandese· nationals and have been reintegrated in
their villages of origin, it has not so far been possible to initiate a programme
of organized voluntary repatriation for the balance. There has, however, as I just
said, recently been some spontaneous repatriation. *

9. In Zaire, as the number of refugees from Uganda has gone steadily down due to
voluntary repatriation, UNHCR's assistance is mainly concentrated on refugees from
Angola and, in particular, a major new influx from Angola into the Shaba. province
which began late in 1984 and continued throughout the first half of 1985. They now
number well over 60,000.

10. Mr. Chairman, as the distinguished members of the Executive COmmittee well
know, the United Republic of Tanzania is one of the African countries which has had
the most success in implementing durable solutions. Out of the some 180,000
refugees in the United Republiq of Tanzania, the majority live in three large
organized rural refugee settlements - Ulyankulu, Katumba and Mishamo. 'The first
two no longer have needed international assistance through UNBCR for some years,
and the highlight of 1985 was the handing over to the Government in July of
Mishamo, in a ceremony which was attended by the Deputy High COmmissioner. This
means that the settlement will in principle receive no further international
assistance through UNBCR. In this case, aithough it has taken some years, I
believe the Tanzanian authorities, the implementing agency - the Lutheran World
Federation, and UNHCR can be proud of the successes achieved in making durable
solutions work.

11. Mr. Chairman, when we talk of obstacles to finding durable solutions, one must
not forget that they are not only financial or climatic. There are millions of
refugees today still in camps because of the lack of a political solution to the
problems which have generated their flight. It is not for me to say what those
political solutions might be. That belongs to the challenges the United Nation~

must face as it moves into its fifth decade. But I firmly believe that even in,the
absence of political settlements, many of the refugees today in .camps on care and
maintenance can be taken a step, even a number of steps, along the toad to durable
solutions through our combined efforts. '.

12. tn this respect, I am very encouraged by the seriousness with which many
Governments have taken the ideas we have put forward with regard torefugee aid and
development, and I am looking forward to a furtlier constructive debate Oll this •
subject in this session. 'I attach the greatest i,mportailce topu~hi:ng ah~ad with
innovative new partnerships of <the type we have startedw!th .the WOdd.Ballk in
Pakistan. I am very happY to report that webave encounfered apositivel'esponse
in the exploratory talks we have been haviogwitlj tbe Ban,~ and the concerned' ,
Governments on ways of initiating similar projects in Africa, particularly in the
Horn of Africa and the Sudan. I sincerely hope that in other refugee host
countries, and perhaps in co-pperation with other development-funding institutions,
we can also in due cdursecom~tb similar arrangements. .
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13. Unfortunatdy, perhaps Jl'Ore so than in Africa, neither voluntary repatriation
nor local settlellW!ntseemany closer to becoming realities in South-East Asia, in
Pakistan and in parts of C&ntral ~erica. Despite the well-known reasons, which we
fullY recognize, I cannot but deplore the stagnation of many refugee situations.
One used to be able to say with some pride that the refugees of five years ago no
longer need our help today. That is less and less the case. I cannot forget the
despair 1 have seen on the faces of the so-called "long-stayers" in camps in
South~East Asia, some of whom I have talked to when I visited the region earliar
this y~.r. Many of the. children have known no other life than that of a refugee
camp•. let in terms of sheer numbers, the total caseload in that part of the world
is relatively small, and it might seem that the problem coulQ be relati~ely easily
solved.

14. Portunately, from time to time one receives good news. I was very heartened
when, just 10 days ago, Ber Majesty's Government announced that the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland would make an important new effort to help
relieVe the burden of Hong Kong, which still has, proportionately, one of the
biggest caseloads of refugees from Indo-China. It·is a gesture which I trust will
serve as a stimulus to other resettlement countries. Those now to ~ admitted to
the united Kingdom will certainly include some of the long-stayers. And the new
"White Paper" happily leaves the door open to further numbers being admitted later,
while HOng Kong itself has pledged to do its part in absorbing a certain number of
refugees of Chinese ethnic origin. Following my visit to Hong Kong last spring, I
went to London to urge the British authorities to do what they could in
implementing the British Parliament's recommendations, and I was very glad to learn
of the final outcome.

IS. In this connection, allow me also to express my satisfaction that the other
major resettlement countries are maintaining or only marginally reducing their
quotas for refugees from South-East Asia. This is very neccessary if we are to
keep pace with new arrivals in the region, which unfortun~tely continue. I trust I
will be forgiven ifl say that this is the very minimum effort that must be made,
because resettlement remains, at least ·for the foreseeable future, the only viable
alternative to care and maintenance in camps for the majority of the refugees in
that region.

16. Another 9,~rce of encouragement for me is the continuing steady pace of the
OrderlY Departure Programme (ODP) from Viet Nam. It has again this year been our
pleasure to welcome an im~rtant Vietnamese delegation to Geneva just before the
opening of this Session for talks with countries recei~ing people leaving viet Ham
under the programme. 1 trust that the results wiil not only be to maintain the
presentr~te of departures of more than 2,000 a month, but Perhaps an increase in
the coming year. Ir 'all goes well.. a milestone in ODP will be reached in
December 1985, as depactures should pass the 100,000 mark since its inception in
1979.

17. Also very encouraging has been the increasing efficiency with which the Thai
author~tiesar~ implementing the Anti-Piracy ~rrangement. I am convinced that a
number or lives have been saved through their efforts, and the deterrent effect is
definitely beginning to show up in the s~atistics. I believe this can be a source
of satisfaction both for the Thai author~ties ahd the donors who have steadfastly
supported their efforts to com~at thiseyil.

18. The numbers of rescues of refugees in distress on the high se~s are also
growing. The· appeals of UNHCR and the Internstional !«ar itime Organization (IMO)
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have not fallen on deaf ears, and in the best traditions of the sea ana in the
spirit of last year's Nansen Medal award, ship-masters and crewmen - often at tbeir
cost, inconvenience, and sometimes personal risk - are going out of their~ay to
save lives. I do hope that this humanitarian example will be followed ~ an
ever-increasing number of seamen. I should also like to thank the Governments who.
are participating in the Rescue at Sea Resettlement Offices (RASRO) scheme, Which,
I am happy to report, is functioning smoothly to the benefit of those rescued at
sea.

19. Mr. Chairman, to remain for a moment in South-East Asia, I am still very
concerned about the future of the refugees from Kampuchea, whether they be in
Thailand or in the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam. They, too, have been in camps
for years, and prospects for a durable solution seem very remote except for the ¥

lucky few who are selected for resettlement. I would appeal to all concerned to
review their possibilities in this respect so that they too can see some prospects
for a more meaningful future opening up for them.

20. Mr. Chairman, allow me now to turn to the situation in central America and
Mexico. In Mexico, in particular, as well as to a certain extent in Costa Rica, we
are seeing good results in our joint efforts with the Governments to push forward
with durable solutions. In Honduras, on the other hand, particularly as regards
the refugees from El Salvador, a SOlution still eludes us and the situation of the
refugees remains precarious. You are all aware of the recent tragic events at
CololllOncagua, during which two' refugees were killed - a fact that wernllstlall
deplore. In the light of such an incident, we have to underline the need for a
greater understanding of-the purely humanitarian, non-political role ofUNHCR, both
among host Governments and the voluntary agencies. We are doing everything in our
power to improve this understanding in a spirit of· dialogue. The Honauran
authorities have informed my Representative of their intention to relocate the
refugees away from the border ar~Q. Such a move would be fully compatible with
UNHCR's often-slated policy of locat~ng refugee camps, whenever possible, at a
reasonable distance away from borders. We have offered to assist the Government in
preparing for and carrying out the move in a care.fully planned way that will bear
in mind the welfare and aspirations of the refugees, who are our f!rstconcern.t
should add, however, that here again, we are faced with a situation where a truly
durable solution depends on political solutions which are beyond our grasp.

21. This also applies to other refugee groups both in Honduras and in other nea:rby
countr ies. I h,ave followed with keen interest the efforts in this regatG in the
Contadora Group. I am gratified that, within the Contadora framework, very serious
attention has been paid to refugee problems. This was notably the case at.the
Cartagena Colloquium, which it was my honour to open'late last year together with
the President of Colombia, where all countries in the region participated in
drawing up the Cartagena Declaration, recognizing their humanitarian
responsibilities towards refugees, the importance of accession to, the international
instruments, and the work of our Office. I firmly believe that. if; the >spirit, of
Cartagena can be translated into practicalpoliciest incidents such as ,the onect
have alluded to a moment ago can be avoid~d in the future, ana solutions to the
most difficult refugee problems in this part Of the world can be found.
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22. In the case of
programme supportea
the border province
Yucatan Peninsula.

Mexico, the authoritieschavesuccessfully'implemented a
by UNHCR to relocCitethousands of Guatemalanrefugeps .away from
of .Chiapas to the provi.nc;:es of Campeche and QuintanaR6C in the
It was mY ,pleasure to be invitedearlythisyea.r to Mexico to
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see these projects for myself, and I was very impressed with the way the refugees
are caruing new agricultural settlements out of virgin bush. Approximately
45 per cent of the 45,000 Guatemalan refugees assisted by UNBCR are now in the new
settlelllents, so far, the others have not agreed to move away from the border area
in the state of Cbiapas. However, I understand the Mexican authorities are
continuirtg their efforts to persuade the refugees to move voluntarily to the new
sites.

23. In ~ta Rica, there has been a significant increase in the numbers of
Nicaraguan refugees this year. The UNBCR programme seeks to bring about local
integration of the refugees both in'rural and urban areas. The development of
rural refugee settlements, urgently needed to release pressures on overcrowded
reception centres and provide a livelihood for the refugees, has shown little
progress due to difficulties in finding suitable sites. In the meantime, the
largest share of UNBCR's budget in COsta Rica is devoted to care and maintenance of
refugees in the reception centres and illl urban areas. Bere again, I very much hope
some further progress can be made towards a durable solution.

i'I

24. In other parts of Latin America, the situation is more promising, although
here as elsewhere UNBCR's critical financial situation makes it difficult for us to
live up to the expectations of all. Large numbers of refugees have returned to
Bolivia, Argentina and Uruguay with the Office's assistance since· those countries
have returned to democ;ratic forms of government. As has been the case in the past
for both Bolivia and Argentina, the Office has been approached by the new
Government ofUrc.guay for assistance towards the reintegration of the most needy
returnees. tthas not, however, been possibl~ for us to go beyond our normal
practice of covering travel costs for returnees, although we have been able to
channel a $25,000 contribution from Canada to the Uruguyan Government's programme.
I would be most grateful if potential donors, following this example, could see
their waycletl-rto contributing, perhaps bilaterally, to this effort, which falls
outside the normal parameters of our General Programmes.
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25. Mr. Chairman, this brings me to the one problem or issue which, more than any
other, throws a shadow over our deliberatibns here, and that is our critical
financial situation. It is still not certain that UNBCR will be able to fund the
1985 General Programmes even at the level of the reduced requirement which is now
before you.

. .
27. Bbwever, it is of absolute primary importance that UNHCR be given the
resources to do the job which is expected - indeed, demanded - of us. In that
sense, the General Programmes are our first and basic priority - to give to
refugees, who have little or no other source of material help, the assistance they
need to overcome their emergency problems and to find decent, lasting solutions so
that they can live peacefully andproouctively once again. UNBCR is often called
upon to undertake additional or Special Programmes -a good example is our African
Emergency programmes ... but, in essential terms, the General Programmes must remain
burfirstresponsib~lity. It is fbr that reason that the critical funding
situation we face for the General Programmes' for both the remainder of the 1985
programmes and for 1986 is so serious.

26. The crisis is not a result of a lack of goodwill or
and their needs. The needs of refugees are considerable
Latin America - and I realize that the demands on donors
and other urgent'humanitarian needs - have been massive.
most grateful for the strong support we have received so

sympathy towards refugees
- in Africa, Asia and
this year - for refugee
Let me stress that we are
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28. The revised 1985 General Programmes requirement proposed to you amounts to
some $319 million. As of today, counting all sources of funds since January 1985,
we have some $262 million against that requirement. So we need a further
$57 million.

29. Since, in all realism, it cannot be. taken for granted that we shall receive
that amount of contributions, I have - already some time ago - given instructions
to staff in the field and headquarters to draw up the necessary plans to hold up
implementation of projects under the approved 1985 General Programmes, especially
those elements of assistance which are above the level of simple survival of
refugees. We must be prepared to do this in the light of the financial ~it1,1ation.

The practical implications could be that refugee settlement or durable solutions
will be stopped. Housing and schools for refugees will not be ~uilt. Healthand
basic education services and equipment will have to be reduced to a minimum. It
goes without saying also that the administrative costs of UNHCR, both in
headquarters and the field, are sUbject to the most severe restrictions.

30. In such a situation, while UNHCR pledges itself to pursue econo~ with even
greater determination, I must appeal directly and most strongly to donors to make,
or indicate additional contributions to the 1985 General Programmes as soon as
possible.

31. The need to cover the 1986 General Programmes requirement of $330 million is
equally vital. I therefore also urge Governments to announce large contributions
to UNHCR at the Pledging Conference in New York on 15 November - and to pay th9~,

contributions at the eadiest possible date since, without cash resources, UNBCR
will simply not be able to begin the 1986 General Programmes in Janua~y.

32. I know that the Sub-Committee on Administrative and Financial Matters has
considered this problem last week and I look forward to hearing their co~clusions
and advice on how we can solve the pr~blem together.

33. In passing, let me note with some pride the spontaneous gesture made by, the
staff of UNHCR in donating one day's salary to the General Programmes ,as a
demonstration of their acute concern for refugee assistance.

34. Mr. Chairman, as this is the last Executive COmmittee in which I shall
participate, allow me to conclude by highlighting some main points from the eight
years during which I have had the privilege to serve as your ,High, Commtss!oIler,and
by making some observations of a more private chari;lcter.

35. On 20 January 1978, I met with our Executive COmmittee for the, fi,rsttime.
That is now almost eight years ago•. But quite a~ew thing~ .bave,c:hanged'intho.~

eight years. WHCR has changed - not in essence, I hope, but -in ap~ar~nc;e$. That
day in January 1978 we talked about .finances -as always- and the Gener,,al. . '
Programmes target for the year 1978 was $tJS 35.2 million. It,is.;c;1iffe.~~~tt¥ay~

36·. UNHCR has always been subject to changes. Or you migh£ sayd~~eib~ing. it is
by nature not static, but dynamic. When the,HigIl epllllll:issioner' s qf~i~~ was.
established it was for three years. It wasthou9htto~.short"",ltyiad,; '.. '.1'9day we
see it differently. . '

37. UNHCR was meant to take care of European refJlgee~, mainly ~efuge.es from before
1950. That has changed comple~ely.
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38. In the beginning, UNHCR was not allowed to ask for contributions or to spend
mOney for assistance to refugees. Four years later, that had to be changed,
because the needs were there. When the E8ecutive committee was created, it was
exaotly with the task of approving the High Commissioner's target and thus
authorizing him to spend money for the General Programmes.

39. In the beginning, it was said again and again that UNHCR should not be
operational. In quite a few cases we have had to do the job all the same.

40. It ~as also said that this organization should not do developmental work. It
has nevertheless become necessary to acknowledge the justice of combining refugee
aid and development, as so many refugees have to build their lives in developing
countries surrounded by an indigenous papulation living under the same conditions
and having the same needs as the refugees.

41. So many things have changed. UMHCR has grown and has had to adapt itself to
new conditions.

42. The Executive Committee has changed as well. We have - ~lready jn 1978 
introduced t.wo annual informal meetings, normally in January and June, in order not
to lose contact with our member states throughout the year. We have increased the
flow of information, perhaps too much, to keep the E8ecutive Committee constantly
up to date. In 1976, a Sub-Committee of the Whole on International Protection was
created and, in 1981, a Sub-Committee of the Whole on Administrative and Financial
Matters was established. The Executive Committee itself, originaliy comprising
25 members, had during the years grown to 31 members, and in 1979 the Economic and
Social COuncil decided to add nine new members, followed by the admission of the
united Nations Council for Namibia, which brought the number to the present 41.
Indeed, the Executive Committee has changed during the years. Happily one thing
has not changed: the steadfast humanitarian commitment of the members to the cause
of refugees.

43. The history of UNHCR in the past eight years has been marked by many critical,
exciting, difficult, exacting, but also encouraging experiences. Let me - without
any attempt to be exhaustive - mention:

(a) The repatriation of almost 200,000 refugees from Bangladesh to Burma in
1978-l979J

(b) The December 1978 Consultative Meeting on Refugees and Displaced Persons
in south-East Asia (forerunner to the Conference called by the Secretary-General of
the United Nations in July 1979),

(cl The Arusha Copference on the Situation of Refugees in Africa in May 1979)

(d) The' same year Viet Nam and uNHCR signed a Letter of Understanding on an
Orderly Departuteprogramme. It started slowly. Today the rate of departures is
more than 2,000 persons a month'

(e) The same year saw an influx of soine 270,000 Vietnamese refugees into
China, where the majority of them have begun a new life,

(f) The years 1978-1979 also saw the i::legion~ngs of the influx of. refugees
into Pakistan. Today the Government counts '2.6 million,
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(g) In 1980, Zimbabwe became independent, and 250,000 refugees were able to
repatriate,

(h) In these years the refugee problems in the Horn of Africa came .into focus,

(i) Refugees numbering more than 150,000 from Chad arrived in neighbouring
countries, especially Cameroon, but were repatriated in the course'of 1981 and 1982,

(j) In April 1981, the first International COnference for Assistance to
Refugees in Africa (ICARA I) met,

(k) The refugee situation in Central America grew increasingly serious as
from 1981J

(1) In December 1981, UNHCR was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize~

(m) In 1982, tens of thousands of refugees and thousands of heads of cattle
entered Rwanda from Uganda,

(n) In 1983, the numbers of refugees resettled from South-East Asia passed
the 1 million mark,

(0) In 1984, the Second International COnference for Assistance to Refugees
in Africa (ICARA 11) was c~~led,

(p) Asylum-seekers from Irian Jaya came to Papua New Guinea,

(q) A severe drought occurred in many African countries~ affecting the ~ork
of UNHCR, especially in the Central African Republic, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Somalia
and the Sudan,

(r) Since 1978, 26 countrie~ acceded to either the 1951 united Nations
COnvention on the Status of Refugees or the 1967 Protocol (or both), bdng!hgthe
total of States parties to these instruments to 97. These inclUde' countiies~ llke
Egypt, Japan, China - in regions where the COnvention had never before penetrated,
thus giving it a far more universal character.

44. Indeed the work of UNHCR has grown world-wide. You find refugees in ail.' tile
continents, frequently off the beaten track. I have seen them with my own eyes. I
can see with my mind's eye the many faces - African, Afghan, VietriamEllse" ~ritral
American - many of them with that look of despondency or despairyouseE!\iJhen
people have been searching the horizon for a long tbue for a possibilitY'df
beginning a new life in safety and dignity. Yet I have not only seen suffering and
distress, ,but alae situations where people ~ere helped so that 'they might: beg~n to
see a future for themselves and for their children. . , .

45., DUring this span of years, the organizational structure of the bff~ce and th~

management were changed and improved: '

(a) Policy formulation was laid in the hands of the directors under tge
authority of tbe High COmmissioner arid his Deputy,

(b) All Professional posts in the headq'lartersand' in the 'field were
classified. This overall qlassification exercise was the first in UNHCR's
history,
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(c) The Programme ~nagement System was improved;

(d) The Specialist Support Unit was strengthened;

(e) The Emergency Unit was established in 1980,

,(f) An Electronic Data processing Unit was created;

(~) The conditions for our staff in the field were improved, and a Director
for Field Affairs appointed.

46•. In~~ent years,·UNHCR has established an office or a presence in the capitals
of half a dozen South-East Asian countries, as well as in Zimbabwe, China, Mexico,
Iran (Islamic Republic of), Algeria, and Sweden (for the five Nordic countries).

47. These have been eight extremely bUsy and exciting years. And now after almost
eight years M¥ term is coming to an end. I want to say, and I want to say it here
to the High Commissioner's Executive Committee, that I am deeply gr?teful for
having had the opportunity to participate in this work. It is indeed a demanding,
but also a rewarding job. I deem it a privilege to work for the refugees.

48. It is a privilege, because it is non-political work. Already in the Statute,
whiQIl dates baCk to December 1950, it is clearly stated that "the work of the High
CoJimlssionf!r shall be of an entirely non-political character". The nOIl-poli tical
character of the work is to my opinion the cornerstone for the house we try to
build. It was never forgotten, and I thank all the members of the Executive
eo.mittee that they always have seen this "non-political character" as a guiding
8t~~ for a~l decisions. Here the object is not to obtain politi~al gains, but to
de~endbUJDan rights. Do not think that I hold the political work in contempt. I

. have the greatest respect for the political efforts made around the world and in
the United Nations. They are the basis and the presupposition for our humanitarian
work.•.. $ut it is _important, in fact crucial to keep the work for the refugees
h!1!1anit:ad,an. If we take sides and our work is coloured by political sympathies or
antipath~es, .the whole activity will immediately be paralysed.

49~ "Entirely· non-political", that means that our work is purely humanitarian
work. It is an effort to save human beings, individuals, men, women, children, and
defend their right to live in freedom and dignity and to enjoy human rights. It is
a privilege to Work for the individual. We do not despise statistics, we use them,
we don()tdespise economic, technical, legal means, we cannot do anyt:;hing without
them, .but funda~entally the goal is not anyone of those things in itself; it is to
protect- ~nd assist the individual.

50•. It is a.privilege to be engaged in an international effort where you can see
iaanifest results. Much of the multilateral work is frustrating, is marking time,
no matter how necessary it is. International work for refugees is privileged by
baVing. results. .Millions of fellow human beings have been helped, their lives have
even been saved by the work of Governments, by the work of the non-governmental
organizations and by the work of UNHCR during the years.

SI. It is a priVilege to have sensed the spirit of co-operation which has always
prevailed in the United Nations organizations and in the voluntary agencies, when
we have wo.rked toget~er for the refugees in the world.
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52. It is a privilege to work with the staff in UNHCR. It seems that this
organization attracts people who are guided by idealism. I know them so well that
I know that they are not angels or superhuman, but I also know that·many of our
staff very often forget their own convenience or. ambitions, even sometimes their
health or their life when it comes to doing something extra for the refugees who
depend on UNHCR.

53. Let me finally be allowed to say that it has been a privilege to Work with the
Executive COmmittee. I think this United Nations Oommitteeis different from other
United Nations bodies. I have experienced how warmly interested you are in th~
welfare of refugees, I have felt your unfailing support. It has been clear to me
that your work in the Executive Committee was not only one cause among others, but
a cause which appealed to the heart, and that is why the work was done with the
heart. I do not know how often that can be said of an international committee.

54. That is why, Mr. Chairman, my last word in my last introductory speech to the
Executive COmmittee must be a warm word of thanks.
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ANNEX II

Report of the Sub-Committee of the Whole on International Protection
on the work of its tenth session*

1. The Sub-Committee of the Whole on International Protection met on 30 September
and on,l~~n~ 4 Oc;tober 1985 prior to the opening of the thirty-sixth session of the
~ee:utive ~ittee, under the chairmanship of Mr. F. Mebazaa (Tunisia). The
follpwing a~enda was adopted:

1. ,Refugee women and international protection (EC/SCP/39);

2. Milita~ attacks on refugee camps and settlements in southern Africa and
elsewhere (EC/SCP/38);

3. Prob1ems relating to the rescue of asylum-seekers in distress at sea
(EC/SCP/42);

4. Voluntary repatriation (EC/SCP/4l);

5. Irregular movements of asylum-seekers and refugees (EC/SCP/40);

6. Any other business;

7. Adoption of the report to the Executive Committee.

2. In an introductory statement, the High Commissioner observed'that since its
establishment 10 years ago, the Sub-Committee had dealt with a wide range of
problems concerning the protection of refugees. Through its conclusions adopted on
a variety of subjects, which were subsequently endorsed by the Executive Committee,
theSub-oommittee bad played a vital role in the elaboration of international
standards for the protection of refugees.

3. At 'its pr~sent meeting, the Sub-Committee would be considering several
important issues. One of these was the question of the so-called irregular
movements of asylum-seekers and refugees which was causing increasing difficulties
for GO~ernments and UNHCR in the international protection field. It was very much
to be hoped that in the spirit of international co-operation and burden-sharing the
Sub-committeewould be able to arrive at some practical conclusions on this
matter. These conclusions should not only deal with the problem where it
manifested itself but should also seek to remove or mitigate the causes which
impelled refugees and asylum-seekers to resort to irregular movements.

4. As regards military or armed attacks against refugee camps and settlements in
southern Africa and elsewhere, the High Commissioner recalled that this issue had
been debated for several years by the Sub-Committee and he reiterated his hope that
it would now be possible to identify a set of conclusions reflecting the concerns
of the international community on this grave subject. For his part, the High

* Previously issued under the symbol A/AC.96/67l.
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Commissioner declared that he would not hesitate to continue to condemn such
attacks when they affected the lives of refugees of his cohcern.

5. Another aspect of physical safety related to the sUbject of rescue of
asylum-seekers in distress at sea. The High Commissioner observed that a variety
of measures had been undertaken by his Office in close co-operation with States
concerned, including the implementation since May 1985 of the Rescue at Sea
Resettlement Offers (RASRO) scheme and he egpressedhis gratitude to those States
which, through their valuable support, had made it possible for this scheme to be
launched by UNHCR.

6. Voluntary repatriation, wherever feasible, was, of course, the most desirable
solution to any refugee problem. Over the past several years, voluntary
repatriation had taken on a particu"larimportance in so fart"as it represents the
only reasonable durable solution in various refugee situations, notably those
involving a large-scale influx of refugees. In an effort to explore new avenues
and approaches for achieving voluntary repatriation, this subject had been examined
in depth by UNHCR and by a representative group of experts in the field from all
parts of the world at a meeting recently held in co-operation with the
International Institute of Humanitarian Law in San Remo, Italy. A report
containing the conclusions of this meeting had been sUbmittea fo~Cthe consideration
of the Sub-Committee. The High COmmissioner stated that he attached particular
importance to the issue of voluntary repatriation, and hoped that it would De
possible to formulate a set of conclusions on the subject to assist his Office in
pursuing this most desirable of all durable sc1utions.

7. Finally, while in most circumstances, male and female refugees experienced the
same difficulties and problems with respect "to<tbeir protection, there were,
nevertheless, also situations in which refugee women faced special protection
problems, some of which were described in a note on the subject of refugee -Women
and international protection which-had also been submitted tothe'Sub";Committee.
The High Commissioner hoped that a set of conclusions could be drawn up by the
Sub-Committee which would further the work of UNHCR in favour of strengthening the
protection of refugee women.

Refugee women and inte'rnationa1 protection (item 1 of the agenda)

8. Introducing thissubje~t, theOirector of International Protection stated that
refugee women and young girls currently eonstitutedmost:of the world's refugee
population and an understanding of their special problems and their social
condition was necessary to enable the internaltional community to provide them with
equal and adequate protection. ' Although refugee men ahd women orteh found
themselves in similar difficult situatibnS,refl1geewomen'Well'efrequentlY
conf-rorited with particular hazards elueto the simple fact that they "were women. In
many instances, the physical" safetyandiritegritYofrefl1gee WOmen were' threatened
or violated'. ' .

9. UNHCR had developed programntes inrespbnsetothe. special,nEiledscof refugee
, women, including income-generating. andsel£-sufficiencyproj,eCt13'••' .The()fficehciCl
also develOped projects for 'secur ing-betterprotectionf0r, tefUg~e'W()men'~nd

providing counselling for victims of rapealtd other viOlencet~r7actionwas,
however, necessary•. , With respect" to .the'violatt?ll"of·' tbePhysical,. integrityancl
safety of women, measures should betakerr'to '"support anel strengthen UNijCR, presence
in oorder areas and on flig'ht'·routes". COrice'r'nlng "refugee WOmen ,·ilt· risk of being
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11. All speakers, h~wever, recognized that refugee women were in a ~~rticularly

VUlnerable situation. It was noted that for a woman, the fact of b~coming a
refugee often involved particular hardship because of a breakdQL~ of the family
urtit. The special difficulties with which refugee women are faced in seeking to
reconstitute the family unit was mentioned by one speaker. One speaker drew
attention to the fact that in certain refugee situations, refugee women, in order
to provide for themselves and their children, were forced to undertake undignified
and degrading work and were sometimes exposed to sexual exploitat~on.

12. Several speakers stressed that urgent action was necessary to ensure that the
phYsical integrity ,and safety of refugee women was safeguarded and that refugee
women received equal treatment. One representative considered that the objectives
to bepursuE!d should not, merely be anti-discriminatory but that a positive and
affirmative approach was necessary to meet refugee women's needs in the protection
fie~d. Severa~ representatives pointed out that the standards defined in the
international refugee ,inst~ume~ts were general and. applied equally to refugee women
and refugee men and did not, therefore, take account of the special protection
problems with which refugee women were confronted. One representative suggested
that. a new international 'instrument be drafted to deal specifically with refugee,-:- . -".

women.
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mistreated in countries of asylum, Governments were urged to examine the situation
in consultation with UNBCR in order to determine what specific remedial measures
could be taken. Here again, it would be appropriate to ensure a UNHCR presence in
areas where refugee women were exposed to such dangers. Governments were urged to
conaider interpreting the term "particular social group", in the refugee definition
in the 1951 United Nations Convention regarding the status of Refugees, in such a
manner as it would encompass women who face harsh and inhuman treatment because
they have t~ansgressed the social mores of their society.

;~ .
10. In the ensuing discussions, all representatives expressed their appreciation
to the High Commissioner for his initiative in placing this important subject
before the SUb-Committee. A number of representatives also paid tribute to the
High Commissioner fOr having organized the Round Table on Refugee Women in
April 1985,. A number of speakers stated that in their respective countries refugee
women receiVed the same treatment as refugee men in accordance with national
legislation and every effort was made to ensure that refugee women were adequately
protected. ' several'speakers recalled that their Governments had made specific
provisions in their resettlement programmes for refugee women who were E~posed to
special difficulties.

-----~------~------T£
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13. Variousv~ews were. expressed regCirding, the most appropriate means of ensuring
that refugee women,receiv~ adequate protection. Many r.epresentatives were of the
opinion that, 'E!pec.i£ic ,~roj~ts should be identified and implemented, and that women
refug~s,sho.U;l.d ~a~tively, involved in both processes. Such projects should
include the reinforcement of UNBCR presence along border areas and in camps. The
anti-piracy programme was acknowledged as beneficial to women refugees and speakers
urged tha,t it be cgnUnued, improved, and given wide support. Several
r~preae~tatives, wh.iJ.e,fully endorsing UNBCRefforts to improve the protection of
refugee ~men, ,stressed t,hatthis was thepr,imary responsibility of Governments,
andi"particular <;oveJ;"n~nts,ofhostcountries, which should elaborate and
imp~~en,tCiPpJ;"opriateprogra:l1lI1les~o);)r.otectrefugeewomen. UNHCR was requested to
al!~iit lnthis' Prqcel:lS ~natqbri~g -forcefu~ly t;o the attention of Governments all
in8~anC&S Of.viol~ti!)~ ~frefugeewi:>men'l:l rights. Some representatives believed
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that rather than placing the emphasis on specific programmes for the benefit of
refugee women, it would be more appropriate to take a "global approa~h" to the
problem and strengthen overall protection and assistance programmes for refugees.
This, it was argued, could go far in attenuating the problems of refugee women.

14. Some speakers underlined the need to develop projects to alleviate the special
burdens of refugee women, in particular to provide them with the necessary means to
defend their legitimate interest with respect to both protection and assistance.
Some representatives expressed also the view that programmes should be developed
which would focus on the secio-economic status of women, and on their important
role in the development process and should also take account of the special needs
of children. In this regard, UNBCR and States were called upon to develop
appropriate educational and employment opportunities for refugee women, with
particular attention being paid to refugee women who were single heads of family.
While one representative considered that the Sub-Committee, when examining this
item, should distinguish between protection and assistance issues, another
representative expressed the view that this distinction was often difficult to make
and that many assistance projects did, in fact, offer protection to refugee women.
In this regard, Governments were called upon to keep the situation of refugee women
in mind while designing projects in follow-up of the Second International
Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa.

15. The representatives of a number of countries gave examples of specific action,
other than support for UNBCRprogrammes, which they had taken in favour of reiugee
women. In one country, a Mig1'iilnt Women Co-ordinator had been appointed to
scrutinize the needs of migrant and refugee women upon arrival. In anothec
country, a study on the position of refugee women in that country who had
previously been victims of sexual violence had been undertaken and submitted to
Parliament.

16. There was widespread agreement on the need for further statistical and
sociological data in order to be -able to analyse the needs of refugee ~omen and to
identify and implement appropriate mechanisms to ensure their effective
protection. One representative considered that anthropological studies would also
be required. A number of representatives strongly urged, however, tha't the
collation of such data should not delay the implementation ofsp~cific protection.
It was stressed that present and future action in favour of refugee WOmen should be
i:aken at both the national and international levels and that, concerningtite'
latter, programmes elaborated by UNBCR should be actively supported by Governments.

. .
17. A number of representatives requested the High Commissioner to report
regularly to members of the Executive committee on the situation of refugee women
and on.specific action takenanC!·proposed to impr')vethe.illternationa~protection
they received. One representative suggested that a "focal point ft for programmes
for refugee women be established within ,UNDCR and that the BighCommi~sioner issue
an overallpoli,cy statement on the matter. The Director of International
Protection informed the meeting that there was a focal point for refugee women
within UNBCR aru~ he expected that the activities of this focal point WDuldbe
increased. As Irequested, UNDCR would report regular:lY on the situation of refugee
women in regard to international protecticn. .

18. The ques1:iCln as to whether women who fa"~d bar;sh or inhuman treatment;. because
of the fact that: they were considered to ha.'e ti:ansgressed the' sceial mores of the
society in which they 1ived'~~ould be considered as refugees was also discussed.
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~fetence was m~de,by a numbet ~fliJpeakets to, thetesolution on the application of
the 1951~~fugee<;bnvellt1onadopted by the EutopealiPadiament on 13 Apdl 1984, .
Which cons~'etedthat wom.enin this situation could betegarded as belonging to a
·particular'social group" within the meaning of the refugee definition and called
Upon States to apply the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol in this sense.
Several representatives were of the opifiionthatsuch an approach involved an
undUI,y,wideiIllterpretation of the refugee definition, while others believed that
the'donc~ptoflitr~tls9ressing.social mores" was difficult to apply as it :i.nvolved a
delic,a.tevalue judgelient. 'A,nUll'iber, of representatives felt that the matter should
bethe,~Qb1ectOf'further study. either 'repr:esentatives ' stated' that the
interpretatiOn'in theresolutionof,thep:uropean Parliament was already being
applled;in ·theirrespectivecountries.~hevie~ was also ex:pressed by other
'spe~ker:sth~t ,the interpret~tion given in the resolution of the European Parliament
waS a petmissible one and' that'the matter should be left to the sovereign decision
of'indiY~clualSt:ates. Some speakers noted that in their countdes even if women in
this 'situa'tion were not formally recognheci as teftigees, they, nevertheless, weJ:e
petmitted:to remairi on humanitadangrotinds with an'apptopdate legal status.

. . i\ I ., . .

19~A;t'1:heclose'of tile discussious',the Sub-Committee recommendea .that the
Executi"e'CollUliitteeshould adopt the following conclusions' on tefugee women and
international' 'Pt'oti!ction: .

The Executive Committee:

(a) Welcomed the initiative of the Office in organizing the Round Table on
Refugee Women' at 'Geneva in Aprii 1985,

. ' ..- .. - ..:- -', ,- "'.', .-

(b), ',' we1dom~d further the ,recommendatIons re,arding the situation of refugee
and diSpladed~Jiien adoptea by the wOrld Conferen~e to Review and Apptaise the
,Achievements of the united Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and
Peace, held ' ~t; ~ait:obi in <ru.ly 198~,

,(ch Not~<thCltr.efuge~wom~n and girls constitute,the majority of the world
J:'tej;~gee'P9pu.lCltronand~ha1::many of them are exposed to special problems in the
,intern~t:f9rij-l'prQt~tion'field,

" ,:~: . ,," - _ '. -". _ i -. , " - - .

"'j~lRecogrii~~athat tlie~~ problems resultftom their
whicn ~re~~ntlY~xpOses th.e;n' to physical v iolence ~ sexual
diSCI·~'.m~p~~i~l'i~ " ' ' , ,

(e) StreSSed the need for such problems to receive the urgent attention of
GoyeJ:'llrnents.,and;p£. JJNa~ and fpr all ~ppr;()pdate' Illeasures to be taken to guarantee
tl1atr.fuljee ,women and girls a:re, prot~ted from viOlence or threats to their
Ph}'s~9al sClfety:orexPoa~retose~~al abUse or haraSSment,

, (f) .,N()t~ wlt,lt sa,tiSfaction the measures already un(iertaken by UNHCR to
aqdreliJs, thepJ:',otect:i,on problems of r'e:fugee women an,d to ensure thilt they are
adequately irot.ec~eclJ,· "

(~} C21iiedtiPonStates to eontinu,e to supportUNHCR programmes' establisQed
with a view. to seeqring protection for refugee women, and UNHCR assistance
pr~99~ClJ.llllcl~s~()~~efiu~!!.i~,~l1len,e:~~cially,those ,aimeCi Clt helping, rtefugee ,women
~~o.~~~lf';';6iJffidentth~oUc;Jheducationaland income--generating projects,

\'
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(h) Recommended that States, individually, jointly and in eO-Qpet'ationwith
UNHCR, redefine and reorient existing programmes and where necessary establish new
programmes to meet the specific problems of refugee ,women, in particular to ensure
the safeguard of their physical integrity and safety, and their equaUtyof
treatment. Women refugees should participate in th.e formulation and implementation
of such programmes,

a (i) Stressed the importance of a more detailed knowledge and understanding of '
the special needs and problems of refugee women ·in the international protection .. ,
field and of gathering statistical, sociological and other data concerning refugee
women and girls in order to identify and implement appropriate mechanisms to ensure
their effective protection,

11
(j) Requested the High Commissioner to report regularly to members of the

Executive COmmittee on the needs of refugee women, and on existing and proposed
programmes for their benefit,

(k) Recognized that States, in the exercise of their sovereignty, are free to
adopt the interpretation that women asylum-seekers 'who face,harah or inhuman
treatment due to their having transgressed thesoclal mores of the society <in which
they live may be considered asa ·particular social group" within the meaning of
article 1 A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 United Nations Convention relating to the
Status of Refugees.

Military attacks on refugee camps and settlements in southern Afdca and elsewhere
(item 2 of the agenda) .

20. The item was introduced by the Permanent Representative of SW'itzerlandto the
United ~ations Office at Geneva, Ambassador AntonHegner, who had headed >the
working group established by the Chairman of the Executivecommittee'at its'
thirty-fifth session to eXPlore the possibilities of reachi,n9'aconsensusonthis
SUbject. Mr. Hegner presented a, set of draft, concluaions which bad been the
subject of discussions within the working group (EC/SCP (19851CRP.l). .

- .,

22. Jle also pointed <out that thenaw .text .' contained. a <numbet .6f'pa+.a~ra~lts'''on
which there had seemed to be a consenSusdl.iring,the~ecutiv.e_C()mmitt~eJs;:')J ,-'
thi rty..fifth J:lessionanci that"ev:en·thQughcertaiinllf .notSatis£actdry'-:td-all:_,:~,
delegations on everypoint~thepresenttext'on~eadopted~ouldcbn$.t:ttute<an
important step forward in favour' of:refugeepr;.oted-t:~C)Il.·~ -;.~. "",

23. In the ensuing discussions,. ~nyspeaJter~'-pa,id:tributeto','Mr.Hegne·r's ..e~fhtts
to .draw up ane.w set 9f:'draft,conqlusionsi"and an:umber:·ofrePte~entath~'es,:"
expressed the belief that it might now bepossible,to,achieveac::onsenslJs ..: Two
speakers expressed their fulr~upport for the text in its present form.

21. In presenting his text, Mr Regner recalled that during the thirty-fifth
session of the Executive Committee all speaker,s had insisted on the ne.ed to· clarify
the respective responsibilities of host countries, 'count'~ies of' origin~mdoi
refugees themselves in avoiding military attacks. Sinee t:hat session a new and
important elemEtnt had been the adoption of 'General AssemblY'JOesolution'391l40,in
which the Assembly condemned all violationsOftherights,-and,:safetyofre£ugees
.and asylum~seeke,rs, in. ,particular those perpetratt!d ,through military or :ar11led
attacks on refugee campsandElettle.rits~The'resolution was refe.r1t:~:to ,in
paragraph 1 of the draft conclusions'. "
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24. Several speakers, however, voiced concern that the text did not contain a
clear condeanation of military attacks on refugee camps and settlements. One
speaker considered that this was necessary since such attacks were contrary to
international law, in so far as they (a) violated the physical safety of refugees
and their right to protection and (b) constituted an act of aggression against the
sovereignty of the host country. Several speakers Qlso believed that this issue
was not adequately met by the reference to General Assembly resolution 39/140. The
view was also expressed that the wording of the resolution was inappropriate in so
far a.it,couldbe taken to imply that military or armed attacks on refugee camps
and settl~ents could, under certain circumstances, be justified. The reference to
·such violations· in paragraph 2 of the draft conclusions was, therefore,
unsatisfactory. .

25. The requirements in paragraph 5 (b) (regarding the civilian and humanitarian
use of refugee camps) and in paragraph 5 (d) (regarding the need to ensure their
civilian and humanitarian character) were open to similar objections. One speaker,
nevertheless, felt that the present wording of paragraph 5 (d) should be
maintained. AnOther speaker stressed the need to include a provision underlining
the responsibility of asylum countries to ensure that the civilian and.humanitarian
character of such camps was maintained and that ONBCR be given access to them.
Several speakers considered that the draft conclusions imposed too many
restrictions and responsibilities on asylum countries without SUfficiently defining
the responsibilities of the perpetrators of such attacks. One speaker felt that
these responsibilities should also be reflected in operative paragraph 5 of the
draft conclusions. One representative mentioned the failure of the General
Assembly resolution to address the problem of military attacks by South African
forces which he believed should also be reflected in the conclusions.

26. At the close of the debate, the Chairman noted that there were~still

divergences.ofview and believed that further discussions within the working group
were necessary to arrive at a consensus. In response to the Chairman's request,
Mr. Regner agreed to continue his consultations before and, if necessary, during
the thirty-sixth session of the Executive Committee. At his suggestion, the
working group was enlarged so as to enable all representatives to submit their
propOsals before the meeting of the Executive COmmittee.

Problems relating to the rescue of asylum-seekers in distress at sea (item 3 of the
agenda)

27. ,Introducing this item, the Director of :International Protection noted with
satisfaction,;that the rate of rescue of Indochinese asylum-seekers in distress at
sea had significantly increased over the past year. The proportion of rescues to
arrivals for the period 1 September 1983-to 31 .August 1984 was only 9 per cent.
The rescue rate had, howe~er, increased to 14 per cent-for; the period
1 september 1984 to 31 August 1985. From 1 May 1985, the beginning of the Rescue
at Sea Resettlement Offer.s(RASRO)scheme, to 31 August 1985, the rescue r,ate was
20. S per cent (thehighe:::;,trecordedresQue rate was 21. 8 per cent in 1980) •. While
t.ne resouerate had thus increased significantly,' the number of total boat arrivals
"as 3 'percent less' thanfortbesame period, last year. The rescue at sea
prograllllDe had, ther.efore, not acted asa·pullfactor".

28. That welcome reversal of the trenciof 'declining rescues witnessed in the
previous two years was attributable to anumberoffactore;, inclUding the
commencement of the RASRO scheme. The scheme was the c()re of new efforts to
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promote rescue of asylum-seekers in distress at sea. Other contributing factors
were the continued effective operation of the DISERO scheme, the reinforcement of
the Rescue at Sea Reimbursement Project, the issue to shipmasters of a revised
version of the booklet entitled "Guidelines fOL the Disembarkation of Refugees",
and personal messages from the High COmmissioner in ~he forum of "CQ- radio
messages and commendatory cables and awards to shipmasters.

29. Despite the significant increase in the rescue rate, many ships continued to
pass by refugees in distress at sea and humanitarian efforts to maintain and
increase the rescue rate must, therefore, continue. As a further meaos of
encouraging rescue at sea, Governments of countries with maritime interests in the
South China Sea should remind their shipowners and shipmasters of their duty to
rescue all persons in distress at sea. Finally, in an effort to distribute.
equitably the burden of resettlement of rescued asylum~seekers, it was hoped that
those Governments that were still examining the question of their joining the RASRO
scheme would reach a favourable decision in the near futur.e.

30. In concluding his statement the Director of International Protection expressed
the gratitude of the Office to those Government~ that through their contributions
to the Disembarkation Resettlement Offers (DISERO) and RASRO schemes, had enabled
UNHCR furth~r to facilitate the rescue of asylum-seekers in distress at sea. The
authorities of all first-asylum countries in' East an,~ South-Ea.stAsia were also to
be thanked for having facilitated the rapid disembarkation of refugees. Gratitude
was also due to government agenc~e"S, shipmasters, shipowners, shiPo'ffler
associations and other maritime organizations and the Maritime Protection and
Indemnity Clubs for their co-operation. '

31. In the ensuing discussion, all speakers expressed satisfaction at the
significant increase in the rescue rate in1985,whileatthe.same time vOicing.
concern that there were still cases in which ships disregarded aSY~um-seekers in
distress at sea. The range of measures takeo byUNHCR to promote resqueatsea
were commended by all speakers who took Part in the debate. ThEare wa~ wi~e. .
agreement that the main reason for the increase in the rli!sculi!ratewe,re ,actions
taken over thepastyea'rs by UNHCR. In particular, the, ~:RO andDI~El\O s.chemes
were considered to be. both effectiVeandwelco~eexamplesofinternati~ma~'"
solidarity and burden-sharing. A number of representative$ appeal~ toti'lose
countries not yet participating in RASRO to j,oin a$ soon as PQsa!ble .. ' The
representatives of Belgilimand. the :li'ederal ~ep~bl.ic. ~f~rln.lnYlll.di9a.t:ed that their
countries were actively considering participating in thesche~e,•. One ....../ "
representative recalled that!n promoting rescue 'at sea the~·R,.Oand DISERQ
schemes helped to protect asy~tiJiI-Seekersfrom.thedangers of tbe!elementsaridfrom
piracy attacks. In this respeet~ the RAsRO and DISEROschemes were complimentary
to the Anti-Piracy Arrangement. .

32. A number of speakers exptessedthe hopethai: tbe RASROsqbe~e.~ulg_cQnt:fhu~
after the one-year "trial period". Divergent views were ex;preS$~as~owh.eth~r
the RASRO and DISERO schemes should :i:>e merged. One represet:lt:atiyest.~te(i.~llat .llis
Government would not be in favour of such a merger•. Another represent.ati,ve '.
believed that UNHCR should report on.thismatter,ilndot:l.t:he1?QS~~l;tle,~usfQn9ft:he
RASRO and DISSROschemes withoverallarrange~nts fori:l1E! rE!se~~JE!~*~()f '/'
Vietnamese refugees at the end of 'the t:rialpe>riod~ Inrl:iaard; tQ th~n~x~ensi,on <it
the RASRO scheme, several speakers asked UNBCR to provide det:aHsa,E?~OVh"t.-fut\lre
a r rangementswe.re envlsaged, inclnding 'the"'mmibetbf ~lace~ requh'ed•., .•..TW9. '. .
representatives mentionedcertai,n technical dlffit:i:alties' whic~ hag arisen'-in regard
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to the implementation of the scheme, namely, the response by Governments to UNHCR
requests for resettlement, the criteria.for the admission of "non-link" cases
presentea to resettlement ~ountries arid the use of refugee processing centres when
the transfer of the refug~es concerned to their country of destination was not
feasible within three months. In reply, the Chief of the Resettlement Section
stated that such technical problems could be resolved during the trial period. As
regardS future plans for the scheme, he stated that while it was difficult to
provide' details at this stage, it would probably not be necessary to increase the
pledges tq the scheme negt year.

33. There was agreement that all the measures taken to promote rescue at sea
needed to be maintained, improved and widely supported by States. With rega.rd to
resettlement, one repre~entative expressed his Government's satisfaction that under
the RASRO scheme there was no longer a direct link between the fact of being the
flag State and having resettlement responsibility for rescued refugees. Two
representatives, however, pointed out that the principle of flag State
responsibility was applied by their respective countries and considered that this
principle shoula be upheld. A third representative expressed the view that the
principle of flag State responsibility was of particular importance i~ the
burden-sharing context. Anul!lber of representatives referred to "mercy ships" that
had sailed to the South China Sea with the specific purpose of loOking for and
rescuing refugees in need of assistance. While it was acknowledged that those
involved were motivated by the highest of'humanitarian considerat:i.ons, the fear was
expressed that the operation of "mercy shi.ps" uiightact as a "pUll factor", causing
mo~e persons to leave their country of origin and to risk their lives ~t sea. One
representaltive stated that such "mercy ships" had, at the "same time, contributed to
the increase in the rescue rate in 1985 and that several countries had resettled
persons rescued by the "mercy ships" on the basis of family reunion.

(.. ~

34. Some speakers 'expressed caution about giving wide publicity concerning the
rescue at sea progr~ sO'as to avoid creat.ing a "pUll factor". One
representative noted ,that many shipowners and masters were .still unfamiliar with
UNHCR rescue at sea programmes and,how theyworke~. He suggested that countries
which had not already done so mount public information programmes on rescue at sea
for their flag carriers. The Chief. of t~e Resettlement. Section stated that
information on the variou~ schemeswa,s ~ing dis,se~inated to government officials
and members' of the shiPl?ing community, but, not to' the general publiq. One
representative stated that, in response' to ,a request from the ,High 'Commissioner,
his Governme'lit would,soon,'inform ~hipinasters C:>f. their. duty to rescue and of the
details of the DISERO,.RO andreimbu!:,sement schemes. One representative
mentionedth~t some qountries, in an effC)rt to promote rescue at sea, gave their
own awards to rescuers and commend~ others to de) ·likli!wise.· ,

35. At the close ofth~ discussions, the Sub-COmmittee recommended that the
Executive Committee should adopt the following conclusions on problems related to
the reScue of asylum-seekers'.i.ndistress at sea:

The Egecutive COmmittee:

(a) Reaffirtned tile .fundainEmtal obligat~on under international law for
shipmasters to re~cue aU per~oris,' includ~ng asylum-seekers, in distress at sea;

(b) Recalled the9()ncius~ons adopteg.bythe Executive COIl\Il1ittee, at previous,
sessionsrec09n,izingi;he Qeed topromC)temeasur~sto facilitate the rescue ·of
asylum-seekers in distress at sea,
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(c) Expressed satisfaction that the rescue of asylum-seekers in distress at
sea had increased significantly in 1985 but at the same time expressed concern 'that
many ships continued to ignore asylum-seekers in distress at aea,

(d) Welcomed the fact that the provision of an appropriate number of
resettlement places had made it possible for the Rescue at Sea Resettlement Offers
(RASRO) scheme to commence on a trial basis as from May 1985,

(e) Welcomed the wide ranging initiatives undertaken by UNHCR to promote the
rescue of asylum-seekers in distress at sea and the support given to these
initiatives by States,

(f) Strongly recommended that States maintain their support of UNHCRaction
in this area and, in particular, that they:

(i) Join or renew contributions to the DI8ERO (Disembarkation Resettlement·
Offers) and to the RASRO (Rescue at Sea Resettlement Offers) schemes, or
to either of them, as soon as possible,

(ii) Request shipowners to inform all shipmasters in the South China Sea of
their responsibility to rescue all asylum-seeke~s in distress at sea.

Voluntary repatriation (item 4 of the agenda)

36. In introducing this item, the .Director of International Protection recalled
that the suhject of voluntary repatriation had been previously considered by the
Sub-Committee in 1980, subsequent to which the Executive COmmittee had adopted
conclusion No. 18 (XXXI), in which it had identified a set of principles relating
to voluntary repatriation. Since that time, voluntary repatriation ,as a solutioh
to refugee problems had received increased attention ,from the international,
community. At its thirty-fifth session in 1984, the Executive oommitteehclClasked
the High COmmissioner to continue his ;effortsto realize dtlrablesoltltionsfor
refugee problems with particular emphasis on voluntary repatriation•

ls
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37. In response to that request, the High COmmissioner, in c:onsultatioft with a
number of Governments and the Chairman of the Executive CoItUnittee, 'arranged for the
holding of the Round Table on Voluntary Repatriation, under the auspices of the
International Institute of Humanitarian Law, at San Remch'Italy, in July 1985.. ':,Th'e
report and conclusions of the Round Table had been submitted to the SUb~QOmmittee

in document EC/SCP/41. The Round Table had underlined the neea to develop and
strengthen. international co-operation to.-facilitatevoluntary repat:riatiol)of
refugees, which was unive~sally recognized as the best solution to anyre~ugE!e

problem, ,pnd the importance of co-ordinated action among the parties)::onc~tned<to'
encourage voluntary repatriation. Of equal imPortance was the need to:bCJve'rega~d"

to the root causes of refugee problems, the awareness of which was essential in
promoting solutions including voluntary .repatriation. Itwasalsoile(::!i!s$CJi'.'Y'·,fot
States directly concerned with refugees i to<displaY'sufficientpo1iticalwil1i:o;
address such issues as respect for hWnan· rights, -the non':'use of force, the ,PE!"Q.E!fiJl
settlement of disputes and economic and social development. The. respbnsi~ility,of

States towards their own nationals and theresponsibiUtYof other'Stat~t:Lto',as$ist
in promoting conditions favourable to voluntary repatriation were also recogl1izf!d'
by thecRound Table.
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39. The Round Table had also recognized the need for the High Commissioner to be
able to deal with any entity, even one not rec\>gnized internationally, if this
would help in facilitating voluntary repatriation. The practice of establishing
tripartite commissions involving the country of origin, the country of asylum and
UNHCR was<also,e~orsed by the meeting which also recommended the setting up of
informal 'ad hoc::' consUltative groups whenever the High Commissioner, in consultation
with the Chairman of Executive COmmittee, considered this to be necessary.

I
i

-----r,..38. The Round Table had expressed the view thalt: the existing mandate of the High
Commi~.ioner~as sufficient to allow him to promote voluntary repatriation in its ~.

broadest sense. The High CODu1lissioner .could thus seek to promote a dialogue
between all main parties, facilitate communicationbetweer'i them and act as an
intermediar,yor channel of communication. The High Commissioner should moreover be ~

fully involved from the outse.t in boththeplaJl1ning ~nd the implementation stages ~

of voluliicaryrepatTiation.,. The High Commissioner also had cl legitimate concern as :I~'
to the oonaequences of repatriation, particularly if this were brought about as a
result of .~ amnesty or other form of 9uarante~ of safe return. TO this end it was l~

necessary' for UNHCRto have direct and unhindered access to returnees to e.:sure
fulfilment of all amnesties, guarantees or assurances.

I

40. The attention of the Sub-COmmittee was also drawn to a recommendation of the
Round Table whiCh called for consideration by the international community of the
possibility of elaborating a multilateral framework governing voluntary
repatriation. The Round Table be~ieved thatsuoh a framework should move away from
the emphasis of existing international instruments on external settlement as a
solution to refugee problems and place more emphasis on reconciliation, restoration
of confidence, and return.

41. IJt.conclJ,1ding his statement, the Director of International Protection
expre~s~the,bope thattbrough its deliberations the SUb:"Committee would be able
torecommend,a fu'rtherset of principles for adoption; by the Executive COmmittee to
comple~nt.those<coJlta:i.nedin conclusion No. 18 (XXXI). This would enable the
Office of"t-be.H:lghcommi.ssioner to play a more active role in the field of
voluntary reJi)atriation.

42. Intbe:..en~~ingdiscusslon,allrepresentatives expressed their appreciation
forttbe~niti.ative:,ofthe High Commissioner in arranging for the holding of the San
ReJllORoQ"4''l'able, .hi.ohb~4 llel~d to focus attention on voluntary repatriation as
theJ;lf!st Pf'~ll.auJ:able solutions.to refuge la problems.

43. A la~g~'n~ber, of speakers considered thatth& report and the conclusions of
the Round .Table. hadpr.ovided a new direction in the fi&ldofvoluntary repatriation
and expresseathe,hope. that this would help in'revitalizing international efforts
to promote this .solution. - They also expressed their generalagreelll$nt with the
Round !:l'~ble's ~onclusions.

44. A n.umber of speakers placea particulaJ:~emphasison the right of an individual
to return to· his countryofC)rigin as th~,fundamentCil basis for the promotion of
voluIlta~y r;.epatriation. Allotber consi(ierations, followed from this basic
premise. COncomltant. to this "'~s the principle offr·ee, voluntary and individual
nature>9f all rePCiJ:,riation ~vements.

45. There was widespread agreement that the High Commissioner's mandate tc) promote
volun..tary repatriation was suf.ficiently broad to enable him to take all appropriate
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initiatives in this regard, including efforts to promoteconditibnsfavourabl~to
that solution. A number of speakers believed that the High Commissioner bad a
responsibility to initiate dialogues with the country of origin~ the country of
asylum and the refugees as soon as possible. One ~aker felt tbat the. High
Commissioner's involvement in repatriation efforts would generate confidencei~
refugees to return. A number of other speakers, bowever, c:onside-r$d_t~,at;~~~
undertaking such initiatives the High COmmissioner should exercise caut!orl'so8s
not to become involved in political issues. Another speaker fel:t:thafthe High
COmmissioner should not undertake any initiative in this regardunlessnec~ssary
preconditions were met which included, the ending of foreign occupation and .
aggression. The same speaker also felt that the High COmmissio~~r should not ...
undertake any voluntary repatriation exercise until he had received the cons~nt of
all the parties concerned. One speaker suggested that in some instances it might
be preferable for the High Commissioner to refer certain cases to the . . .
SecretarY-General of the United Nations so that he could take the necessary
initiatives.

46. A majority of the speakers, in supporting another conclusiOn oft:heRc)~nc:1

Table, believed that the High COmmissioner had a le.gitimate conc.ern as to 'the
consequences of any voluntary repatriation movement,particularly~:fs~cha

movement had been brought about as a result of an amnesty or othCi!:r.formo,f
guarantee of safe return. One speaker, however, fe1t that the High CoIllinis$.ioner.1s
involvement with returnees might. create legal difficulties v!s:"A;;';visthe' ... '
authorities of the country of origin. It might, therefore, be. ,u!!e,£ultoseek ,a
specific mandate in this regard through a General Assembly resqlution~

47. A number of representatives emphasized the primary responsibility of the
country of origin to remove the root causes of refugee problems andtocr7ate
conditions conducive to the return of refugees. OtherrepJ;esentat~vesstres~edthe
duty of all parties concerned to promote conditions favourable' toi-eturn.· 'That:
included the country of asylum, which should ensure thatnoobsta,9~es~r7.Placed
in the way of voluntary repatriation. One speaker cautionedthat~hell~9h ..... ,
COmmissioner should not be placed in a situation where h~ migbt~ave t!> ci9ncern. ..•..
himself with non-humanitarian issues. The emphasis given byt;he~un.d.Ta~llift~i:he
need for identifying the root causes of refugee movements andtheirre#toV~lwas' .
generally welcomed. .

48. The recommendation of the Round Table regarding. the s~tt.ing_<\JPofadhOC·
informal- consultative groups, whenever considered appropti'ate,by'tge,J:I~~b'.' •.' <' .. '
COmmissioner; received general support. 'Certain s~akeJ;s felt 'tha~~h~~~9~gefJ~iori

required· further considef'at:ion~One speaker g bowe~et,f~ltthatsuch·fl1r~h!'!.... ,-,
considetation,whichmight: take a certain t'ime,c:ou1d .'. ui;1duI¥.'11mitt:h~.~*qh .••.•..
COmmission'er 's •. freedom of action • Another speaker 'bE!lievea.·~hat ·m~mbet.$bilt()~ -'~h~:
ad hoc ··consu1tative'group .shoul1:i. be!·.1 imited ..... to m~mbers.. of '.' th~.Exedl1t.~Ve'·¥tMlt~t~~;'
who, because of their long experience, were in the ,&est positioIl to;~t'dV*df!:':""":':
appropriate advice to the High commissioner.cer~ainotber~pe~kers',~Qt«el.~ri·,'J
believed thattbe countriesmostdirectlyconc~rned"'nam~~y;th~_'c(ji:il\i#'~:'9~~#.n
and .. the,counttyof .asylum,shouldalways'beinvQl~ef'"evert if~bE!Y;~i~"ij9t:i'~ili~i-JS';
of the, 'EXecut i veCdmmittee • One represeritativesu.ggest~~ .·~~ii·t;•.,'·.if .:~~~P~~~~#l1~~~'.,. :< ...
C i rcumstancas .the High Commissioner found t:hattheap~frit#lent:'~fd.r··d()l)~Ul;~~t.i~n'"

wi tbanad' hOC':consultathegroupwould .' in~()1v~ .. uNHciR' in'p0l.lttcar:li3suesi:"h~'~;c.lg~ci .;,
requestthe;Sectetary-Generalto' 'takeover 'resPonSfbi1ftyiri'th~:·\lit1ttet:::··'ThiS;.'. t,,: .
might· provide ··an extra guarantee ·of the strictly 'humanitarian' natui:eof"'tti~ ,"
Office's role. ..'( . '
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49. Several speaker$ expressed support for the Round Table recommendation
regarding the "eiaboJiation ()f a multi.lateralframe,work governing voluntary
repatria~ion, while others felt that the matter rl'!lquiredfurtherconsiderationo A
certain number' of speakers BOught further clarifications as to the precise
implicatiops Qf that recommendation.

50. One'speakertecalled the successful initiative of the High Commissioner in the
setti.~:J1p'of a tripartite commission to promote the voluntary repatriation of
Ethiopian refugees from Djibouti and expressed the hope that a similar solution
would be tdedinother situations. He felt that the situation in central America
was partic;:ularlyripe for such action and called upon the High Commissioner to
undertakeimmed'iate .initiatives in this area. In regard to South-East Asia, he
believed that:the appearance and the substance of the solution of volunta~

repatriation must be maintained despite the difficulties that were known to exist.
That was important so as not to make it appear that resettlement was the only
solution. He urged the High Commissioner to redouble his efforts in the region and
suggested the~ppointment once again of a regional co-ordinator to promote durable
solutions in South-East Asia. Another speaker expressed the hope that the Office
would continue its efforts at a high level, to ootain the approval of the
authoritie~of the Lao People's oem()cratic Republic in order to faci.litate the safe
return of thdse Lao refugees who wi.shed to return to that country. A further
speaker recalled that several delegations, including'his own, had, urged the setting
up of a separate unit for durable solutions within UNHCR.

51. Two speakers expressed SPecific support for the conclusions of the San Remo
Round Table that the High Commissioner could deal with any entity, whether
recognized or not by the international community, if he believed that that would
help in pro~ting volun~ary repatriation. One speaker, however, felt that the High
CommissiQner should exercise extreme caueion before d~ciding to deal with an entity
that was not wel~-established apd that had no international,standing.

52. 'One speaker' expressed the satisfaction of his delegation that, in recent
years, the pfflce bad been able to organize successful repatriation programmes in
different,aieas,incl'udiogArgentina, Ethiopia, the Lao Pe()ple's Democratic Republic
ana uriJguay.' Another.speaker asked that; the Office provide regular statistics on
its voluntary repatriation efforts partiCUlarly to the Lao People's ~mocratic

Republic and Viet Nam.

53. In te~p()ndi~g'tothedebate, the Director of International Protection stated :,I\f,1

1

that II\akingarr~ngement:s f()r voluntary repatriation was an integral activity of the ~
Office..''.l'h~ reed, to ,promote voluntary repatriation had become inc!:'easingly urgent (I
because of the lai'ge number of refugees for whom either. local integration or third ')
countrYl'ese~l:leJ!l~nt: was, not feasible. ,He felt that 'the existing mandate of the 'ilHighCQmmiSsioner was sUfficient,in,this regard and there was no need to approach ,
the General Assembly for specific authoriza~i()n.

I
t

54. ,for, the Qffic,e of the High Commi$elioner the primary consider,ation was that any
rePatriation arrimgelllent, whether for in~Uviduals: or groups, should be based on the
free wilf"of the individual to return. It was levident that some sit,uati.onswere, Pi.

inherel)tlYPoHtiQ,al and in Eiuch situations it ,was important for the ,Office of the [l
Hie;,h' ,cQmmissi;ol)~r '" to have tlle supp()rt of the co~ntI:ie,$direct1yconcerned ,withthe J

specifiClrefuge~P1"Oblem and 9~,theinternatic:mal,,~onim\.1ni,"y as a trtlh()le..Incertain 'I'

~:~:.;:e.l!!~~:ttr:ti.!li~i~:~~~~::':~~~~/,~~i::.:a~nit::e::t~~~S i~e~:::ble i
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connection he mentioned that the Office of the High Commissioner was presentlY
co-operating with the Secretary-General's Special Representative in'his efforts to
obtain a solution to the Afghanistan crisis, which included the problem of the
substantial number of Afghan refugees who found themselves in neighbOuring
countries. It should, of course, be added that the fact that the political
situation in a particular country had not changed did not preclude voluntary
repatriation on an individual basis which the Office was always available to
facilitate.

55. The fact that a large number of representativeS had recognized the legitimate
concern of the High Commissioner regarding the consequences of the return of
refugees to their country of origin was a source of satisfaction. In order to
implement any repatriation programme successfUlly it was important for the bffiee
to be able to monitor returns, and, in this connection, mention could be made of
the experience of the Office in monitoring the return of refugees to Zaire at the
request of the authorities of that uountry.

56. The Director of International Protection further st:ated that in ordei,to be
able successfully to initiate a voluntary repatriation programme it was important
for the Office to have sufficient funds and resources at its disposal-The
Office'sinvolvem~nt in arrangements for rehabilitation in the countryLof origin
was sometimes, essential for the successful implementatiollof voluntary' repatriation
programmes. Responding to the suggestion of one speaker that the Office undertake
further efforts to promote voluntary repatriation in central America, he stated
that the Office was presently co-operating in the establishment of a voluntary
repatriation commission involvH,g Honduras and El Salvador and hoped to be able to
do likewise with respect to Honduras and Nicaragua.

57. In his concluding remarks the Chairman, on behalf of theSub-COinmittee,
thanked the International Institute of Humanitarian Law at San Remo and its
President, Professor Patronogic, for the holding of the RolJndTable on Voluntary
Repatriation.

58. At the close of the discussion, the 3ub-Committee recommended that the
Executive Committee adopt the following concluslonson volunt",ry repatriation:

The Executive Committee, reaffirming the sign~ficance ,of ,its~980 conclusion
on voluntary repatriation a,s reflecting basic principles of internatidnal iaw and
practice, adopted the following further conclusions on this matter:

(a) The basic rights of persons to return voluntari.ly to the country of
origin is reaffirmed and it is urged that international co~peration should-be
aimed at achieving this solution and should be further developed,

(b) The repatrhltion of refugees should only take placec!lt their freely
expressed wish, the voluntary and individual character of repatri~H()n:~f'refugees
and the need for it to ··be carried out under condH:ions 'of absohitesafety/'·c.
pref.erablyto·the place of residence of the refugee in his country dforigfni
should always berespeeted, :-," .-

(c) The aspect of causes is critical tothei~sue ofsolutipn and
international efforts shouldiSlso be direc,ted to the removal of the ca1.lS,es,Of
refugee IIlOvelttellts. Furthet" .at,t.endon..·should be given to . the' cal.tsel!!.. and •. preventj,ori
of such movements, includin9"~he co-ordination of efforts currently bsing purs!,ied'
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by the international community and, in particular, within the United Nations. An
essential condition for the prevention of refugee flows is sufficient political
will by the States directly concerned to address the causes which are at the origin
of refugee IIOv&JlIents,

(d) The responsibilities of States towards thei~ nationals and the
o!)lig~t1.ons of other States to promote voluntary repatriation must be upheld gy the
intelrnaffional community. International action in favour of voluntary repatriation,
whether 'at the universal or regional level, should receive the full support and
co-operation of all States directly concerned. Promotion of voluntary repatriation
.s a solution to refugee prqblems similarly requires the political will of States
directly concerned to create conditions conducive to this solution. This is the
pri~ry responsibility of States,

(e) The existing mandate of the High Commissioner is sufficient to allow him
to prollOte voluntary repatriation by taking initiatives to this end, promoting
dialogue betw~en all the main parties, facilitating communication between them and
acting as an intermediary or channel of communicati~~. It is important that he
establish, whenever possible, contact with all the wain parties and acquaint
bimself with their points of view. From the outset of a refugee situation, the
High commissioner should at all times keep the possibility of ',~luntary

repatriation.;for all C'Y: for part of a group under active review and, whenever he
deems that the prevailing circumstances are appropriate, the High Commissioner
should actively pursee the promotion of this solution,

(f) The humanitarian concerns of the High Commissioner should be recognized
and respected by all parties and he should receive full support in his efforts to
carry out bis humanitarian mandate in providing international protection to
refugees and in seeking a solution to refugee problems,

(g) On all occasions, the High Commissioner should be fully involved from the
outS2t in assessing the feasibility and thereafter in both the planning and
implementation stages of repatriation,

(.h) The importance of spontaneous return to the country of origin is
recognized and it fs considered that action to promote organized voluntary
repatriation .should not create obstacles to the spontaneous return of reflgees.
IntereSited States should make all efforts, inclUding the provision of assistance in
tbe countl~ of origin, to encourage this movement whenever it is deemed to be in
tbe interests of the ref~gees concerned,

.. (i). When, in the opinion of the High Commissioner, a serious problem exists
in the promotion of voluntary repatriation of a parUcular ,efugee group, he may
oonside:: for that particular problem the establishment of an informal ad hoc
CQnsultative Gr9uP which would be appointed by him in consultation with the
eta~i1)"nand the .other members of the bureau of his Executive Committee. Such a
group~ay, if .necessary, include States that ,are not members of the Executive
~itte~.an4sh~uld in principle include the countries directly concerned. The
Bigh commissioner may also co~c;ider invoking the assistance of other competent
unlt~d Nati~s bodies,

, . • (~l; ..~~.P~~9ti.Q.eof~staJ:)lishingtdpartite commissions is well adapted .to
;f~C:llit~~il1gV'ollint~ryrepatriation. The, tripartite commission. which should
'.~~~~¥8~()f·th~cquntdei; ofotigin and of .asylum andUNBCR. could concern itself
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with both the joint planning and the implementation of a repatriation programme.
It is also an effective means of securing consultations between the main parties
concerned on any problems that might subsequently arise,

(k) International action to promote voluntary repatriation requires
consideration of the situation within the country of origin as well as within the
receiving country. Assistance for the reintegration of returnees provided by the
international community in the country of origin is recognized as an important
factor in promoting repatriation. To this end, UMHCR and other United Nations
agencies as appropriate, should have funds readily available to assistreturnees in
the various stages of their integration and rehabilitation in their Country of
origin,

(1) The High Commissioner should be recognized as having a legitimate concern
for the consequences of return, particularly where such return has been brought
about as a result of an amnesty or other form of guarantee. The High Commissioner
must be regarded as en~itled to insist on his legitimate conce?n OVer the outcome
of any return that he has assisted. Within the frame~~rk of close consultations
with the State concerned, he should be given direct and unhindered acceSS to
returnees so that he is in a position to monitor fulfilment of the amnesties,
guarantees or assurances on the basis of which the refugees have returnep. This
should be considered as inherent in his mandate,

(m) COnsideration should be given to the further elaboration of an instrument
reflecting all existing principles and guidelines relating to voluntary
repatriation for acceptance by the international community as a whole.

Irregular movements of asylum-seekers and refugees (itemS of the agenda)

59. Introducing this item, the Director of International Protection·recalled that
the problem of irregular movements of asylum-seekers and refugees.wasfirst raised
in the Executive COmmittee at its thirty-fifth session. Following a request by .
several members of the Executive committee to prepare a study .ontne..subj~t, the
High Commissioner appointed a consultant, Mr. Gilbert Jae.ger,to,l1n(},~r:take the ~
task. In consultation with the Chair:man, a gO'7ermnent~lworking gr.oupw~s

established to consider the results of the study. In ~pril ~985, the Working
Group, initially composed of 14 Goyernments, met at Geneva to discuss ,abac,k9.rOund
paper prepared by the consultant and to provide the consultant with suggesti..ons,on
how to proceed with his study. Following the submission of t:.he s~udy pre~ared by
the consultant, the Wc.rking Group met for a second time, on Friday 27 September.
On that occasion its composition was brQadenedto include a,ll ltIemberStates,of the
Executive COmmittee. In the light of the views expressed at that meeting ,anc;l1.n
sUbsequent consultations, a set of draft concl 1sions had been elaborated which was
circulated as document EC/SCP/4n/Rev.lo

60. In the draft conclusions, it was stated at the outset that irreguiar move~ents

comprised re£ugees, whether they had been formerly ide~tified as such or not, who
had. found protection in one country .bu~ who, neverthelesliS" J!lQv~ i~ ,.~n ~J:~egular

manner to another country to seekasylgmoraciurablef3Qlut~Qn. '1'b.et.(u:~

"irregular movements 11
, did not, there~oJ:e, Cl()ve~,~~fugees wh()ar~iye,~eir~91;~y:from

a country in relation t() which theyalle,'ile.felU ofPl!rse:cI,lt.~on,or,to:r.p.~ti'ilee~",h()

had not yet found protection in another c():Jnt,rY.".incl\1d:i.~'iIJ:ef:~gees"~",~n·orbit:.·;

situation. Irregular move~nt:.s;d~fil1ed~ib>this .mailner; ..hClci·'iI~ye,n ri$e to9J:o~:i.n.g
concern by Goverr~~nts and'UNHCR, because they had tended to destabiiize $tructured
efforts to provij~ appropriate durable solutions for refugees.
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61. The draft conclusions also took note of the fact that the motivation for
irregular movements was to be found primarily in the uncertain situation of the
persons concerned and/or the absence of educational and employment possibilities as
well as the non-availability of long-term durable solutions. The problem of
irregular movements called for action by concerned Governments and UNHCR to remove
or reduce th~ causes that impelled refugees to leave by irregular means from
countries whe~ethey had already found protection. Such action should be primarily
directf\d to providing appropriate and adequate durable solutions for refugees and
asyliDl':'seekers in such countries. It needed to be taken in the context of
international co-operation and burden-sharing by all concerned States, namely,
states where refugees have found protection, resettlement countries, donor
countries and others. To achip.ve a fundamental impact in regard to the irregular
movements, it was of primary importance for appropriate measures to be taken at the
source of the problem.

62. In principle, refugees and asylum-seekers who had found protec~l~n in a
particular oduntry should not move from that country in an irregular manner,
particularly when there were durable solutions available to them there. When
refugees in this latter situation, nevertheless, moved to another country in an
irregular manner, they might be returned to the country in which protection was
originally found on two conditions - that they were protected against refoulsment
in that coUntry and that they were permitted to remain there and be treated in
accordance with recognized human standards until a durable solution was found for
them. Should the persons concerned allege fear of persecution or danger to their
physical safety or freedom in the country where they originally found protection,
their case should be given favourable consideration even if they moved from that
country in an irregular manner.

63. The draft conclusions also described irregular movements as involving entry
into the territory of another country without the prior consent of the national
authOrities or without an entry visa, or with no or insufficient documentation
nortlally required for travel purposes. They also referred to the use by a growing
nU.ber'of refugees and asylum-~eekers of fraudulent documentation and their
practice of wilfclly destroying or disposing of travel or other documents in order
to mislead the'authorities of the country of arrival. Such practices were
charactedzt!!d as fraudulent and may weaken the case of the person concerned. On
the other !hana, there coUld be' circumstances that compelled persons who had already
founcJprotection in one country to have reeourse to fraudulent documenhtion
DeCau·s.Vtheir physiealsafety or freedom in that country was endangered. If this
was nOt <the casei however, the use of fraudulent documentation was unjustified.
The wilful destruction or disposal of travel or other documents in'order to mislead
national authorities as to their stay in another country was also unacceptable and
States should make appropriate arrangements to deal with this phenomenon. '

64. In conclusion, the Director of International Protection stressed the need for
the subject to ~a addressed in a true spirit of international co-operation and

cbutden-sharing in keeping with the traditions of the Sub-Committee.

65. In tht; ensuing discussion, a number of representatives expressed appreciation
for the prepatatorywork that had been undertaken by UNHCR. Particular reference
was "'de to the( study of the consultant as well as to the efforts undertaken by
uNBCRiil'!ordei'toardveat tbedraft conclusions contained in document
BC!SCP!40/aev.l. several representatives considered the draft conclusinns as

. '··8deqt.bate, weH-balanced and as reflecting the legitimate interests of refugees and
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concerned States. One representative, however, stated that his Government could
only accept the draft conclusions subject to the following m~ifications being
introduced: in paragraph (f), replace (i) and (ii) by the following: "(i) if they
are protected there in accordance with article 33 of the Geneva Convention against
refoulement, and (ii) they are during their stay there treated in accordance with
the minimum standards laid down in article 42 of the Geneva Convention (arts. 1, 3,
4, 16 (1) and 33) until a durable solution is found fo.r them"J and, in
paragraph (g), insert after the words " ••• safety or freedom are endangered" he
words "for reasons mentioned in article 1 a (2) of the Geneva Convention".

66. Particular attention was drawn by one representative to paragraph (b» of the
draft conclusions, according to which irregular movements of refugees and
asylum-seekers who had already found protection in a country were, to a large
extent, composed of persons who felt impelled to leave, owing to the absence of
educational and employment pcssibilitiesand the non-availability of ~ long-term
durable solution by way of voluntary repatriation, local integration ana
resettlement. He believed this enumeration was more appropriate for refugee
situations in Europe and was of lesser relevance to other regions such as Asia
where refugees entered countries with the clear objective of proceeding to another
country of destination. He therefore believed that the enumeration contained in
paragraph (b) should be broadened so as to cover cases of refugees who left their
present country of asylum for other reasons such as to be reunited with relatives
living elsewhere.

67. At the request of one representative, the Chairman confirmed that the figures
contained in the study submitted by the consultant on the number of refugees in
varioUs countries were for the most part provided by the Governments of those
countries.

68. One representative expressed the view that movements of refugees and
asylum-seekers who were only in transit in another country should not be considered
as irregular moveme-nts. The Director of' International Protection stated that, in
the light of the discussions ,and the wording of the draft conclusions, it was clear
that these did not apply to refugees and asylum-seekers who we~~ merely in transit
in another country.

i

70. At the close of the discussions the, SUb-C0mmitte~ recommended, subject to the
reservations mentioned in paragraph 65 abOve, ,that the Executive COmmittee adopt
the following conclusions on the problem of refugees and asYIUm~see~ers who move in
an irregular manner from a country in which they had alreadyfound.pr~ection:

(a) The phenomenon ~fJ:efugees~wbethertheYha'lfe,beEm..formally identified as
such or not (asyluni-seekerl;'h' whCl itiOvein' an irr~gular manner from 'coUntries iro'

69. Finally, one representative expressed concern that the proposed text could be
seen as further restricting asylQ1l1and stressedtherieed for probleJilsof irregular
movements and those concerning refugees in orbit to be sOlvedinttie.contextof
burden-sharing and the humanitarian principles established for the protection of
refugees. The need for adequate burden-sharing arrangements to deat witn the
problem of irregular movements was stressed by anUtnber of other speakers. One
representative, expressing support for the draft ,conclusions, drew attention to the
destabilizing effect of irregUlar movements of refugees and asylum--seekers from the
standpcint of established arrangements for organized resettlement and the provision
of durable solutions.' .
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which they have already found protection, in order to seek asylum or permahent
resett1~entelsewhete, is a matter. of growing concern. This concern results from
the aestabilbing effect which irregular IIlOvements of this kind have 'on structured
interhational efforts to provide appropriate solutions for refugees. Such
irregular~overnents involve entr,y irito the territory of another country, without
the prior consent of the national authorities or without an entry visa, or with no
or insufficient documentation normally required for travel purposes, or with false
ot fra~dulentdocumentatioh. Of similar concern is the growing Phenomenon of
refugees and asylum-seekers who wilfully destroy or dispose of their documentation
in order to mislead the authorities of the country of arrival,

(b) IrregUlar movements of refugees and asylum-seekers who have already found
protection in a'country are, to a large extent, composed of persons who feel
impelled to leave, owing to the absence of educational and employment poss{bi1ities
and the non-availability of long term durable solutions by way of voluntary
repatriation, local integration and resettlement,

i\
(c) The phenomenon of su~h irregglar movements can only be effectively met

through concerted action by Governments, in. conSUltation with UNHCR, aimed at
(1) identifying the causes ana scope of iJ;'regular movements in any given refugee
situation, (ii)removi.,g 01;' mitigating the causes of such irregUlar movements
through the granting and maintenance of asylum and the provision of necessary
durable solutions or other appropriate assistance measures, (Hi) encouraging the
establishment of appropriate arrangements for the identification of refugees in the
countries concerned and, (iv) ensuring humane treatment for refugees and
asy1um;"seekerswho, because of the uncertain situation in which they find
themselves, feel impelled to move from one country to another in an irregular
manner,

(d) Within this framework, Goverpments, in close co-operation with UNHCR,
should (1) seek to promote the establishment of appropriate measures for the care
and support ef refugees. and asylum-seekers in countri-=s where they have found
protection pending the identification of a durable solution and (ii) promote
ap~ropriatedurableso1utionswi1:hpartiCUlar emphasis firstly on voluntary
repatriation, ~nd when this is not Possible, local integration and the provision of
adequate resettlement opportunities,

(el,Refu«;Jeesa"d asylum~seekers, wpo have foun~ protection in a particular
cOUntry~st.ouid normally not move from that country in an irregular manner in order

·to ~bd'cJui#ble solutionselseWhete.blJt.should take advantage of dQrab1e·solutions
availableh that countJ;'ythrough aqtiontaken by Governntents and UNHCR as
rec:Oautiend4!d 'i,~; "aJ:agr.aph~ (c) a,nd(d) above,

(f) Yihe,re,refugeel3.andasYlum-Seekers nevertheless l\love in an irregUlar
~a~nerfJ;'e~ a ~oun~rywhet~ they have already fqund protection, they may be
teturnedto thatcOunt~ if (i) they are protected thete against refoulement and
(ii) they are permitted to temain thete and to be treated in accordance with
rEtcognizedbasic h~~n l3t:andardsul'ltil a durab1eso;lution is found fOt them. Where
sUC;h '.tetlun is,env!l;laged, UNHCR may be requested to assist in arnngements for the
re.d~*8si~n and teceptiqn of the persons cQncetned,

(g) It ;_s'recognized that thete may be exceptional cases in which a refugee
,or,asy.lum""seek(!l' m~y j~st:~fiably.~lailll tbil1: he,has reason to fe~rpersecutionor
,t1lat· h~S; PIlYI?!cal !'laf(!ty .or ftee~C?~ ate eridan~e=.r·\;;Id. in a countJ;'ywhere he previously
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found protection. Such cases should be given favourable consideration by the
authorities of the State where he requests asylum,

(h) The problem of irregular movements is compounded by the use, by a growing
number of refugees and asylum-seekers, of fraudulent documentation and th~ir

practice of wilfully destroying or disposing of travel and/or other documents in
order to mislead the authorities of their country of arrival. These practices
complicate the personal identification of the persons concerned and the
determination of the country where he stayed prior to arrival, and the nature and
duration of his stay in such country. Practices of this kind are fraudulent and
may weaken the case of the person concerned,

(i) It is recognized that circumstances may com!~l a refugee-or asylum-seeker
to have recourse to fraudulent documentation wherl leaving a country in wbich hi.s
physical safety or freedom ate endangered. Where no suoh compelling circumstances
exist, the use of fraudl,1lent t.'ocumentation is Ul\ljustified,

(j) The wilful destruction ~r d~s~~l of travel or other documents by
refugees and asylum-seekers upon arrival in their country of destination, in order
to mislead the national authorities as to their previous stay in another country
where they have protection, is unacceptable. Appropriate arrangemerits should be
made by States, either individually or in co-operation withothe.r States, to deal
with this growing phenomenon.

Other business (item 6 of the agenda)

71. No other business was examined.
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ANeEX III

Report of the Sub-COmmittee on Administrative and Financial Matters*

1. ArqbassadoX' It .. Chiba, Vice-Chairman of the Executive commit.tee at its
thirty-fifth session' and Chairman of the Sub-Committee on Administrative and
Finan~:1alMatters opened the meeting.

2.Th~BighCOmmissioner wel~amed representatives to the fifth annual session of
the sub:':ConuI!i-t:tee on Administrative and Financial Matters, which he said had begun
on an experimental basis but .had now acquired full momentum. He described the
basic problem confronting the Office as the funding of UNHCR 1985 General
prograllilae-s., and refe~red,- in this context, to document EC/SC.2/l985/CRP.1. He
declared that solutions must be found and that UNHCR would strive to do its best
within the existingconstrairits. The High Commissioner also referred to management
improvements which had been made in UNHCR and to the field orientation of the
Office's work~~ He concluded ~ stressing the great impo~tance he attached to the
advice and guidance of the Sub-Committee.

Adoption of the agenda and organization of work (item 1 of the agenda)

3. 'The provisional annotated agenda (EC/SC.2/23) was adopted. In view of the
gravity of the financial crisis confronting UNHCR, however, the Chairman decided,
with the agreement of the Sub-COmmittee, to begin the proceedings with a discussion
of agenda item 3 (b).

Flow of budgetary and-financial information (item 3 Cb) of the agenda)
~

4. In introducing the item, the Director of External Affairs made reference to
the documentation available and noted that the question of contributions had
assumed a basic and urgent importance. The most critical problem concerned the
General Programmes on which the Director would concentrate since those programmes
were the first priority of UNHCR.

5. The Director stressed tha~ all sources of General Programmes income 'were in
decline and it was unlikely that UNHCR would be able to fund the revised 1985
programmes at $319 million and would have little or no funds to begin the 1986
programmes. He stated that the decline in contributions was due both to the
inadequate level of pledges made at the annual Pledging COnference.and, in 1985, to
the fact that the demands of the African emergency had consumed donor funds which
otherwise might have been contributed to the General Programmes.

6. The Director underlined the vulnerability of the financing of UNHCR General
Programmes through limited initial pledges to be supplemented later by additional
contributions from general, huma.riitarian budgets. A more secure way had to be
found to bridge the very large gap of sane $200 million per year between the
results of the Pledging COnference and the final General Programmes expenditure
requirement.

.. '~/

* Previously issued under the symbol A/AC.96/670.
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7. The Director announced that the current shortfall on the revised 1985 Genera!
Programmes was some $57 million. Secondary income might produce a further
$13 million before the end of the year, leaving $44 million to be covered from
additional c\~ntributions. It was, he said, totally unrealistic to expect such a
level of additional contributions and even if such 'were achieved, there would still
be no funds to carry into 1986 to begin the new General Programmes.

8. UNHCR had alerted the international community to this situation since late
1984. In view of the funding situation, the Highcommissionet had, on
27 September, instituted a freeze on 1995 expenditure pending a total programme
review and had cancelled all unliquidated obligations from prior y~arsl

programmes. The Director appealed to donors to inform UMHCR in the coming two
weeks what additional contributions might be available for the rest of the year so
that the High Commissioner~ in mid-october, could make final'decisions concerning
General Progr~s 1986 expenditure on the best information available, thus being
able to minimize the distress and suffering of'refugees.If the measures taken.did
not produce sufficient resources, extremely drastic measures would be required in
which even surviv=l levels of assistance would be at risk.

9. The Director stressed that the 1986 General Programmes wOuld be almost
entirely dependent on contributions since secondary income would be minimal~ He
declared that in finding a solution, all concerned must act together. UMHCR and
implementing agencies must search harder for economy and cost-effectiveness.
Donora should increase contributions to a more appropriate and regular, stable
level. If the necessary reso~~ces were not available, UMHCR could net be expected
to carry out the task demanded of it. '

10,. In the discussion which followed, delegations, while commenting favourably on
the clarity both of the documentation provided to them and of the Director's
presentation, expressed great concern at the financial crisisfacinguNBCRGenera1
Programmes. One delegation pointed to the need for donors to provide additional
extraordinary resources for unforeseen emerg~ncy requirements andfotdOrlors, where
appropriate, to rest~ucture their budgets to take into account UNBCR'General
Programmes needs at an appropriate level.

11. A large number of delegations emphasized the difficulty of responding to
numerous appeals using very limited budget resources. whileexpr~$sing their
readiness to try to help in the present crisis, theY,recommended parallel action to
be taken principally by UNBCR in the following areas:

(a) Improvements in programme budgeting and management,

(b) Ensuring that assistance is directed as far as possible towards durable
solutions and self-sufficiency for refugees~

\

(c) Further co-ordination of programmes with appropriate United Nations and
other agenciesJ

(d) Contingency and priority planning so that when the prdgra~e' reductions
were due or required, they could be made or. the basis of e~tablished pri~rities and
at an earlier dateJ

(e) Stricter review of programme budget and expendit.ur~,

•• knn
JJJ
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(f) Increased pursuit of new sources of funding in the governmental,
non-governmental and private sectors.

12. Several delegations expressed concern about the effect of programme reductions
on tb~ refugees themselves and recommended that all parties concerned - UNHCR,
donors and implementing agencies - should co-operate in the search for a solution
to the problem. Mention was made of the need for recipient Governments to
recognize that refugee funds should be used for direct assistance to refugees
without extraneous conditions or limitations. It was suggested by one delegation
that the 'Sub-committee might consider drawing up a set of basic recommendations on
programme and assistance implementation criteria.

13. Delegations pointed to the high level of donor response in 1985 to the overall
needs of refugees and others. While the difficulty of producing additional 1985
General Programmes contributions was underlined, several delegations promised to
make early payment of such contributions in 1986.

14. A number Of delegations emphasized the very significant contributions made to
refugees by the countries of asylum in terms of welcome, sharing of resources and
the granting of land tenure and citizenship. To support such actions "and policies,
the financial input of the international community through UNHCR was essential.
Refugee assistance ,should be a specific priority for financial donors and
delegations urged that extra contributions should be made to UNHCR as soon as
possible.

15. In his reply, the Director of External Affairs emphasized both the validity of
refugee needs as idehtified by UNHCR and the seriousness of the reduction in the
1985 requirement which had been made in the mid-year programme review. UNDCR had
hoped that the revised'1985 requirement could be funded but, after.very close
monitoring of income and prospective further contributions, it had become clear
only recently that even the reduced programme would not be funded. In that light,
the drastic expenditure freeze had been necessary. The final level of such
restrictive measures could only be determined in mid-october, when as precise an
~stimate of income as possible would be available to the High Commissioner.

16. COncerning contributions by non-governmental organizations to UNHCR and UNHCR
fund-raising efforts in that field, the Director gave several examples of the
excellent response from non=governmental organizations in 1985 (currently at
$17 million but likely to reach $20 million), particularly for the African
emergency. Non-governmental organizations operational partners alSO contributed
greatly to UNHCR refugee assist~nce programmes.

17. The Director concluded by acknowledging with great appreciation the generous
response of donors in 1985. Total contributions so far in 1985 were already higher
than the total of contributions in 1984. Donors had increased their total of
contributions by an average of 10 per cent. Unfortunately, in 1985, the needs were
considerably higher than in 1984 and cont~ibutions - particularly to the General
Programmes - were therefore still of vital importance. UNHCR was very much aware
of the considerable support given by donors in 1985 and was deeply gratefUl for it.

Management, proqramme support and administration (item 2 of the agenda)

18. The Chairman then called upon the Director of Administration and Management to
provide a general introduction to the items relating to management, programme
support and administration. Referring to the current ,financial ~risis affecting
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UNHCR, the Di-I' or emphasized the need for a most rigid ranking of priorities and
referred to t. ""'igh Commissioner's instructions to put a freeze on recruitment of
staff, consultants and experts, on temporary assistance, on seminars, and to
control more strictly travel and telecommunications.

19. After a brief introduction to each of the documents presented to the
Sub-Committee under items 2, 3 (a) and 4 of the agenda, he expanded on four
specific subjects: classification of Professional posts, staffing levels and zero
growthJ apportionment of UNHCR administrative costs between the United Nations
regular budget and voluntary funds, and personnel matters.

20. On the Professional job classification exercise, he summarized the background
and recalled that staffing costs were covered partly by the United Nations regular
budget and partly by voluntary funds. The Director noted that while the Executive
Committee had approved the results of the job classification exercise under
voluntary funds, a decision by the General Assembly on the results under the
regular budget part was still awaited. One problem that egisted concerning the
approval of the reclassification of three D-l posts to the D-2 level in the field
had been overcome. The Secretary-General would therefore present the whole package
under the regular budget, including these three posts, to the General Assembly.

21. Turning to staffing levels, the Director informed the Sub-Committee that all
new requirements were now met mainly through redeployment from headquarters to the
field, thus maintaining the zero.growth policy. The Director expressed the
Administration's conviction that in some places field staffing levels' must be
strengthened, notably to ensure imI;>roved financial management and'conty,ol, but that
this strengthening should continue to be achieved within overall existing
authorized' staffing levels through further redeployment. The Director emphasized
that UNHCR staffing could not be strictly proportionate to either the volume of
refugee assistance or refugee numbers as the relative importance of the various
UNHCR functions, as well as the conditions of implementation and the nature of
pro]rammes, varied greatly between countries.

22. On the apportionment of costs between the united Nations regular budget and
voluntary funds, the Director reoalled that, since a number of .postshad been found
to be improperly charged to one or another of the budgets, a joint survey had been
undertaken by the United ~ations Secretary-General and the High Commissioner in
1982 to streamline the situation in the light OI· article ,20 of the ..QNHCRStatute
and definitions of the Advisory Committee on Administra~ive and Budgetary
Questions. The survey recommended the net transfer of 20 Professional and ~i9her

level posts from voluntary funds to the regular budget over three.bienniums fJ:'om.
1984 to 1989. The present zero growth policy of the Secret.ary~neralmight

necessitate this transfer being phasl:!d over a longer period. No net transfer rRould
take place 'for the'biennium 1986-1987.

23. The Director then turned to personnel matters. Even in aperi~ of zero
growth, external recruitment was inevitable: posts became vacant th~o~g~

retirement, transfer to other United Nati(lOs bod(es or resignation.. Nigety
countries. were represented among UNBCR staff. ~cruitmentpolicyco~tinu~;.to be
based on the principles o~ competence and integrity,motivati()n.",a.'4, cas .far,as
officers in the Professional category and above were concernE!d,'willing~c:!ss 1:0
serve 1n the field. The Director stressed that UNBCRwasEleeking J:o. increase. the
participation of non-represented countries and of little-representC!Ci·countries..
Special efforts were made to in~rease the number of women recruited by the Office.
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26. Several speakers thanked the Chairman of the Staff Council for his refreshing
report, which in their view demonstrated the high level of motivation of UNHCR
staff. Many delegations commented positively on specific points raised. One
speaker, supported by many others, requested that a similar statement be delivered
to the plenarY session of the Executive Committee.

24. Finally, the Director informed the Sub-Committee that the UNHCR Staff Council
was now autonomOus and no longer part of the United Nations Staff Council. 'l'his
Council was established and approved by referendum this year. He informed the
Sub-Committee that the Chairman of the Staff Council would like to address the
Committee as had been the case in 1984. The Chairman then invited a representative
of the Staff €ouncil to take the floor.

/
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27. VariOl.tsspeakers intervened on a number of major issues referred to by the
Director ·ofAdministration and Management. They felt that the overall financial
situation at UNHCR had to be taken int~ account when reviewing administrative
support costs. These costs bad also to be reduced should it be necessary to cut
assistance programmes further. In this respect, the figure of 14.6 per cent of
expenditures for administrative support in 1986 (as shown in table A of document
A/AC.96/664) was mentioned as excessive. One delegation doubted whether it was
possible to decide on the 1986 target in a situation where it was unclear whether
the contributions needed for this expenditure could be made available.

Concerning human resources planning and training activities, the Director informed
the Sub-Committee that a computerized data-base was being used to identify the
human resourc.s available within UNHCR. Training activities started with the
induction of newly-recruited staff and then covered technical fields and emergency
preparedness. Staff rotation between duty stations was better organized through
simultaneous ·chain· selection and movements. Efforts to improve conditions of
service in the field were made within UNHCR, and by UNHCR in co-ordination with the
United Nations syst.m. In all these fields, it was realized that much ground still
needed to be covered. The objective of all meaSllres in the administration and
managemint field remained to maintain a dynamic, efficient, adaptable and
cost-effective organization.

25. Th. Chairman of the Staff Council described the establishment and composition
of the Oounciland shared with the Sub-COmmittee the point of view of his
colleagues on a number of subjects, notably relating to living conditions of staff
in the field, the Revolving Fund for staff housing, the inadequacy of training
measures, deficiencies in the delegation of authority, the implementation of the
rotation policy, th. job classification exercise, the role and level of women in
UNHCR, and the composition and distribution of staff. He stressed throughout the
concern of the staff for the effective fulfilment of the Office's mandate and
mentioned the special appeal made by the Staff Council to all staff to donate one
day's salary toWards the Office's 1985 General Programmes to show their solidarity
with the refugees and with the purposes of the Office.

28. The zero growth ot posts was welcomed by many delegations which requested that ;
increased staffing needs in certain areas be covered by redeployment from
headquarters to the field or within the field. Some speakers mentioned that
possibilities for redeployment of posts for the industrialized world, where
obligations were not as compelling, should particularly be taken into
consideration. One delegation requested that a table be provided showing all UNHCR
posts including temporary assistance.
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29. Several delegations stressed the need for training of staff to improve UNHCR
management, emergency preparedness and financial control. Some representatives
inquired about UNHCR expenditures for training.

30. Concerning field activities, several delegatio~s supported the Office's
rotation principle and stressed the importance of flexible but fair implementation.

31. A number of speakers also commented on the need for more delegation of
authority from headquarters to the field, as well as from senior to lower staff
levels.

32. The job classification exercise for officers in the Professional category and
above was given full support by several representatives, some of whom requested
clarification as to the status of the General Service job classification exercise.
One delegation inquired whether document A/AC.96/657 included any classificatiun
proposals additional to those approved in January 1985.

33. Concerning project personnel, one speaker requested clarification as to
whether the number of project personnel was stable or growing. Another speaker
referred to the perennial difficulty of reviewing the level of project personnel

r: and repeated a prior request for the inclusion of comprehensive staffing tables on
>, project personnel at the end of each country chapter in the annual report on

assistance activities. The same representative wondered whether UNBCR had
established any criteria to establish a balance between regular (P) and project
personnel (L) posts.

34. There was unanimity in the Sub-Committee on the need for women to be given
equal opportunities for a successful UNHCR career. A great number of delegations
made comments in this respect. They felt it was not sufficient to increase the
total number of women employed by UNHCR, it was also necessary to improve the
promotion prospects of women and to place more women in higher-level posts through
external recruitme_nt if necessary. Several delegations asked UNBCR to try to find
solutions when there were difficulties in field assignments for women, the rotation
principle should be implemented in a flexible way. One representative suggested
that the High Commissioner should include in his-annual report a breakdown by sex
of UNHCR staff for each of the levels P-l to D-2.

35. One representative requested clarification on the exact nature of the
Revolving Fund for field staff housing (EC/SC.2/24).BeunderstOOd that th~ Fund
was established to provide UNBCR staff in difficult and remote duty stations with
essential housing and basic amenities, the costs of 'which ~ouldberestituted by
rental payments from staff members benefiting~romthese. facilitie.s. While the
speaker felt that the Executive Committee was morally obliged to ass.ist staff in
this manner, he objected to charging the costs of prefabricated housing units,
which were air-freighted toa duty station in the Sudan, to the Fund and felt that
they should have been charged within the framework of the emergency' operation.

36. One speaker felt that UNHCR's response (EC/SC.2/27) to the general and
. specific criticisms raised in the report of the Joint I~spectio~ Unit on the role
of UNHCR in South-East Asia (A/40/13S) did not go far enough and sometimes
consisted only of denials of the validity of some observations. The same speaker,
supported by others, was concerned about the need to decentralize and delegate more
management responsibility to the field. Be requested clearer evidence of what was
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being done in this J;egard and also underlined the report-Is references to the need
for UNBCR to train financial personnel and the importance of staff training in this
area.

37. Other speakers also felt that some conclusions of the Joint Inspection Unit
report were relevant in other parts of the world, particularly-in the areas of
regional co-ordination, project monitoring and financial control. A few speakers
believed that the post of Regional Co-ordinator for South-East Asia should be
re-established to promote durable solutions in Asia. A~other speaker expressed the
hope th~t a thorough review of the Joint Inspection Unit report would improve
programme implementation and endorsed earlier statements calling for the
regionalizationof UNBCR activities through decentralization.

38. Concerning administrative support costs, the Director of Administration and
Management stated that they were under constant review. Be noted, however, that
administrative costs could not be cut overnight and would not necessarily be
proportionate to cuts in assistance budgets for a number of reasons, including the
contractual obligations of the Office to its staff. Be underlined that care was
being taken to ensure that administrative support costs remained at the most
reasonable level possible.

39. On the question of project personnel posts, the Director explained tha':.
"project" or "L" pQsts facilitated the recruitment of certain types of staff for
the duration of well-defined projects. project personnel performed functions of a
technical or specialized nature related to the implementation or support of
projects, which could not be performed b¥ regular UNBCR staff. The existence of
the "L" category of posts continUed to provide an important element of flexibility
for UNBCR in adapting quickly to new or evolving situations. The Director
explained that in addition to 641 project posts reflected in th~programme budget
document, 80 project posts were created exclusively for the Sudan emergency. The
secretariat was prepared to provide more comprehensive tabulated information on
project posts in future Executive Committee documents.

40. With regard to staff training and preparedness, one delegation requested that
emergency prep~redn~ss measures should continue to be strengthened in close
co-operation with the United Nlltions Office for SDergency Operati.ons in Africa, the
Office of the united Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO), other United
Nations llgencies and non-governmental organizations. Another speaker wished to
emphasize the impOrtanceot training in protection matters for staff posted in the
field. ~e Director explained that, in emergency situations, the Qffice may be
obliged to send staff to t~e field even if they were not specifically trained to
fulfil their functions at the expected level. However, the Director pointed. out
that'in some cases untrained staff members had performed in an outstanding manner.
Be indicated that $30.0,000 had been earmarked by a donor country to help enhance
the G'apaCity of UNBCRemergency preparedness. On the question of a training
budget, he indicated that UNBCR did not have a fixed amount allocated for this
purpose as fundS were received from several sources. Induction and on-the-job
training as well as orientation courses costs were covered by the overall staff
costs budget. When training involved travel, this was combined with missions
undertaken for other official purposes. It was therefore difficult to determine
how much was actually spent on training.

41. Turning to the question"of women in UNBCR, the Director informed the
Sub-Committee that because of family commitments some women had difficulty in
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accepting field assignments: the problem waA being looked at so that their career
development prospects would not be unreasonably hampered. On the other hand, there
were indeed many women already working in field offices. Be also stressed that of
the five trainees, four w~re women and this had been a good opportunity to bring
women into the organization. Fewer women candidates were, on the whole, available
than men. In reply to a query, the Director infornied the Sub-committee that: UNBCR
had six women at the P-5 level, one at the D-l level and none at the D-2 level.

42. Concerning Professional job classification, the Director indicated that there
were no classification proposals in document A/AC.96/657 additional to those
approved by the Executive committee in January 1985. With regard to General
Service job classification, the Director informed tne Sub-Committee that the
exercise had been finalized but that the implementation of the recommendations had
been delayed, in agreement with the Staff Representatives, for the purposes of
identifying career paths for General Service staff. It was expected that the
recommendations would be im~lemented in the near future.

43. On tha Revolving Fund for field staff housing and basic amenities, the
Director stated that the use of prefabricated housing was within the terms of
reference of the Fund. The revolving element consisted in the monthly rent which
was requested from the staff using the houses. It had been found rational to make
use of the existing facilities offered by the Fund to cover staff housing needs in
Es Showak (the Sudan), rather than establishing an additional Revolving Fund
connected exclusively with the Sudan emergency. Be added that the prefabricated
houses would most probably continue to be needed after the emergency, since UNHCR
was now moving staff from the Field Office in Gedaref to Es Showak. He trusted
that the Executive COmmittee would be able to approve the increase of the working
capital of the Fund to a ceiling of $3 million as requested in document EC/SC.2/28.

44. In his response to comments on the report of the Joint Inspection Unit, the
Director stated that with the benefit of hindsight, UNHCR could have provided more
complete replies on some points. He noted that the level of UNHCR response to the
report was a reflection of the many and sometimes overwhelming reporting
obligations the Office was confronted with. On decentralization and delegation of
authority, the Director noted that the UNHCR structure was reviewed in 1981 and was
embodied in a UNHCR Manual setting out the functions and respon~~bi1ities of all
offices and categories of officers at headquarters and in the field. Delegation to
the field could certainly be strengthened, the conditions were tne will to delegate
at one end and the capacity to use delegated autnority at the other. With respect
to the post of CO-ordinator for South-East Asia, the Director recalled that the
High Commissioner had decided to discontinue the post but not the function, the
latter was now being carried out by the Head of the Regional ~reau for South and
South-East Asia, who, as a result, had to undertake extensive'trave1, probably to
an extent greater than that of other Beads of Regional Bureaux. Taking staffing
constraints into account, this continUed to be, in the view of the High
Commissioner, the best formula for performing this role. In connection with this
statement, one speaker wondered whether the staff member concerned wou1~ be able to
perform both his regular tasks and that of CO-ordinator properly, particularly in
the light of the restrictions imposed on tr.ave1.

45. One speaker wondered about the difference between the figure of 1,070 posts
quoted in the United Nations proposed programme budget and that of 1,076 posts
indicated in table VI of document A/AC.96/657. In his reply, the Director
explained that the proposed programme budget had been prepared in late 1984, i.e.
prior to the Executive COmmittee's approval of six additional posts in January 1985.
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ThlsClifferenQehadno impact on the United Nations regul-:U budget, since the six
poats were all funded under voluntary funCls.

46. One speaker requested information on the number of consultants employed by
UNBCR and the amount: budge~ed for 1985 for consultancies. He was informed that an
amount of $1,099,OOOwaa budgeted for consultancies in 1985, most of which was
related to short-te~ expert work, feasibility studies and specialized reports.

l

47. One speaker queried the inflation factor of 11.5 per cent applied to the 1986
estimates for field locations, since other United Nations agencies were using much
lower fi9ures. In response, the Director explained that the inflation factor of
11.5 per cent for 1986 was a weighted average based on estimated inflation factors
calculated for each individual country. He noted that the United N~tions regular
budget for 1986-1987 contained a 10 per cent inflation factor in 12 field
locations. The percentage of 11.5 had been calculated according to computerized
budgetary techniques: if it proved to be too high, it would be adjusted
accordingly~in the 1986 revised estimates.

48. In reply to a query raised by one speaker, the Director informed the
Sub-Committee that, cf the five trainees, two had been posted to the field while
the other three continued their training at Headquarters and were expected to be
posted to the field in the near future.

Voluntary funds accounts for 1984 and report of the Board of Auditors (item 3 (a)
of the agenda)

49. Several speakers expressed concern at the observations made by the Board of
Auditors in their report (A/AC.96/656). The issues mentimled were inadequate
budgetary control, cash management, accounting control, procurement, deficiencies
in the management of project activities and in reporting, as well as fraud. All
asked that UNHCR should take immediate action and follow the recommendations made
by the auditors. Speakers underlined the urgency of remedial measures,
particuiarly in the light of current budgetary difficulties, the recruitment of
staff competent in ·financial management should be encouraged and compliance with
financial procedures should be a criteria in evaluation reports. One
~epresentative, supported by other speakers, proposed that the Executive Committee
should ask the High Commissioner for a ·compliance report" on measures taken by his
Office in order to implement the recommendations of the auditors. Various
delegations recommended that training in financial management be given priority
attention. It was stated that UNHCR should correct weaknesses identified by the
auditors, particularly in regard to expenditure control, otherwise this would
hinder its fund-rai~ng efforts. One speaker noted that the reduction of
carry-over from 1984 to 1985 was in itself a positive development in that it
reflected a higher programme implementation rate.

50. In response, The Director of Administration and Mangement assured speakers
that UNHCR shared their concern at the weaknesses identified by the auditors and
had already started-to take remedial action. He pointed out that training was
essential and seminars on financial and budgetary control had been held to this
effect in field locations in recent years. Lately, the High Commissioner had drawn
the attention of representatives in the field to their personal responsibility in
this regard. FUrthermore, an Audit Committee functioning under the chairmanship of
the Deputy High Commissioner had established guidelines for courses of action on
the 'basis of an appraisal of the comments of the internal or external auditors.
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Although difficulties were inherent in the world-wide scope and natur~ of UNHCR
activities, further efforts were needed to strengthen the Office's performance in
this area. Corrective measures were being carried out and the External Auditors
would be informed of this progress during their next visit in OCtober, when UNHCR
would continue to offer them maximum collaboration and facilities. The Director
had taken note of the critical comments made by various s~aker~ and of the need to
provide more complete and detailed responses in future reports.

UNHCR approach to improved programme delivery and to project evaluation (item 5 of
the agenda)

51. The Director of Assistance introduced this item by recalling that, since 1982,
UNHCR has been able to propose each year a substantial reduction under General
Programmes. Coming after the major emergency programmes of the late 1970s and
early 1980s, these reductions reflected both the adjustments required as a result
of the stabilization of several major refugee influxes and the need to take account
of actual programme delivery capacity. The reductions had resulted from a greater
realism and a more stringent procedure for project review and approval rather than
from any actual curtailment of activitles. By contrast, unprecedented austerity
measures were applied in formUlating the revised programme for 1985 and the bUdget
proposals for 1986. Fbr the first time, therefore, the Executive Oommittee was
being asked to approve a reduction of appropriations in relation to actual
expenditure in the previous year.

52. The Director reviewed tnree main issues as seen against the background of the
substantial projected s~ortfall in the funding of assistance programmes. Firstly,
he emphasized the absolute necessity of vigorously pursuing the shift of emphasis
towards durable solutions. If UNBCR, for lack of the necessary resources, had to
suspend certain assistance activities, the axe would be likely to fall more on
services and infrastructure linked to durable, medium-te~ solutions than on
activities designed to ensure the immediate survival of refugees. Secondly, the
Director explained the need to reassess the validity of some of the assumptions
applied in drawing up the 1985 and 1986 pudgets. One main assumption was the
number of recipients of assistance, where an average figure had to be adopted;
actual increases of certain refugee populations above projected totals would mean
that some essential services could no longer be maintained unless adequate funding
was forthcoming. Lastly, the Director described the measures already taken by
UNHCR to curb expenditure in connection with assistance projects and the likely
consequences of the more restrictive measures that would have to be introduced if
the financial situation did not improve.

53. The Director stated that, given the scale of the current deficit, UNBCR had
now been obliged to impose a complete freeze on any new funding commitment for
assis~ance operations. Unless new and substantial contributions were forthcoming,
UNBCR would no longer be in a position to honour al.l the projects for which
agreements had already been signed. In addition, the UNBCRProcurementUnit had
been instructed to stop ordering any goods which were no~ directly linked-to the
immediate survival of refugees.

54. The Director hoped these severe restrictions could be lifted very soon since,
if continUed beyond a few weeks, they would jeopardize not only many efforts to
achieve durable solutions but also the very welfa~e of substantial numbers of
refugees. To remedy this situation, it would be necessary to increase the
resources made available to UNBCR. vigorous efforts should moreover be pursued to
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make all possible savings, for example by urging the implementing agencies to
assume responsibility for a larger propor.tion of project financing or by promoting
the substitution of certain expensi~e local purchases by donations in kind or
international procurement.

55. Several speakers expressed their appreciation of the detailed review given by
the Director, and noted with concern the implications of the current funding
shortfall. On the subject of evaluation, one speaker suggested that criteria be
defined which would assist in the design and the evaluation of projects, and this
suggestion was taken up by other speakers. Various suggestions were made for
strengthening the evaluation function and activities and in particular for more
in-depth evaluation activities and evaluation of country programmes. Several
speakers emphasized that UNHCR should not be confined, as a consequence of the
current financial crisis, to mere relief activities, UNHCR should be provided with
the means to conduct activities leading refugees towards self-sufficiency and
durable solutions. Some representatives expressed regret that the General
Programme for Africa had had to be substantially reduced in the revised proposals
for 1985 and' in the proposals for 1986•.

56. Another speaker suggested that, in the perspective of funding constraints, and
in order to enable UNHCR to be as responsive as possible to the requirements of
refugees, an order of priority be established for UNHCR assistance. activities for
1986, with inputs from interested delegations, to be reported to the informal
meeting in January 1986. He asked for continued emphasis to be placed on durable
solutions and further proposed that multi-year budgets be established as
appropriate for specific sectors, particularly in relation to durable solutions,
while actual approval of budgets would continue to ~e given on an annual basis. He
hoped that in January 1986, recommendations would also be made for more qualitative
content and longer-term perspective in UNHCR programmes, to be reflected later in
the next report on assistance activities, as well as improved mechanisms for the
collective review of this information. He suggested that contingency plans be
developed to reduce the possibility of increased deficits "and indiscriminate cuts.

57. Several speakers were in favour of the Executive Committee establishing an
order of priorities, while a number of other speakers expressed their reservations
about the proposal. One representative said that only UNHCR could establish
priorities within the programmes; the Executive Committee did not possess the
detailed knowledge required to make day-to-day decisions which could also provoke
endless debate. In his view, the Executive Committee could set up general
priorities between self-sufficiency and care and maintenance activities, it would
then be up to the High Commissioner to define specific priorities in the
programmes. One representative stressed that this should be done in consultation
with the Governments bf the countries of asylum. Another speaker said that
defining priorities 'Was not in accordance with the usual working procedure of the
Executive Committee, there were technical factors to be considered and the criteria
for what was to be given priority were very difficult issues which would give rise
to very long and complicated discussions. It would inevitably affect the work of
the Executive Committee, to the extent that no agreement could be reached for
approval of the General Programmes.

58. In response to the suggestions on establishing criteria, the Director of
Assistance commented that the suggestions covered criteria relevant to the
verification of project objectives, to standards of assistance and to
specifications for procurement. Standards and criteria did exist, there were gaps,
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as observed in evaluation reports, but these were exceptions rather than the rule.
As for project evaluation, the Director appreciated the support expressed for
strengthening this function. The Evaluation Unit had been doubled from one
Professional officer to two and even this complement was not enough. Priorities
were set for their work and the output was remarkable, the unit had also conducted
an evaluation on the Sudan Emergency Programme which unfortunately was too recent
to include in th~s year's report. In response to the·concern expressed by some
speakers regarding what they believed to be a decline in support for programmes in.
Africa, the Director explained that when both General and Special Programmes were
considered, the overall level of UNHCR activities in the region had not declined.
(In relation to this comment, one speaker subsequently cautioned against taking
General and Special Programmes together, since their objectives were different and
Special Programmes could not make up for shortfalls in General Programmes.)

59. Regarding the setting of priorities, the Director described the process by
which UNDCR General Programmes were originated in the field, then examined by
regional sections and bureaux, referred back to the field and then carefully
reviewed in the Assistance Division. Throughout, scrupulous attention was paid to
applicable standards and to priorities before submission to the High COmmissioner
and eventually to the Executive COmmittee. Thus it was after a long and considered
process that the proposed General Programes for 1986 were refined into a balanced
whole, reflecting only those activities of high priority. And then, of course, in
managing the General Programmes, the Bigh Commissioner had to set his priorities on
a continuing basis. .

Any other business (item 6 of the agenda)

60. The representative of the United States of America raised the subject of an
external programme audit which he thought would be beneficial to the refugee
programme and would fill information gaps not covered by the traditional
finance-oriented audits. Following recent legislation, government contributions
from his country to UNDCR after 1 June 1986 would be subject to the conduct of an
independent programme audit. Be therefore wished to introduce this subject during
the Sub-Committee's deliberations. Be was sure that the UNDCR secretariat was
already aware that the United Nations Board of External Auditors had the authority
to engage independent firms.

61. One representative said that his initial reaction was that there were already
controls in existence, such as the Board of External Auditors and the Joint
Inspection Unit. Be suggested that before coming to a decision th~re should be
bilateral discussions between the country concerned and the SecretarY-General. Be
also enquired whether it was within the competence of the Executive Cdmmittee to
consider this' proposal and whether amendments to the UNDCR Statute or other
provisions were necessary. De hoped that the secretariat ~~uld be able to cast
some light on the matter.

62. Another representative felt that the question should first be $Xamined in
respective. capitals. As a major donor toUNDCR programmes, his country shared the
concerns expressed. De felt, however, that UNBCR already had an established
auditing and evaluation system, within the rules and regUlations of the United
Nations: the Board of External Auditors, composed of three indep~ndent external
auditors, the Joint Inspection unit and the internal UNDCR Evaluation Unit. The
proposal presented should be examined carefully to ensure that a further
independent programme audit would not be a duplication of efforts already made
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(e) General Assembly resolution 37/196, paragraph 5, of 18 December 1982,

(a) UNHCR Statute (annex to the General '\ssemb1y resolution 428 ( :\7) of

14 December 1950): articles 21 and 22J
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(d) General Assembly resolution 1166 (XII) of 26 November 1957, requesting

the establishment of an Executive committee of the High Commissioner·s Programme,

(b) Report of the Board of Auditors to the General Assembly (text reproduced

in document A/AC.96/656) 1 in which the first paragraph referred to article 22 of

the UNDCR Statute,

(c) "Financial rules for voluntary funds administered by the High

Commissioner for Refugees, adopted by the Executive Committee and the General

Assembly of the United Nations" (A/AC.96/503/Rev.2): articles 1.1, 11.4 1 12.1,
~

64. The Director of Administration and Management suggested that the information

he could provide on the legal aspects raised would not be exhaustive but he hoped

that it would lead to clarification of the situation. He referred to the following

texts: A

(f) Article XII (External Audit) of the Financial Regulations and Rules of

the Unite3 Nations (with special reference to article XII (6) and XII (9)").

63. Another representative stated that, although a modest donor to the Office's

programmes, his Government felt that the cost/benefit ratio of" such an undertaking

had to be carefully studied and the evaluation criteria already established

thoroughly reviewed, before any major changes were made to the present system of

auditing. 'in view of the present period of austerity, any costly duplication of

controls should be avoided. He was open to any discussion that would lead to

improvement and felt that other organizations should be approached to examine the

methods they employed.

elsewhere. He requested that the UNHCR secretariat explain to the present meeting

the mandates of both 'the Sub-eommittee and the Executive committee. His views were

echoed by a later speaker.

65. He felt that the above points of reference would help explain the scope of

competence of the Executive Committee, which in any event could always make

recommendations to the relevant United Nations organs. He added that UNHCR was

part of the United Nations and received funds from the United Nations regular

budget. As such UNHCR was subject to the United Nations provisions concerning

external and internal aqait and close co-ordination was thus required on this

matter with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

66. The representative of the United States took note of the positions expressed

by other representatives and of the clarifications given by the secretariat. At

the request of the Chairman, copies of the texts referred to by the Director of

Administration and Management were distributed to the representatives for further

stUdy.
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